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"Interactive video games.
So we can cream my cousin Ralph
in San Diego at Sonic the Hedgehog:"

There's been alot of hype about the information superhighway
But for many companies, its not just hype. They're on the verge of
delivering broadband services. And we're the ones who are helping them do it.
Only AT&T Network Systems has the total solutions you need to get over
the formidable hurdles associated with building new networks. From highly
trained salespeople who understand your business, to the engineering expertise
of Bell Labs. From planning and manufacturing to installation and service. Plus
the systems integration to tie in any mix of analog and digital, wired and wireless
networks and the operations systems to manage them.
And we back it all with the reliability we're famous for.

lItousands of people ready to spend millions
on new services.
(Our total solutions let you deliver, fast.)
The biggest difference is that when you choose AT&T's total solutions
you know your investment is protected. We bring you products that grow
with your network. Like the world's only evolvable ATM technology—the
AT&T GlobeView"-2000 Broadband System. And regional interconnects based
on SONET and digital compression technology to accommodate avirtually
endless stream of new services.
So you can add capabilities and capacity year after year.
Our total solutions approach is why cable TV, phone and media companies
in the U.S. and throughout the world have selected AIM Network Systems to be
their strategic partner. So don't upgrade or build your network with just anybody.
After all, people out there are demanding new broadband services. With our
end-to-end solutions in place, you can start
giving them what they want right away.
Before somebody else does.

AT&T TOTAL SOLUTIONS
MORE THAN JUST EQUIPMENT
WHAT YOU NEED TO COMPETE
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they're also very versatile—which
means they adapt easily to many
architectures and applications.
Don't be overpowered by alaser.
Just get the power you need

with STARBLAZER.
Call us at 1-800-523-6678 to
find out more.
"Laser By The Foot." Another first
from General Instrument.
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S
everal years ago, Iwrote about emerging vehicle

location technologies that cable systems could use to
track their fleets of trucks. A new service is now on the
horizon, to be provided as part of cellular and PCS services, because the FCC
is requiring these services to support
Enhanced 911 (E911). This new service
could have far-reaching effects on the
personal communications market.

Further
developments
in location
technologies

By Jeffrey Krauss,
telecommunications policy
guru and
President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

FCC plans for E911

The number "911" is the nationwide
emergency telephone number; with
Basic 911 service, calls to 911 are routed directly to designated public safety
agencies. With Enhanced 911 service,
the calling number and the location of
the caller are displayed for the call
taker. But today, Enhanced 911 does
not provide location information for
cellular callers, because the caller's
location is unknown.
In response to requests from public
safety agencies throughout the country,
the FCC is proposing to require cellular
operators to provide caller location
information for 911 calls. FCC Docket
No. 94-102 is just aproposal right now,
but it could be adopted as arule in
about ayear.
Under the FCC proposal, wireless
operators would have to begin providing some location information one year
after the rules are adopted, and precise locations (to
within 125 meters) five years after the rules are adopted. The timetable and the precision requirements could
change, but the general policy seems certain to be
adopted. And it will likely apply to all commercial
wireless services.
This proposed FCC requirement, while intended to
support public safety's needs, could have an impact far
beyond that. Widely available wireless location services could have amajor impact on the consumer personal communications marketplace in the next century.

Location technologies for wireless
The FCC has identified avariety of different location technologies that wireless operators might employ.
The Commission probably will not adopt one of these
as astandard, but will allow wireless operators to
choose whichever location technology is best suited.
The potential technologies would require modifying
either the wireless handset or the base station. For
example, modifying the wireless handset to add a
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver would allow
the handset to transmit its position back to acontrol
center, but would raise the cost of the handset by about
$300. And while GPS might be ideal for vehicles out
on an open highway, GPS receivers don't work well in
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some urban environments, because they require adirect
line-of-sight to the GPS satellites.
Techniques that add special equipment at wireless
base stations can calculate location based on the signal
received from the wireless unit. This calculation might
be based on the direction of the received signal, or its
strength, or its time of arrival. For example, precise
direction-finding antennas could be installed at wireless base stations. Or the received signal strength could
be measured at anumber of receive sites. Or the time
of arrival of the specially coded messages in the control channel could be measured. Time of arrival measurements, which are already proven as the basis for
location services now operating in the 902-928 MHz
band, appear to be the best candidate to achieve reliability and precision goals.
There are now more than 20 million cellular telephones in use, and this number is expected to grow to
32 million by 1998. It seems likely that wireless operators will choose location technologies that require special equipment at the relatively few base stations,
rather than imposing additional costs on subscribers.
Communications system operators generally do not
favor new FCC-imposed service requirements. But in
this case, location service is avalue-added capability
that wireless operators can sell to customers. In addition to supporting more efficient operations for fleets
of vehicles, it can provide ahighly reliable stolen vehicle tracking service. As an incentive, insurance companies could give adiscount to wireless subscribers.
Wireless operators could offer a"billing by location" service. In one example, ashopping mall operator
could use this for promotional purposes, to pay the cost
of calls you make while you are shopping at the mall.
And location service will also help to combat wireless phone fraud. Cloning of cellular phones is aserious and increasing problem. Calls from cloned cellular
phones can be identified by analyzing calling patterns,
but catching cellular pirates today is difficult because
the pirate has unlimited mobility. A location system
using technology at the base station could change this.

Other location services
Previously, 1wrote about GPS-based services and
time of arrival systems that operate in the 902-928
MHz band. The time of arrival systems (notably
Teletrac, then part of Pacific Telesis, and now part of
Airtouch) are tied up in an FCC proceeding, trying to
work out spectrum sharing rules with other users of the
902-928 MHz band. This fight could go on for years.
GPS-based services are being offered by afew vendors. These require amobile radio channel to send the
location data back to acontrol center. Most commercial
fleets already use private mobile radio systems, or they
can lease airtime from awireless data carrier like RAM
or Ardis. But GPS-based services have not yet taken
off in the marketplace. A location service incorporated
into cellular and PCS systems would quickly dominate
the market.
CED
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Only One Sweep System
Leads aDouble Life!

Stealth Sweep...

Stealth Reverse Sweep...

STEALTH REVERSE SWEEP
PUT REVERSE SWEEP CAPABILITY
INTO YOUR HAND

Features include:

The Stealth Reverse Sweep...The
latest sweep technology has been
enhanced to meet your reverse
sweep testing needs. Forward and
reverse path alignment can now be
done simultaneously —and by one
person —with one instrument —the
handheld Stealth.

•Simple, user interface

Engineered for the interactive revolution, the Stealth 3SR handheld unit with the reverse sweep
option both receives and transmits sweep for fast, precise, and
accurate measurement of both the forward and reverse paths.
Eliminating awkward, complicated equipment setup results
in simplified testing, reduced fatigue, and less time maintaining your system. You'll wonder how we squeezed in so
much capability.

•Built-in sweep transmitter

•Sweep any reverse band from 5-1,000 MHz
•Fast, continuous reference sweep
•Stealth Sweep ...a Wavetek exclusive, tests without
interrupting viewer reception
•Signal analyzer for carrier levels, C/N, hum, tilt, and
spectrum display
•Automated FCC 24-hour test capability
The Stealth Reverse Sweep provides all the accuracy, speed, and
features you'd expect from the leader.
So, get the smallest, fastest lowest priced, most capable sweep on
the market Get the Wavetek Stealth. Call 1
8006225515.
Wavetek... partners in productivityfor over 25 years.

WAvETEK
Circle Reader Service No. 6
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FCC's chief engineer promises
action on digital standards soon

The Federal Communications Commission
intends to begin anew proceeding soon on
digital transmission standards for the cable
industry, according to Richard Smith, chief of
the FCC's office of engineering and technology. Smith made the announcement during the
SCTE Conference on Emerging Technologies
in Orlando, Fla. last month.
Cable engineers have reacted negatively to
Smith's comments, complaining that the
industry has already been the Commission's
whipping boy for the past year or two.
Others expect any proceeding on digital standards to slow down the rollout of new digital
systems, which has already been hampered
by the lengthy MPEG standardization
process.
Specifically, Smith said the planned proceeding will "encompass standards for all
video communications media, including cable,
video dialtone and direct satellite broadcasting" and will include "standards for digital
compression and astandard security interface
system."
This latter point is likely to be problematical from acable operator's point of view.
Technologists have long argued against any
security standard because of the possibility for
piracy or broken codes. Even "renewable"
security is considered by many to be risky—and
expensive. Any type of national standard on
security will likely run into opposition from
the NCTA and others unless amethod to protect services can be developed.
But the real issue will be over the timing of
any new standards and how they may affect
planned digital roll-outs by both cable operators and telephone companies. Smith said the
Commission is aware of these timetables and
wants to avoid unnecessarily impairing the
development of new cable digital technologies
and services.
"We are also aware that some in the industry are moving toward implementing digital
transmissions relatively soon," said Smith. "I
would caution these parties that we do intend
to address digital standards, and they should
pay careful attention to our schedule and
actions in any decisions they might make...
that might conflict with the standard we ultimately adopt."
Furthermore, the FCC intends to monitor
the technologies MSOs will use to deploy telephony, Smith said. "This matter is alittle farther out on the horizon, though, and we really
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haven't looked closely at the specific technical
issues we will have to examine."

Zenith, AT&T partner
on interactive device

bits/second modem and more than 1megabyte
of DRAM flash memory. It can store up to 20
minutes of digital voice messages.
"This brings all the consumer's messaging
needs to one spot," said an AT&T spokesman,
who said this product is the first of afamily of
intelligent home devices the company will
introduce this year. Additional products will be
able to display messages on aPC or directly
on ascreen built into atelephone.
Al Moschner, Zenith's president and COO,
said the alliance will help position the TV as
the interactive appliance in the home. "Zenith
is preparing for the indisputable digital future,
but.. .we are aggressively working to offer
appealing interactive services within the current analog world."

Time Warner unwraps
Full Service Network

Zenith plans to integrate the AT&T TV
In formation Center into its TVs and analog settops beginning in 1996.

Zenith Electronics plans to integrate new
circuitry in its TVs and analog set-tops that
will decode and display digital information
provided by AT&T Consumer Products, it was
announced last month at the Consumer
Electronics Show.
AT&T intends to launch its TV Information
Center in the second quarter of 1995. Its goal:
to deliver information such as telephone messages, local traffic and weather, headline news,
banking info and daily stock updates over the
most ubiquitous display in the United States,
the television screen.
AT&T will offer astandalone device for
consumers for $329 within the next three
months to customers in the Northeast, with
rollouts to other parts of the country coming
later. Zenith intends to integrate the technology into its products by 1996. According to a
Zenith spokesman, the cost to integrate the
technology into TVs and set-tops has yet to be
determined, but executives have said publicly
it will be under $100.
The system, developed by AT&T's Bell Labs,
delivers voice and text over telephone lines to
the in-home box. The box is then connected to
the TV, which displays the desired information.
The unit contains an AMD 29200 microprocessor and an AT&T DSP 16 chip developed by
AT&T Microelectronics. It features a2400
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With much media splash, Time Warner
launched its interactive Full Service Network
in Orlando last December, giving the world a
glimpse of the capabilities of the world's most
powerful—and probably most expensive—broadband network. Time Warner Inc. Chairman and
CEO Gerald Levin proclaimed, "The network's breakthrough architecture makes true
video on demand areality for the first time.
With digital interactivity, consumers are in
total control of the programming they bring
into their homes."
Jim Chiddix, senior VP of engineering and
technology with Time Warner, and Levin
demonstrated the capabilities of the FSN.
Using the Carousel navigational system, the
two put the FSN through anumber of acrobatic maneuvers, including ordering up the
movie, "The Specialist," pausing it, ordering
up "The Client," then entering the interactive
shopping mall on the network to order products from the Warner Bros. Studio Store and
the U.S. Post Office, as well as playing gin
rummy across the network with an FSN test
family. Returning to the "movies" venue, the
two canceled their second movie selection and
returned to their original choice, "The
Specialist," which was still paused at the same
scene. Whew.
Executives from several of the primary
technology partners in the network were also
on hand to discuss their participation in the
FSN. Silicon Graphics Chairman and CEO
Edward McCracken, whose company contributed the system software, Carousel navigator and media servers, among other pieces,
commented on the speed necessary to support
interactivity. "On the FSN, you can send a
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After 29 Peaceful Years In The Cable Industry,
Wendell Woody Helped Start ARevolution.
.11•0101111111111•4«..minwitemile

Wendell Woody
Sprint/North Supply
Executive Director, Cable Television Sales

Meet Wendell Woody Then again, you probably already know him. His name is recognized throughout
the cable industry His leadership is honored by the Society of Cable Television Engineers. And now, his
years of experience have culminated at Sprint/North Supply, right where you'd expect to
find him— at the forefront of an industry revolution.
Woody had already helped introduce leading edge advancements to the CATV industry including
FM Fiber Optics, AM Fiber Optics and Cable Alternate Access. So when Sprint announced alliances
with major cable operators, Woody's new Broadband Group at Sprint/North Supply was positioned
to bring you Cable Telephony. Through his cable experience and Sprint/North Supply's distribution
expertise, new technological and distribution doorways are opening for you.

*--

At Sprint/North Supply, we've put together an unbeatable distribution team —
cable industry veterans dedicated to providing the quality customer service you deserve. So when you
need broadband or telephony products, call Sprint/North Supply, your full-line national distributor.
Just take it from Woody — you'll really like what we deliver.
FREE TELECOMMUNICATIONS GLOSSARY. Call and order your FREE 160-page glossary
"Telecommunications Terms and Acronyms." NO OBLIGATION.

1-800-639-CATV

On Line, On Call, On Time

Sprint
Circle Reader Service No. 7
8054B

North Supply
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command from the remote to the cable headend miles away, and return it back to the settop—in the same time that astandard remote
takes to reach atypical cable box."
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. President and CEO
James McDonald announced that the FSN is
"the first implementation of MPEG-encoded
and compressed video information using an
ATM transport." S-A's contributions to the
project included manufacturing the set-top terminal, in conjunction with Toshiba, as well as
providing headend and distribution electronics.
In addition, Time Warner conducted tours of
the Network Operations Center—the nerve center which houses the servers and switches that
deliver the content—as well as the Digital
Production Center, where promotional materials are created, and movies are digitized for
the network. Event attendees also had the
opportunity to visit "The Home of the 21st
Century," where they could pick up FSN
remotes and interact with the network.

TCI, Microsoft form
on-line partnership

Tele-Communications Inc. jumped into
high-speed, interactive computing by investing
$125 million into Microsoft Corp.'s newlyformed On-line Services Partnership. The partnership, which will be 80 percent owned and
wholly operated by Microsoft, will control the
assets and cash flow of the computing giant's
planned on-line service, The Microsoft
Network. TCI's Technology Ventures group
will own the remaining 20 percent. Executives
with both companies said the partnership is
non-exclusive and does not preclude TCI from
delivering other on-line services, such as
America Online, Prodigy or CompuServe.
The Microsoft Network, which will launch
as part of the company's forthcoming
Windows 95 software, was announced in
November and includes applications such as
electronic mail, Internet access and home
shopping.
Through the partnership, Microsoft hopes to
harness and use the high data rates inherent
with broadband cable networks. Initially, however, the Microsoft Network will use standard,
dial-up telephone lines to connect home PCs to
data content, with plans to hook up the first
broadband users sometime in 1996. According
to Microsoft, the technology necessary for
delivering on-line services over cable TV networks is still being developed.
Specifically, the technology under development includes high-speed cable modems and
the associated headend interfaces, with signals
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ultimately routing to Microsoft's central operations center.
Separately, TCI and Microsoft's Advanced
Consumer Technology group are involved in an
interactive television project near Microsoft's
Redmond, Wash. campus, and although the two
companies have openly expressed an interest in
high-speed computing, the initial plans call for
atelevision offering only.

Sun expands effort
into digital video

Sun Microsystems has significantly expanded its efforts to develop digital video solutions
for both program providers and network operators over the past several weeks, including a
new joint venture with LSI Logic and the
David Sarnoff Research Center to develop
MPEG-2 encoding systems, and anew interactive TV product from its alliance with
Thomson Consumer Electronics.
Several weeks ago, Sun joined aconsortium
with Scientific-Atlanta and Siemens Stromberg
Carlson to develop end-to-end video networks.
The agreement with LSI and Sarnoff calls
for the group to develop areal-time MPEG-2
encoder based on Sun's SPARCstation 20
workstation in time to begin shipments in the
summer of 1995. The group expects the
encoding system to cost about $50,000, or half
the cost of systems currently available.
Sarnoff will bring its expertise in algorithm
development and television technology, while
LSI offers its CoreWare design methodology to
develop achipset based on ascalable architecture for avariety of compression applications.
Separately, Sun announced last month at the
Consumer Electronics Show that its alliance
with Thomson has resulted in anew operating
platform for interactive TV, called "Open TV."
According to company executives, Open TV
allows cable operators, telcos, satellite networks and others to download interactive
applications to set-top decoders through their
existing networks, then use the return path of
the set-top to provide full interactivity.
The Open TV software has been designed
to work on arange of set-top systems and can
be deployed on broadcast or ATM-switched
networks, company officials said. It is based
on commercially available products and is
available now.

CableLabs to spend
$13.1 million in '95

Cable Television Laboratories (CableLabs)
will increase its spending by about $500,000
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to $13.1 million in 1995, and will increase its
staff from 50 to 61 persons.
The 1995 CableLabs budget calls for the
Louisville, Colo.-based research and development consortium to spend $9.5 million in
operations, $2.9 million in R&D projects and
$700,000 in capital equipment. The R&D project pool is apportioned throughout the year
for non-overhead projects with funding based
on approval by the CableLabs project planning
process.
The additional funds will allow CableLabs
to hire several experts, including an RF and
digital signal processing engineer, avideo and
telephony engineer and avice president for
network architecture and design development,
all of which are positions that went unfilled in
1994. Other new positions include amembership services representative, adirector of operations engineering projects, two MPEG software engineers, three administrative assistants
and asenior adviser.

Jottings

General Instrument has contracted with
Probita Inc. to jointly explore and develop
"level 1" gateway solutions for interactive
video network providers. Such solutions will
manage interaction among set-top terminals,
video servers, headends and optical nodes in
real time. Level 1gateway software will control the switch fabric, much like atelephone
central office switch. A Level 1gateway is
defined as the connection between consumers
and information providers. It coordinates all
elements of the transport and access networks,
making it possible for multiple hardware manufacturers to interoperate
.CableLabs hosted the first meeting of the Cable/IT
Convergence Forum during last month's
ComNet '95 trade show in Washington, D.C.
During the meeting, CableLabs officials were
to discuss the role of the Forum, which is to
bring vendors of computer and communications equipment to the cable industry by educating them about the industry, its capabilities
and long-term strategies. Forum members currently include IBM, Digital Equipment Corp.,
Cisco Systems, Bay Networks and Apple
Computer.. .Meanwhile, Scientific-Atlanta
hosted ameeting last month of the Digital
Audio-Video Council (DAVIC), which is leading the drive toward global open standards for
interoperable, end-to-end digital video communications systems. Created following the
development of the first MPEG standard,
DAVIC is composed of more than 100 companies representing cable, telephone, computer
and consumer electronics companies. ..ciED
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Signal Level Meter
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Coax TDR

2721,1 2722A
RF
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Monitor

FiberMinC .
Mini OTDR

Sweep
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2715 CATE
Spectrum Analyzer

Video

VM700A
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Set

OUR CABLE TV TEST TOOLS
CAN ENSURE THE QUALITY

[NOT NECESSARILY
THE CONTENT.]

OF ANY VIDEO SIGNAL.
When it conies to pro% iding aquality cable television

Our newest signal level meter, for instance, provides superior

signal, Tektronix has you covered.

measurement accuracy with automated test sequences, giving you

Whether you're installing and maintaining your

detailed results in seconds.

cable plant, verifying RF carrier parameters or making

For afree catalog of all our cable TV test solutions, call us

baseband measurements at the head-end, Tektronix
has the broadest line of cable TV test solutions.
Our tools have areputation for superior accuracy,
quality and reliability. What's more, they're easy to use.

today at 1-880-426-2200, (press 3and when prompted request
WHETHER IT'S PROW?
SUPPORT OR TECHNIC&
ADVICE, OUR WORLOWILIT

program 326). We're here to help you deliver aclear signal. What
your subscribers watch, however, is up to them.

SERVICE ORGANIZATION le
HERE TO HELP.
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B
eneath the calm, "I am aresponsible adult" exterior

of David A. Eng lies the Robin Williams of the cable
industry—just waiting to leap out and pounce on any
unsuspecting person he engages in conversation. Whether the Norwegian Eng
is talking about arecent trip to
Japan—"Eng-San, you're not
Japanese!"—or lapsing into his ultra-oily
radio announcer schtick to describe his
trepidation at building the lab for
CableLabs from scratch—"I was scared
in aprofessional, yet technically intimidated, way"—he is apt to bounce off of
any wall, at any moment.

The
further
adventures
of Eng

By Dana Cervenka
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The first of many firsts

Eng's sense of adventure has served
him well, as it has freed up his imagination to enrich his professional life.
His journey to his present position as
manager of technical services with
Cable Television Laboratories Inc.
began because, rather than fearing the
unknown, he joyously embraced it. As
astudent at Southwest State University
in Marshall, Minn., Eng decided to
spend one of his Christmas breaks by
helping to wire the dorm rooms for
cable, hooking up asmall system for
the college. That experience inspired
him to apply for ajob with his local
cable franchise, Dowden Cable
Systems, though his knowledge of the
technology was almost nil.
"They said, 'Here's apile of books. We'll see you in
two weeks'," recalls Eng." `Go find an office, aheadend site, finish the mapping, start the permit process.
Crews will be in town in about amonth, and the equipment will be arriving in about aweek. Oh, and by the
way, since you don't know cable construction, you
need to work with the crews, because you are supervising them'." Eng, however, was soon climbing poles
and hanging strand with the best of them. Though it
was only meant to be asummer job, cable had gotten
into Eng's blood, and he went to night school to finish
his degree in electrical engineering. While working at
Dowden, Eng established one of the first school interconnects, tying four schools in southern Minnesota
together to provide them with eight hours of cable
classroom programming.
After Dowden sold out to another concern, he made
the move to Rogers Communications in Minneapolis as
the manager of technical services. During his tenure
there, he was responsible for completing the company's
first fiber optic link—from Minneapolis to Eden Prairie.
By the time Rogers was sold off to KBLCOM, Eng
had become director of engineering. His first project
with the latter was putting an FM fiber trunk between
two headends, to consolidate them. That was in 1988.

And then came CableLabs.
Once again, Eng was called on to do things he'd
never done before. In 1990, "I was hired to build the
lab at CableLabs," says Eng, "and it was an empty
room with apile of benches in it."
"I was the lab guy, the technical guy, one of two
cable guys, and Ialso had to do the computer and
phone systems," he continues. Not only that, but he
was also responsible for building the CableLabs headend, defying convention in his design, utilizing open
relay racks and aSiamese headend cable. "It was okay
to ask 'why?' at CableLabs," notes Eng. "You didn't
always have to think inside the box."

That's not my phone—it's my coat!
While working with the consortium, Eng has been
involved in projects ranging from testing various compression schemes, to completing astudy on 4x3pictures shown on a16 x9high definition screen, to testing telephony over cable. The latter was done in the
days before it was politically correct for cable to hint at
any interest in telephony. "We would do testing and literally hide the equipment under lab coats and other
things," he recalls. "People would walk into labs and
labcoats would be ringing."
In yet another first for Eng, he was put in charge of
adigital compression demo in Montreaux, Switzerland.
The demo took feeds off asatellite, and transported
them from one area of the hall to another.
Unfortunately, Eng was also dealing with European
powering on American equipment, as well as floating
grounds. "A slight electrocution thing happened, but it
was only 90 volts," he grins.
After Montreaux, Eng and his team completed the
technical design for the consortium's new building in
Louisville, Colo., and then moved on to the CableNET
project. As asystems integrator, Eng's task was to
work with 45 vendors who hadn't necessarily worked
together before, and who represented the cable, telephony, data and computer industries.
As you might expect, Eng's "why not?" philosophy
carries over into his personal life. He has been known
to scream down Colorado ski slopes on his mountain
bike, and in his younger days, took part in motorcycle
hill climbs. He and wife Anne have four young children: three boys and ababy girl. In his "spare" time,
Eng also serves as the committee chairperson for a
Cub Scout pack, and as the chairman of acommittee
at his church which is charged with selecting anew
pastor (would you let this man be your spiritual
guide?).
What's next for Eng professionally? Working with
several departments at CableLabs on testing arising
from the group's telephony RFP, as well as doing
MPEG-2 conformance testing.
Clearly, Eng loves his work. "I've never been bored
at CableLabs," he declares. "It's interesting to have one
foot in reality, one foot in the future, and to be able to
go between the two."
aED
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The Most Powerful Team in Cable

A

lpha Technologies and Johnson

Interstate "runs -the ball, deliver-

Controls teamed up more than ade-

ing fresh batteries regardless of loca-

cade ago to provide the highest quality

tion and provides convenient, environ-

cable television power available. Now

mentally sound, recycling service.

they announce the addition of anew

And you, the customer, "score"

member to their winning team—

by receiving fresh batteries when you

Interstate Battery System of America.

need them, with reduced freight

Interstate is the North American

charges on all orders—including re-

leader in battery distribution with over

mote locations—as well as the

1500 delivery vehicles serving virtually

industry's most convenient battery

every county in the country.

recycling program.

Johnson Controls "centers" the

Keeping cable customers happy

ball by providing the highest quality

requires ateam effort. Which is ex-

battery design and manufacturing.

actly why you can count on the most

Alpha "quarterbacks" by being
the single source for orders and

powerful team in cable—now with
more than 1500 All-Stars coast to coast.

service support.
For more information, on the
United States
Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
Fax: (206) 671-4936

Alpha XP Series power supply and Johnson Controls
Dynasty® Gel Ce! battery.

Alpha Advagtagem call: 1-.808-421 -8089

Canada
Alpha Technologies
5700 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
Tel: (604) 430-1476
Fax: (604) 430-8908

INTERSTATE
BATTERIES

Fresh Power. Guaranteed!
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n29 years, one can learn alot about aparticular town.
If your town was Washington, D.C., as mine is, you
would probably learn more than what is good for you.
A case in point: the November elections, which shocked alot more people
than just President Bill Clinton and
(then) Speaker of the House Tom Foley.
They shocked alot of us who toil in the
vineyards, so to speak.
It's not that those of us who watch
Congress and other politicians are not
capable of making abetter-than-average guess about the outcome of a
midterm election; in fact, we're usually
pretty good at those. It's just that
absolutely no one in Washington would
have placed even amodest wager on
the possibility that the GOP (for
"Grand Old Party," or Republicans)
would capture control of both houses of
Congress. Lest you think that we in the
Washington business don't have
Democrats as friends, rest assured that
we do—and more than just afew.
So, the people spoke. Pundits and
pretenders alike were surprised, and
dare Isay it, somewhat pleased. A lot
of business leaders were pleased,
because traditionally, they have
believed that Republicans were more
favorably disposed toward letting business people do business.
With increased competition coming
after cable systems in the form of DBS, MMDS and
video dialtone (the fake cable systems proposed by the
RBOCs), the cable industry needs flexibility to meet
these challenges. Unfortunately, that flexibility is
something that the 1992 Cable Act and its implementation by the FCC took away from us.
The lessons imposed by this type of heavy-handed
micromanagement did not go unnoticed, even by the
members of the democratically-controlled Congress of
pre-November.
But, while that body (the one that passed the Act, even
over President George Bush's veto) made many public
and private comments about the intrusiveness of that regulation, there was little in the way of aconcrete acknowledgment that awrong would or could be righted.

The new
Congress and
the cable
industry

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Careful what you wish for
So afair question to ask of those who work in
Washington on your behalf is this: Exactly what is the
new Congress going to do? Speaking as one who was
surprised by the results of the election, Iam alittle
hesitant to claim that Iknow precisely what it may do,
or even, for that matter, what we would like it to do.
This question of what we would have it do is acomplex one. While we might all wish foroutright repeal
of the Act and all of its evil offspring, this is not likely
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to happen. Even generally pro-business congressmen
and women think that some of the criticism of the
cable industry was deserved, and that some parts of the
law were helpful in addressing those points
They do, however, feel that the regulatory detail was
excessive, and that some of the most onerous regulations should be repealed. The trick, therefore, is to figure out what we want most, if it's agiven that we can't
undo the original deed in total.
Ipersonally would vote for someone to talk about
three areas that directly conflict with one another: the
anti-buy-through rule, the must carry channel selection
rule and the anti-scrambling portion of the compatibility rule. As anyone who may have thought through the
ramifications of the simultaneous applications of all
three of these rules has surmised, they cannot all coexist in the form that the authors had in mind.
One of the problems that, led to this conflict is that
legislation is not awell-organized effort. Idon't mean
to suggest that the process that we all learned about in
grade school civics class is not well documented and
well understood. It's just that those well-known steps
undergone by apiece of legislation do not reveal the
underlying work of dozens of people who have their
hands in the language that will ultimately yield law.
These unheralded authors come at the project from several different points of view. Their expertise is, as you
would imagine, in the area of government policy, and
not in the area of technology. They nonetheless not
only write words that make it into the final law, but
they convince their bosses (the elected ones) of the correctness of their rules on the issue.
The result is that alaw is actually not amonolithic
thing. The Cable Act, as an example, had 24 separate
proceedings that it called on the FCC to implement, and
the FCC took them on (in some cases) as standalone
issues. The result of all of this is complicated rules that
do not accomplish what the original authors intended.
What they do accomplish is frequently in conflict with
something else that is contained in the law.
So, if we are to figure out what could be done to the
1992 Cable Act, we will have to be careful in analyzing which pieces should be revisited. As an engineer, I
have my choices—and cable executives have theirs.
The ones that are the most talked about are the rate
regulation rules. They not only are complicated, but
they seem to have been aimed at afew bad actors and
to have wounded all cable systems. These rules seem
particularly unfair when you consider that this is an
industry that was built with private money to provide a
discretionary service to the public.
But what exactly would we all do if the rate regulation rules were deleted? Raise rates? Add new services? My guess is that the cable industry would begin
anew cycle of growth in programming and technology-based services that would be like nothing ever seen
before. Let's hope we all figure out our plans while
ears sympathetic to American business are still in
power in Washington.
CND
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Asthe cable TV industry's technology futurists stir up new excite-

ment over how abroadband network can support telephone, highspeed computing and interactive TV, there's arenewed urgency to
re-engineer the traditional cable TV network.
System designers are exploring methods to build in
reliability, fault tolerance and telemetry—all crucial elements to asystem that achieves the magic 99.99 percent
signal reliability figure dictated by Bellcore.
For example, Cox Cable Communications Inc. recently unveiled its new "Ring-in-ring" architecture that
promises to reduce outage time to less than five minutes
per subscriber per year. Similar efforts are underway in
the large, urban systems owned by progressive MSOs
who believe telephony will be the next great revenue
stream.
But as Ted Hartson, the Post-Newsweek engineer and
witty industry observer, noted during last month's SCTE
Conference on Emerging Technologies, there is perhaps
too much emphasis on the hyperbolic future and not
enough effort being put forth today to deliver the product
the industry was founded on—improved video.
Hartson says that there are too many systems that
barely pass the technical tests, and not enough emphasis
on training. These are not sexy issues, nor are they subjects the CEOs want to discuss. But it's time for things to
change, says Hanson, because this is probably the last
opportunity the industry will have to get things right
before competition comes calling.
If Ted's right, and Isuspect he is, cable system operators have maybe ayear or two to improve customer ser‘ice and their reputations before they run the risk of losing marketshare and being relegated to also-rans.
Indeed, the cable industry has come far in the past few years. In
Colorado. you can often get cable installed in anew house long
before the telephone company shows up. Customer service has
improved dramatically. But there are still too many customers who
are given lousy pictures and are expected to pay for them, and too
many who can't get service when they need it. Installs all too often
have to be done more than once, and the weather knocks out the signals more than it should.
Cable operators will soon have agreat opportunity to compete
against the telcos for residential and business voice services. But can
an industry that has depended on techs who were short on education
but long on desire follow that same model when it comes to telephony—or is there areason why the telcos employ far more people than
acomparable cable system? Are the MSOs ready to invest heavily in
new, ongoing training programs? Is the industry willing to pay its
front-line people more money and demand ahigher level of education? Can they do all that and still be the low-cost provider of voice
and video?
Technological innovation accomplishes only so much. In acompetitive world, it's the human factor that often makes the biggest difference. Homeowners want to be treated fairly, have their questions
answered quickly and expect high-quality service in exchange for
their dollars and their loyalty. The time is now to set those wheels in
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We Cover Your
Cable Testing Needs
From The Headend
To The Drop

When you're looking at overall
system operation, from headend performance testing to
converter operation, the
objective is to insure your
customer at the end of the line
has aquality picture under all
conditions.
That's why we've made a
commitment to provide you
with instruments designed to
meet all your system testing
needs from start to finish.
To find out more about
Sencore's exclusive line of
cable testing instruments call
1-800-SENCORE (736-2673) and
ask for your free full line cable
catalog today!
-
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UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cab:e, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC 2
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC'.
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expanding their current analog services.
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With the launch of Time Warner's Full Service Network in
Orlando, ahuge amount of groundwork has already been laid
for the next entrants into interactivity.
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The TVM550 expands bandwidth to make agile modulation hotter than ever.
Standard's TVM450 was arevolution —the first frequency agile, PLLcontrolled, broadband heterodyne
modulator capable of near-crystal
performance without heavy postfiltering.
Now the TVM550 is making agile
modulation hotter than ever.
With the TVM550, you get arebroadcast quality modulator with
noise- and spurious-free RF output
and ultra-stable, artifact-free agile
PLL synthesized tuning anywhere
from 54 to 550 MHz. So you can cover amuch bigger slice of the broadband spectrum with one device.
And if that's not enough to make
the TV1W550 sizzle, there's more.
Talk about integration.
Short on rack space (and who isn't)?
The TVM550 is designed to accept
the seamless integration of options,
including the CSG60 BTSC/MTS
stereo generator and automatic
high-level I.F. switching. By eliminating separate components for
these functions, the TVM550 saves

rack space, external wiring and AC
power requirements, and reduces
heat generated in the headend.
A few refinements.
The TVM550 also offers some very
refmed, practical features to make
operations simple and obvious.
Video and RF test ports, asevensegment deviation meter and
BTSC indicator are all conveniently located on the front panel, while
preprog,ammed FCC frequency offsets are microprocessor controlled
for exact system requirements.
The TIC/1559's advanced circuitry,
slim-line design and high level
performance characteristics make
it the hot deice of cable MS0s.
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Get it while it's hot.
When you add up all the TVM550
can do, it's easy to see why it's
becoming avery hot seller. But you
don't have to take our word for it.
Call us, and we'll send you complete
specs and pricing. And if that's not
enough to convince you, we'll set it
up and show you —in your facility
or ours.
Call today. We want to prove the
TVM550 is one hot idea where you
wcn't get burned.
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When you design asystem, you
want alaser with the power you

transmitting across the street.
Introducing STARBLAZER" 750

need. Right? You wouldn't want
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different lasers with five different

across town when you're only

power options that rocket your

signal.as far as you need it
to go. It's the most economical
way to send asignal.
STARBLAZER lasers not only
provide superior picture quality,
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•Power by Design is afunction of power supply efficiency
•Power supplies operate more efficiently when loaded to their
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•To achieve maximum performance Power Guard offers
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efficiency and to save money
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or as long as Ican remember, there has been astanding joke in the cable TV community about the amount
of drop cable consumed every year.
Ask almost anyone where it all goes, or
how the industry could possibly be
using so much drop cable (it seems to
our bosses that we replace every drop
every year), and you might get any
number of different reactions: from a
simple shrug of the shoulders to fingerpointing at the ever-growing rodent
population. Those who don't know,
however, usually have atheory they
will happily share with you, and those
who don't care usually say something
like, "Look, drop cable is only about
three percent of my capital budget, so
it's not my biggest problem. Ask me
about something that's important!"
It's interesting to note, however, that
those who are true believers in the popular rodent theory also tend to believe
that the correlation between the
increase in the rodent population and
the increase in drop cable usage patterns is not purely anatural occurrence.
The belief, instead, is that the drop
cable manufacturers, along with their
suppliers, have conspired to create topsecret "super rodent" breeding grounds
in which various species of rodents
with brand loyalty, huge teeth, jaws of
steel, and an insatiable appetite for drop cable are bred
by the zillions and strategically released under the
cover of darkness.

The great
drop
cable
conspiracy

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice President/Technology,
Jones Intercable

`The choice of the discriminating rodent'
This is done either on aquarterly basis, or \A henever
the manufacturers have fallen behind their revenue projections and need to "meet their numbers." This, the
believers contend, is the reason drop cable usage patterns, signal leakage and outages all seem to be tied
together, tend to be cyclic in nature, and tend to track
the phase of the moon as well as the Il-year sunspot
cycle. There must be some truth to this, since we all
know that rodent breeding patterns are significantly
affected by the phase of the moon.
I've heard that it's not especially difficult to breed
rodents having big teeth, jaws of steel and an appetite
for drop cable—the difficulty is the in-breeding of brand
loyalty. It's my understanding that this has gotten to be
avery competitive issue among the drop cable manufacturers. No manufacturer, after all, wants to breed a
rodent that is especially fond of another manufacturer's
drop cable. Since the manufacturers know that we
MSOs are creatures of habit and will replace rodenteaten drop cable with similar product from the same
manufacturer, they tend to favor the breeding of brandloyal rodents to increase their drop cable inventory

22
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turns, manufacturing efficiency, and thus their profits.
If we believe this theory, one obvious solution is to
simply replace drop that has obviously been devoured
by arodent with cable from another manufacturer.
Unfortunately, if we do this, then the manufacturers
will quickly re-engineer the rodent-breeding process
and focus on amore generic rodent.
When questioned, of course, the manufacturers deny
any such covert operations. They all seem to agree,
however, (with smirks on their faces) that, "It's agreat
idea. Iwish Ihad thought of it, and it certainly
deserves some further investigation."
Idid speak with one manufacturer who seemed baffled by it all, was completely caught off guard, interrogated me for hours on the intricacies of the theory,
wrote down every word and finally walked away mumbling something like, "No wonder my market share is
so low. There must be something to this brand-loyal
rodent-breeding thing. This could be my ticket to fame
and fortune! Maybe we should build our first breeding
facility through aregional interconnect with the New
York sewer system! Hell, why stop at aregional interconnect—we could even create anational rodent superhighway, or even an underground, international rodentbreeding infrastructure."
The last Iheard, this guy presented the concept to
his company's board of directors, and when they didn't
buy it, he quit his job to set up an international consulting company specializing in the breeding of brandloyal, big-toothed, steel-jawed rodents. Iwish him
luck! He's adreamer and will go far. Come to think of
it, because the rodent population seems to be brandloyal, and because this consultant's old company is the
only one without abrand-loyal rodent-breeding program in place, wouldn't it make alot of sense for us to
replace all of our rodent-eaten drop cable with cable
from this particular manufacturer? Rodents wouldn't
touch it (none are loyal to this brand), and it would
therefore reduce our problems with signal leakage and
outages. Ithink we might be on to something!
The brand-loyal rodent theory is just one of many
possible causes of drop cable usage. (If you have abetter theory, I'd like to hear it.) Because this has baffled
us for years, acouple of months ago, Tom Elliot of
TCI and Icommissioned ajoint study on drop cable
usage patterns, and the results are in—sort of.
The answer isn't really amystery at all, but includes
alarge number of factors, including waste, weather,
rodents (this theory will never die), in-home cabling
trends, standardization of drop type, the amount of subcontractor and building contractor activity, and the
"commodity" nature of drop cable and its subsequent
treatment as such by the MSO community.
If this subject has baffled you over the years, then
stay tuned. If not, then stay tuned anyway. Word is getting around to upper-level management about this
brand-loyal rodent thing, and we're all going to need
the facts if we're ever going to have achance of quashing this ugly (but is it true?) rumor.
CED
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Rings,
clamshells
and
spurs
Fiber

architecture

reliability

Editor's note: This article is adapted from apaper
originally presented at the 1994 Western Cable Show.
By Cox Communications Inc.
Corporate Engineering staff

C

ox Communications Inc. has developed anew
fiber optic network design known as the Ring-in-Ring
architecture, which utilizes aradically different design
concept. The Ring-in-Ring architecture provides significant improvements in
Figure 1: Two node ring-ring schematic
reliability, flexibility
and capability over
Node A -dedicated
existing
non-ring netNode B dedocated
works. Cox believes
Broadcast backup -loop through
the current practice of
Deft& -loop through
"tree-and-branch" or
"star-bus" homerun
fibers to the node will
not provide the competitive edge needed
Node
DLC
DL '
e
R
to successfully provide future communications services.
Applications such
as Plain Old
Telephone Service
(POTS) with emergency 911 capability
No
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must be extremely reliable. This level of reliability is
difficult, if not impossible, to provide using hornerun
fibers or star topologies due to such things as backhoe
cuts, torn-down utility poles or even house tires. A
Ring-in-Ring fiber network not only offers asolution
to improving reliability, but also offers the benefits of a
multi-featured flexible architecture. The best news is
that even with these qualities, the cost of Ring-in-Ring
compares favorably with star networks having eight
fibers serving a1,000- to I,500-home node.

Overview
At issue is acost-effective architecture which has
great flexibility in overcoming capacity constraints
(both physical and interference induced) and the capability to serve avariety of unique applications having
their own technical and reliability requirements.
Because the applications define the requirements of
the architecture, it's necessary to assess the requirements of these service applications before going further. Initially, this task seems daunting, when considering the vast number of possible services and their
unique requirements. Adding to the dilemma are the
unknown future services and their requirements.
However, when analyzing the various services, it
can be noted that most of these services can be generally grouped or classed according to their technical
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configuration which rides piggy-back on the dedicated
ring. The loop-through ring begins at the headend but
does not terminate at the node. The fibers in the loopthrough ring pass through each node around the dedicated ring and continue from one node to the next
around the ring, ending back at the headend.

The dedicated ring

requirements. As aresult, Cox discovered it was more
convenient to develop an architecture defined by the
requirements of three distinct classes of applications
than it was to address application requirements on an
individual basis. These classes include:
Lifeline. Lifeline refers to aBellcore standard for
telephone services that establishes the average customer
outage time at less than 53 minutes per year (which
relates to asystem availability of just under 99.99 percent annually). This particular standard applies specifically to telephone services. However, in this case, it can
also serve as alevel of service or class example for
other services requiring at least this level of reliability.
Broadcast. These services originate from the headend and are distributed uniformly among all nodes and
customers. These are the traditional analog or digitally
compressed CATV signals.
Targeted services. These services are intended for
customers served out of selected nodes, or services to
be delivered to specific customers. Examples of services falling into this group include advertising (using
local avails) and video on demand (VOD).
The basic concept of the architecture could be
described as aring within aring, hence its name. One
ring is adedicated ring in which fibers originate at the
headend and run to each individual node over diverse
routes. The second ring is acontinuous "loop-through"

The dedicated ring provides the broadcast and targeted services directly from the headend to the node, as
well as possibly transporting reverse signals from the
node back to the headend. The initial number of dedicated fibers designed to serve the node is amatter of
choice. With some limitations, the absolute minimum
number of fibers that could be run to the node and still
support all three classes of services is one, provided
backup is available in the loop-through ring (to be discussed shortly). For each additional fiber in the dedicated ring, the fiber network can support an additional
node, should subdividing the initial number of homes
passed be required.
The Ring-in-Ring architecture requires aminimum
of four dedicated fibers—two fibers from the headend to
the node, and two fibers for the return signals. Initially,
the dedicated downstream fibers will carry both traditional analog and digital signals, while the upstream
signal will be carried back to the headend on adedicated upstream fiber. Later, if it becomes necessary, wave
division multiplexing (WDM), or bi-directional couplers may be employed to carry both the upstream and
downstream signals on one fiber. This would free two
fibers which could be used to serve another node or
carry other signals.

The Ring-in-Ring
architecture
requires a
minimum of
four dedicated
fibers.

The loop-through ring
The loop-through ring consists of two sets of fibers.
The first two fibers are being added to facilitate the
potential deployment of Digital Loop Carrier, Sonet
add-drop multiplexers or similar transport hardware
which can multiplex many subscriber communications
paths onto asingle, high-speed digital signal. This also
reduces return path problems caused by interference
sources by separately terminating the coaxial distribution feeds and converting them to digital signals.
Supporting the DLC requires two fibers into and out of
Figure 2: A two-fiber bi-directional ring

"Break"
Communication is \
carried on other side
of ring
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Figure 3: SONET Digital Loop Carrier. Possible equipment configuration
Dedicated fiber # 1

AM
node

Dedicated fiber #2

Tap
Speer

Coax

DLC

Utility
pole

Figure 4: "Clamshell" layout

the unit to provide primary and backup two-way digital
traffic in the event of afiber cut.

DU features
in order to appreciate the magnitude of its capability,
abrief description of the DLC concept should clarify
the potential services which could be supported.
Until the early 1980s, most telephone subscribers
were connected to alocal switching office (LSO) via
dedicated pairs of copper wires. Many wire pairs were
cabled together and placed on poles or in the ground in
atree-and-branch architecture. Small numbers of sub-
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scribers shared wire pairs
in a"party line." Primarily
because of new service
Dedicated fiber #3
offerings, it became necesDedicated fiber #4
sary to migrate all subCoax
scribers to single party serCCW broadcast backup
vice where each subscriber
CW broadcast backup
had his own assigned path
to the LSO. These were 4
SONET fibers
kHz analog circuits.
In order to provide the
huge number of additional
circuit paths required for
single party service, and to
improve the signal quality
of very long circuits, electronic systems were developed which could convert
24 analog subscriber lines
to digital data streams and
multiplex them onto two
pairs of copper wires, a
12:1 gain in circuit paths.
These systems became
known as digital loop carrier systems, or DLCs.
The first of these DLCs
consisted of cabinet-mounted electronics placed in the
field which digitized and multiplexed signals from the
subscribers, and rack-mounted electronics placed at the
LSO which demultiplexed and decoded the signals
back to an analog format identical to that presented by
acopper cable pair-based line. Because these systems
were self-contained and could be used with any telephone switch, they were known as "universal" DLCs.
One of the early DLCs was the SLC-96 ("slick 96")
built by AT&T Technologies. The SLC-96 converted 9(
subscriber loops into four 24-channel T-1 digital data
streams. The earliest systems used T-1 copper cable
carrier methods which required aregenerator every
mile or so and two copper cable pairs. Later systems
were deployed using fiber optic carrier systems to
transport the signals back to the LSO. The universal
SLC-96 follows aTechnical Requirement, or "TR,"
written by Bellcore on behalf of the Regional Bell
Operating Companies (RBOCs), known as TR-57.
As digital switches became popular in the LS0s,
Bellcore wrote another TR describing aT-1 interface to
adigital switch which allowed the SLC-96 and its successor, SLC Series 5, to be interfaced to the switch at
T-1 without the rack-mounted SLC electronics, or the
usual analog line circuits for the switch. This interface
saved money and improved quality by eliminating one
A/D conversion. This arrangement also allowed aminimal capability to administer and monitor the SLC field
equipment using the switch's maintenance subsystems.
The TR describing this interface is popularly known as
"TR-08." There have been many DLC systems built by
numerous manufacturers which meet the specs of TR-
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57 and TR-08. These systems are known collectively as DLCs.
Bellcore has written two additional TRs
which describe an advanced DLC. Systems
currently being developed and introduced
which comply with "TR-303" and/or "TR909" are popularly known as next generation
digital loop carrier (NGDLC) systems. TR-303
describes amore sophisticated switch to the
DLC interface with alarger control data

stream that allows more control of the DLC
field electronics by the switch, including
dynamic assignment of communications paths
on demand. This allows more subscribers to be
served by aT-1 data stream by time-sharing
the available voice paths under control of the
switch. TR-909 describes aspecial variation of
the NGDLC which can optically extend its
lines in small groups closer to the subscribers.
This is known as fiber to the curb, or FTTC.
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An important concept for cable TV operators is the fact that the TR-08 and TR-303 T-1
data streams can be transported over any
mechanism which can transport standard T-1
data streams. Many equipment vendors are
feverishly working on technology to transport
T-1 data streams over the RF carriers common
in the cable TV industry.
The most popular view seems to be that
devices would be placed in the cable TV headend to convert T-1 data streams, modulated
onto RF carriers, back to baseband T-1. These
signals will be TR-08 or TR-303 T-1s destined
for adigital switch either located at the headend or reached remotely using telephony-style
fiber optic transport such as Sonet.
Cox believes that as subscriber penetration
increases, the limited available return spectrum
on the RF plant will force the deployment of
electronics closer to the subscriber and use of
high-speed digital rings to transport the signals
to the headend and beyond, as necessary. A
scaled-down version of the headend convertor
described above could be packaged with an
NGDLC in place of the analog line circuitry
relatively easily. In addition, the TR-909 capabilities and T-1 extension capabilities inherent
in NGDLC can be used to provide traditional
telephony style lines to multiple dwelling units
(MDUs) and T-1 service to business customers. The capabilities to monitor and administer this equipment through the digital switch
are also attractive. Another attractive feature
of the NGDLC is the fact that many manufacturers are integrating Sonet fiber optics capabilities into the field electronics.
It's clear that the limited return spectrum
available in the CATV plant will require electronics placed closer to the subscriber in order
to take advantage of the huge bandwidth of
fiber optic cable. This would have the advantage of multiplying physical capacity and
reducing return path interference constraints
by separating coaxial distribution feeds at the
node. When considering all the features
required of the electronics, the NGDLC seems
to fit most of the requirements, and is packaged for cabinet mounting in the field.
NGDLC uses Sonet transport, an open payload
begging for signals to be mapped to it.
Administrative control is tightly coupled with
that of the switch, well-understood, open and
standardized. The NGDLC is built to future
telecommunications reliability standards, and
is amulti-purpose platform which could be
used to terminate copper pairs, RF modulated
T-ls, fiber extended T-1 and anything Sonet
can carry. The one missing piece is the T-1 to
RF conversion and control of subscriber home
interfaces over coaxial RF plant. This technol-
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Figure 6: Spur off main ring. Twelve fibers for the first
associated with
node, plus four more for each additional node.

Figure 7: "Folded Ring"

CATV, such as IPPV
and interactive game
signals in an integrated manner. The
DLC/Sonet technology may be adapted to
meet these additional
requirements, or perhaps other transport
methods may become
available. In any case,
the Ring-in-Ring
architecture is flexible
enough to accommodate whatever the
integrated solution or solutions may be.

ogy is being developed for headend deployment, and should be easily re-packaged for
deployment with the NGDLC.
Cox is currently soliciting technology which
would be capable of integrating and transporting not only traditional communications services such as voice and data, but other signals

Broadcast backup
The ideal design provides full backup of all
services through the utilization of at least two
diversely-routed, dedicated fibers to each node.
However, in cases where there is only one fiber
dedicated to the node(s), or where there is no
route diversity, it's possible to retain much of
the reliability afforded by the dedicated ring.

River or
some other
obstacle

Because fiber in the loop-through ring is
relatively inexpensive compared to the cost of
dedicated fiber, asecond set of fibers in this
loop-through ring could provide acost-effective backup for the broadcast signals. This is
possible through the use of ahigh-output laser,
feeding two fibers constructed in acounterrotating configuration. Directional couplers,
placed on the last half of each of these fiber
rings, drop off the signals to each node. The
counter-rotating ring configuration ensures that
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if one side of the dedicated ring is cut, the signal arriving from the opposite side of the ring
will be available to feed the node and maintain
all broadcast services. This configuration
would provide amore economical backup than
homerun fibers and makes sense if all two-way
services were carried on aDLC-equipped ring.
There is alimitation to this solution: In the
event of afiber cable cut, without adiverserouted, dedicated fiber, the targeted class of

services such as target advertising, YOD, etc.,
would be lost until the dedicated fiber could be
repaired. The architecture provides considerable reliability, and whether or not to accept
the consequences of temporarily losing targeted services is achoice dictated by the business
requirements of the targeted services.
Figure 3shows how this backup fiber
comes into play. For the sake of explanation,
assume the only dedicated fibeç to the AM
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node is #1. The broadcast backup fiber would
be able to continue to serve the node, should
dedicated fiber #1 be cut.

Architecture layout

Laying out the first fiber rings begins after
the node locations have been determined,
according to the coax design to be used.
Locations of fiber nodes must be carefully
chosen with the idea that acabinet possibly
containing DLC type electronics, sufficient
power plant and battery backup may need to
be located at the node in the future. Locations
must be less conspicuous and have right-ofway space nearby for the cabinet.
The Ring-in-Ring layout begins by connecting several nodes together in aring which
originates and terminates in aheadend or hub.
The layout involves several iterations during
which all possible routes, including existing
trunk routes and new construction, are considered for connecting nodes. A number of techniques and some amount of trial-and-error are
used to choose ring routes which minimize
cost and maximize ring design and reliability.
The Clamshell design. This technique
involves choosing routes which connect a
number of nodes in anatural ring, while minimizing route and fiber footage, then building
additional routes in layers of rings. When
viewed on amap, the design resembles the
expanding rings on the shell of an oyster or
clam, hence the term, "clamshell." The main
idea is to close rings as close to the headend as
possible in order to minimize the number of
fibers per sheath segment. Each succeeding
ring contains smaller fiber counts in its
extremities, which minimizes fiber footage,
and therefore cost. A series of these layered
rings will typically result in some cable spans
carrying three to five rings each, with six to 12
nodes served per ring. See Figure 4.
To use the clamshell technique, begin at the
headend and proceed out in at least two directions connecting nodes together. Search for
opportunities to bring the two routes together
into aring as soon as practical, and connecting
as many nodes as possible. All possible routes,
including existing trunk routes, pole lines, conduits or newbuild construction, should be considered at this time. Cox provides alternate
access telecommunications in its systems;
therefore, if any known or potential business
communications customers are located near
the proposed route, consideration is given to
re-routing or moving the fiber cable closer to
those locations.
Adding fiber counts to the ring for alternate
access customers can be economical due to the
ring configuration. The widescale roll-out of
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DLC or Sonet-type equipment at the node may
not be possible until residential POTS or other
revenue sources justify the significant capital
cost. However, alternate access revenues being
generated today can support the relatively low
cost of adding fibers to the ring. When demand
for alternate access starts, the integrity of the
Ring-in-Ring fiber allocation and splicing plan
would not be compromised if the fiber counts
and routing have been carefully chosen.

Continue the clamshell design by building
layers of longer rings on top of the shorter
rings. Keeping fiber counts lower in the longer
rings minimizes the cost. Typical designs yield
three to five ring layers in one of these
clamshells, with six to 12 nodes per ring layer.
A cable system will have three to four of these
clamshells with common cable sheaths close to
the headend.
The Spur. A node or two will nearly
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always be aside from the main body of the
area served, usually serving small groups of
customers. Typically, these nodes are in
remote areas where diverse access is not feasible or cost-effective. In these cases, the node
may be constructed as aspur off the main path
of the ring. This situation is usually limited to
amaximum of two or three nodes on aspur.
The reliability exposure to the customers
served from aspur node is still only slightly
lower than reliability to customers served from
aring node. Figures 5and 6are examples of
the spur concept and adetailed schematic of a
two-node spur.
The Folded Ring. Some situations, such as
river and railroad crossings, will be too expensive to include all nodes in the ring. In these
cases, it is possible to collapse the ring or
"fold" it for ashort distance. There is some
risk in the location where the ring is folded, so
special consideration should be taken to assure
minimum risk in the folded region.
For example, in the case of abridge crossing, the fiber cable can be routed on opposite
sides of the bridge to reduce exposure to damage. If precautions can be taken to minimize
any risk of damage, over what is usually only
afew hundred feet, then cost savings may
make folding areasonable risk. In the worst
case, the reliability is no less than the typical
dedicated (star) topology. See Figure 7.
As mentioned earlier, when comparing the
cost tradeoffs between fiber cost and construction needed to close off loops, it is worth noting that an additional aid to this process is a
mapping platform and software which has the
ability to automatically display the various
routes being considered, as well as track each
individual span and the footage associated
with it. Figure 8is an example of what atypical Ring-in-Ring fiber network looks like, after
taking advantage of all the methods discussed.

Costs
Through the use of the fiber-reducing techniques discussed, Cox has been able to determine that the cost of Ring-in-Ring compares
favorably with star networks having eight
fibers to a1,000- to 1,500-home node.
Exceptions occur in areas which tend to be
more rural, or in situations where the system
feeds down anarrow corridor such as apeninsula. In both of these examples, the issue is
lack of route diversity: There may not be any
adjacent fiber routes available with which to
form aring. In these situations, costs have to
he considered on acase-by-case basis.
The costs for electronics required to activate
the redundancy and backup features of this
architecture have to be considered separately.
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Depending on how this is employed, and what
applications the network is to carry, the electronics may be configured in various ways.
For the broadcast and targeted services, the
fiber architecture will support the necessary
redundant electronics, provided those are purchased and installed. It should be noted that if
the fiber network is to be constructed, it would
make sense to at least install optical receiver
housings which have provision for multiple
receivers and upstream transmitters. In addition, within these housings there need to be
provisions made for automatic switching from
one receiver to the other in the event of either
afiber cut or primary receiver failure.
Initially, voice, data and other two-way digital services may be deployed using digital to
RF electronics placed at the headend. As penetration increases or bandwidth becomes constrained, the DLC type of digital transport
could be deployed in the nodes where it is
required. The looped-through fibers would be
used to serve this transport equipment.

Figure il: Example of FSA
r
Ring-in-Ring design
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Cox believes future applications for hybrid
fiber/coax (HFC) systems are going to play an
essential role in the success of the cable industry. Beating the competition for new and existing services is going to require the provision
of high reliability and flexibility. Using an
example taken from actual experience, acut
on afiber cable coming out of the headend
with 144 active fibers took nearly one day to
repair, averaging about 10 minutes per fiber to
prepare and make the splice.
If the Ring-in-Ring architecture is constructed with four dedicated fibers per node,
and with four fibers in the loop-through ring,
the cost will be practically the same as an
eight-fiber "star" design. When WDM is practical, the four fibers in the dedicated ring will
allow for doubling the number of nodes without losing any of the reliability.
The use of DLC/Sonet type equipment provides tremendous application flexibility using
existing and well-established technology.
Where such equipment exists, it is easy to
accommodate a"drop-in" business customer
by simply extending afiber from the local
DLC unit to serve an on-premise interface.
Other more integrated transport technologies are emerging which may overshadow the
capabilities of the DLC/Sonet devices. These
devices will allow amore efficient use of precious spectrum. The Ring-in-Ring architecture
represents apowerful, cost-effective, reliable
and flexible platform from which the industry
can launch and sustain ahost of competitive
services, both now and in the future. CEO
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Figure 1: In the regional network, bi-directional SONET rings deliver signals in both clockwise
and counter clockwise directions. If afiber break occurs, traffic is received from the protection
fiber traveling in the opposite direction on the other side of the ring. In the residential network,
diverse fiber paths also protect against afiber break or equipment failure. Fiber links Optical
Transition Nodes (OTNs) and optical receivers and can be added later when greater network
reliability is required.
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Headend

By Brian Bentley, Market Manager,
Broadband Transmission Systems; and
Michael Pritz, Director of New Business
Development, Operational Support Systems,
Antec Corp.
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roadband network operators positioning
their plant for the future are now taking a
closer look at how to make their networks
"survivable." Survivable networks reroute signals around plant breaks or equipment failures, virtually eliminating service outages that
may impact subscriber services. From perspectives of competitive marketing and legal
liability, asurvivable, nearly 100 percent reliable network will be required in the interactive broadband future—especially in delivering
an essential "lifeline" service like telephony.
Broadband network providers can build
survivability into their networks through several key steps. First, network providers should
plan for survivability in their network design.
At the regional or metropolitan level, digital
Synchronous Optical Network (Sonet) transmission equipment, for example, provides
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inherent survivability by relying on ring architectures to reroute signals through unaffected
portions of the network in the event of afiber
cut or equipment failure. In the residential network, establishing or provisioning diverse
fiber paths should also be evaluated, whether
that diversity is built into the network architecture today, or in the future.
Second, redundant components will help
establish the survivable network. In the digital
network, Sonet equipment provides redundancy for any circuit packs or optics whose failure impacts service. In AM applications, headends and regional hubs should be equipped
with back-up transmitters and other components that can be activated in the event of an
equipment failure. Many newer generation
optical receivers incorporate RF switching
capabilities, allowing technicians to use a
back-up coaxial amplifier should afiber break
or other failure occur. Optical switching and
the use of redundant fibers also enhances the
reliability of the broadband plant.
Third, network survivability can be
enhanced by network management systems.

While network surveillance and remote or
centralized network provisioning exist today,
the various operational subsystems are not
integrated. Ultimately, alarger, integrated
umbrella operational support system for the
digital Sonet and optical/RF platforms will
allow technicians to manage the entire network from acentral location.

The digital network
As more operators begin evaluating and
implementing digital networks to enable new
service delivery, reduce operating costs and
establish the path for continued growth, Sonet
appears to stand out as the preferred platform
for the regional portion of the broadband
plant. Based on international standards, Sonet
delivers video, voice and data traffic over the
same infrastructure, while providing the flexibility to use equipment manufactured by various vendors.
Sonet traffic can be picked up and dropped
off at any node within the regional network,
making possible new business opportunities
such as alternate access, digital business services, enhanced telephone service,
regional/local advertising insertion and videoon-demand.
Following Sonet installation, one or two
master headends collect video information and
transmit those signals to each regional hub site
(formerly headends). With two master headends, the system would be able to bring asecondary master site immediately into service,
should disaster strike at the main regional
headend location.
Sonet offers complete network redundancy
for components that directly impact service
delivery. If acircuit pack fails, the software
inherent in the Sonet equipment automatically
switches traffic to the back-up component,
thereby protecting service delivery. Network
equipment constantly polls signals to evaluate
signal strength and clarity. Once asignal
degradation threshold is reached on the service
fiber, traffic is switched to the protection fiber.
Sonet ring architectures, second only to
mesh networks in their ability to survive failures, use two different types of ring architectures, both generally accepted by equipment
manufacturers and the telecommunications
industry.
Path-switched, uni-directional rings mean
signals are duplicated at the master headend
and fed in both directions around the ring.
Service circuits typically take the same fiber
route around the ring (e.g., clockwise) while
protection fibers flow in the opposite direction
(e.g., counter-clockwise). In the event of a
fiber cut or equipment failure on the service
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The vision is there — anew kind of
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new generation of technologies.
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The demand now — today — is to
capture the vision and shape it into
reality: to speed up deployment,
and hold down cost. To meet that
demand, you need solid technology
resources — ready-now solutions
for the field, and developmental
depth for the long haul. Resources
you can count on. Resources we can
deliver.
It's probably no surprise that we
have deep experience in all the varied technologies that will become
the information superhighway.
We've pioneered in many of them,
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from copper and coax in the 40's to
fiber in the 70's. It could be news,
though, that we've gone far beyond
"connectors" and now offer advanced
design services, simulation, and subsystem manufacturing. That our
production facilities are among the
most advanced in the world. And
that we have some of the strongest
R&D labs as well, with over 500
people already involved in everything from contact physics to cryogenics, from materials science to
manufacturing technology.
We're ready to put all these
resources to work for you, and help
you bridge the gap between vision
and implementation.
AMP is atrademark.
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N ETWORK SURVIVABILITY

fiber, service hubs access digital signals from
the protection fiber.
Line-switched, bi-directional rings allow
fibers to be shared. For example, on an OC-48
ring system, each fiber between spans carries a
total of 48 time slots. Between two hubs, service runs on slots one through 24 of asingle
fiber, while protection runs on slots 25 through
48. The separate return path fiber has time
slots allocated in the same manner. In the
event of afiber cut or hub failure, the equipment adjacent to the break of failure initiates a
"loopback" that alerts neighboring equipment
of the problem. Service time slots on one fiber
are now carried on the protection portion of
the other fiber to avert the break or equipment
failure and deliver digital signals to the remote
hub without interruption.
Sonet-based equipment also provides various levels of network control. For example,
microprocessors mounted on circuit packs
monitor the transmission and timing packs and
report their status to the next level of performance. This second level, "line" control,
processes this received information and determines if aprotection switch is required. The

line layers automatically switch traffic from
service to protection fiber as needed. Line control information is then fed to another "system" level of control, which develops status
reports, initiates alarms and lights circuit pack
LEDs and equipment control panels accordingly, to provide
technicians
with an easy
way to locate
faults.
For AM
applications,
network survivability is
enhanced by
duplicate
equipment at
the headend or
regional hub.
This equipment duplication allows technicians
to switch downstream traffic, should alaser
transmitter failure occur. Typically, asingle
"hot standby" unit could be used to back-up
multiple transmitters. Choosing appropriate
redundancy configurations depends on how

Line-switched,

bi-directional

rings allow
fibers to

be shared.

quickly apiece of equipment could be
replaced if the spare unit is unavailable.
The next step in improving network survivability lies in establishing diverse fiber routes
within the distribution network. In some architectures, Optical Transition Nodes (OTN) act
as optical repeater sites deep within the cable
plant. These OTNs can be interconnected via
fiber, offering the ring protection required to
reroute traffic, should an equipment failure or
fiber break occur.

The residential network
As shown in Figure 1on page 38, the ring
architecture of Sonet can be applied to the residential network by means of interconnecting
optical receiver sites and OTNs via fiber.
While this represents akey cost concern that
may initially inhibit deployment, planning for
these residential rings is critical in today's network design. Modeling for node size and
anticipated subscriber buy rates can help dictate the given "failure group" represented by a
given piece of equipment.
Optical equipment should also have built-in
redundancy features that provide aback-up to
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Can Your Architecture
Stand the Test of Time?
Can your broadband architecture support video on demand,
targeted ads and telephony — as well as help you compete
effectively? Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-to-the-Serving Area
architectures not only accommodate today's expanded bandwidth needs, but offer the built-in flexibility and reliability for
the interactive future.

And we provide much more than advanced architectures. It's
acomplete end-to-end solution. Fiber optic, distribution and
headend systems to implement your new FSA architecture
at alow life-cycle cost. With subscriber systems to bring
it all home.
So make sure your broadband network will stand the test
of time. Call Scientific-Atlanta today at 800-433-6222 or fax
us at 404-903-3088.

N ETWORK SURVIVABILITY

all primary units. In the event of an equipment
failure, traffic is automatically switched from
primary to back-up modules, without asignificant impact on service. Technicians can also
toggle between primary and back-up
fibers/components for preventive maintenance.

Network management
Survivability will also hinge on the operational support function of the network. At the

....LcZcZceemi
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highest level, afully-integrated Operational
Support System (OSS) will offer the network
management capabilities needed to monitor
both the Sonet and RF networks from acentralized or remote location.
Sonet standards provide for alarge amount
of this operational support capability.
Significant overhead is allocated for use specifically for network management functions. This
functionality allows technicians to achieve "vis-
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ibility" of each component on the network. In
this way, atechnician can "see" each network
component, monitor network performance levels and pre- or automatically provision signal
transmission. The system control level of network operations maintains all network provisioning information, even in the event of a
power surge or complete power failure.
Recent advances in network surveillance are
also bringing more operational support functionality to distribution equipment. Work is
also underway to develop amulti-vendor, integrated network management platform that will
allow more cohesive operational support in the
RF portion of the plant.
In the near future, Sonet and RF surveillance systems will move toward greater integration and
functionality,
allowing technicians to
manage network components, whether
those components are digital or analog
devices, from
asingle system. Network
problems will
be anticipated
through diagnosis, based
on changes in
status measured before full failure of any particular unit occurs. This offers amore precise
understanding of problems encountered, and
the ability to quickly rectify them—often without the need to travel to agiven piece of
equipment in the field and, most often, without
impacting service.
In making any decisions regarding survivability in the broadband network, cost-effectiveness must always be weighed against technology options. Acost-cutting measure today
will not be cost-effective when it causes unacceptable reliability problems in the future.
Ring architectures, diverse fiber routes, redundant electronics and comprehensive operational support are all apart of the highly reliable digital Sonet network; however, those
same elements will be equally important in the
RF distribution network. Broadband telephony
will play the most significant role in leading
cable systems to establish high survivability in
digital and distribution networks, especially in
attracting new customers who expect the near
100 percent reliability the incumbent telephone
companies already provide.
CIED
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1550 nm gear
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radar screen

MSOs eye dense
WDM applications

By Leslie Ellis, Contributing Editor

O

perators wanting to fully throttle their optical plant are starting to take notice of the 1550
nm lightwave technology historically used to
haul telephone signals over very long distances, called "dense wave division multiplex-

added benefit: because dense-WDM operates
within the 1550 nm optical wavelength region,
it supports the use of erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (EDFAs), which pump up the lightwaves for alonger ride over their fiber carriers.
Cablevision Systems Corp. has also

"When you start to densely pack several
channels at 1550 nm, it gives you the potential
to do things you couldn't do before, and that's
what interests us," Staniec says, adding that
"the thought process is to get more bandwidth
into agiven location, without destroying the
system already in place."
Staniec says that narrowcasting is one such
dense-WDM application that interests him,
where one fiber carries 750 MHz of combined
video and data content to four 125-home
nodes, or two 250-home nodes. "It's conceivable that we can have acompletely different
program delivered to each location," Staniec
says.

Where reach is important

Beyond the narrowcasting applications
that Cablevision and NewChannels are considering, the MSOs looking at
Is all that bandwidth needed? In a network serving 50,000 subs and pulling a 5percent VOD buy rate, a
dense-WDM say the technology
network needs 10 gigabits-per-second capacity (2,500 programs x 4 Mbps).
intrigues them because of its
usefulness in clustered areas,
Master headend
where asingle operator may
central video server
service an entire region over
several systems. "High density
Standard singlemode fiber
WDM is interesting to look at
as costs shift, for long-haul
fibers and on urban rings—where
Line
extender
reach is important," explains
Jim Chiddix, senior vice president of engineering for Time
Fiber node
c
Warner Cable and arecognized
Drop
pioneer in lightwave deployable
ment, who says that densee
t
a
WDM is something he's
Dispersion
"actively tracking."
shifted fiber
North of the border, Rogers
(optional)
Diagram courtesy Coming Inc.
Secondary
Cablesystems is also interested
hub
in the technology, and may use it
to connect two Canadian systems
there this year, says Nick Hamilton-Piercy, VP
expressed an
ing" (dense-WDM).
of engineering and technology for the
interest in
For cable operators, the intrigue of denseCanadian MSO. "There are places where we'll
dense-WDM,
WDM lies in its potential for inter-city conconsider using dense-WDM, especially where
and may
nections and for sending signals farther and
we have to go long distances between cities,"
deploy it as
faster—at distances of 200 km or more, and at
Hamilton-Piercy says, adding that denseearly as midspeeds of 2.5 Gigabits-per-second (2.5 Gbps,
WDM also makes sense for optical system
'95
to
subdior 2.5 billion bits-per-second).
installations which took place several years
vide its hybrid
What makes dense-WDM different than
ago
and where there are only afew fibers
fiber/coax sysstandard wave division multiplexing—where a
available
for use.
tems into
single fiber carries bi-directional traffic at
In fact, Rogers is faced with that exact situsmaller,
125both the 1310 nm and 1550 nm optical waveation in its planned Toronto-to-Ottawa link.
or 150-home
lengths—is that dense-WDM stacks anywhere
The
two cities are separated by about 400
segments.
from two to 20 signals on one fiber, at optical
kilometers,
and only two fibers remain to haul
NewChannels
wavelengths grouped in the 1530 nm to 1560
Rogers' traffic. Because of those pre-existing
is
also
attracted
by
system
segmentation
nm region.
conditions, Hamilton-Piercy says dense-WDM
options offered by the technology, although
Indeed, engineers with MSOs including
will probably fit the bill. "Some companies,
actual deployment plans are "a couple of years
Rogers Cablesystems Ltd., NewChannels
like ours, partnered on optical fiber installaout," says Tom Staniec, director of engineerCorp. and Time Warner Cable say they are
tion years ago, rather than building our own,"
ing
for
the
MSO.
keeping awatchful eye on dense-WDM. An

0>

MSOs looking
at dense-WDM

say it intrigues

them because of
its usefulness
in clustered
areas.
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Hamilton-Piercy explains. "When you do that,
you can't get as many fibers as you want. It's
in situations like that when something like
dense-WDM is plausible."
In the Toronto-to-Ottawa link, HamiltonPiercy is considering stacking two or four OC48 bit streams on the same fiber, using a
dense-WDM engine. "We're looking at it,
because it's good for that kind of inter-city
link, where the reach is long and there are only

afew available fibers," Hamilton-Piercy says.
Another potential application for denseWDM technology is stacking multiple reverse
signals onto asingle fiber, which will likely
become necessary as bi-directional traffic like
home computing and interactive TV shifts into
the cable mainstream. "Dense-WDM looks
real interesting for return applications, providing the lasers are affordable," says
NewChannels' Staniec.

Driving the INDM bus
The optoelectronics driving dense-WDM
are in the works at Synchronous
Communications and International Business
Machine's Research Division, among others.
"Dense-WDM, or what we call 'narrowband WDM,' will be very critical for future
architectures," says Al Johnson, president for
Synchronous, who notes that while optical
cable has an almost infinite bandwidth, the
transmitters
and receivers
at either end of
the glass do
not. "If you
can stack four
or more wavelengths on a
single fiber,
you can also
squeeze the
efficiency of
the fiber,"
Johnson
explains.
For example, Johnson says that by stacking
four wavelengths on asingle fiber, the costs of
that fiber can be driven down by about 75 percent. Conversely, afour-port dense-WDM
device, which collects the outputs of four optical transmitters and multiplexes them together
onto the optical fiber, costs about $7,500 for
each end—"which is what's keeping the technology from being prevalent at this point," he
notes.
To remedy the forthcoming onslaught of
anticipated upstream traffic from home PCs
and other in-home interactive devices,
Synchronous is also at work on adevice which
stacks 24 sub-low (5-40 MHz) reverse signals
on asingle laser, for transporting upstream
data from hub-to-hub on an optical ring, or
from hub-to-headend.
The upstream multiplexer, which Johnson
described as being roughly analogous to an
optical up- and down-block convertor, will be
formally introduced in afew months, but is
already in demand: "We discussed the concept
with aforeign operator, and he wanted to take
it home with him in his suitcase."
IBM is also hot on the trail of optical wavelength multiplexing. Last month, the research
arm of the computing giant announced an alldigital WDM prototype, dubbed "MuxMaster,"
which is designed to stack up to 20 wavelengths on asingle fiber. Specifically, the system allows up to 10 200-Megabit-per-second
(Mbps) duplex channels to be transmitted over
asingle 50-km fiber, according to astatement
issued by IBM.

Last month,

IBM's research
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IBM officials think the new system, once
commercialized, could save up to 95 percent
of the cost of leased fibers.
"The current cost of renting asingle fiber
starts at $150 to $300 per mile, per month,"
IBM officials said in apress release.
"Assuming $150 per mile, per month, a
MuxMaster user needing a10-channel, twoway link over 10 miles could save $342,000
per year in fiber costs."
The IBM system is "undergoing strenuous
testing" with customer partners Morgan
Stanley and the Bank of Austria, who are
using the dense-WDM system to support rapid
disaster recovery of data between computing
sites. Eventually, IBM hopes to be able to send
up to 50,000 channels at speeds of 200 Mbps,
company officials said—or enough capacity to
send several thousand uncompressed HDTV
signals.

Aneed for speed
Meanwhile, Corning Inc. is fine-tuning a
line of dispersion-shifted optical cable, originally developed adecade ago for long-haul
telephone applications and now aimed at 1550

nm dense-WDM projects. MCI
Communications is already planning to use the
fiber to carry atotal of 10 Gbps over four 2.5Gbps wavelengths, on one fiber.
Will operators have the need for that much
speed? Corning
thinks so,
through a
video-ondemand model
it developed to
illustrate a
50,000-subscriber system
sending
MPEG-2 digital video
streams to five
percent of its
viewers.
"In asituation where five percent of the customers
request afilm at the same time, an operator
will need (the capacity to send) 2,500 simultaneous video streams," offers Don Vassel of
Corning. "When you consider that each

Operators
wanting

turbo-charged

throughput

may want to
examine

dense-WDM.

MPEG-2 video stream requires 4Mbps, and
then multiply that by 2,500, you're at 10 Gbps.
That's one example of how quickly you can
get up to those kinds of transmission rates."
The MSOs considering dense-WDM,
though, emphasize that while the installation
of dispersion-shifted fiber may make economic
sense in newbuilds and some upgrades, an
alternative is to use externally modulated optoelectronics.
"There's acost premium involved, so the
method used to dense-WDM depends on the
circumstances," notes Hamilton-Piercy. "If
you're constructing up front, it's probably
cheaper to put in more fibers. If you have a
large installed base of singlemode fiber, it
makes sense to look at the optoelectronics."
Still, operators strapped for capacity or
wanting turbo-charged throughput may want to
examine dense-WDM, particularly as channelization plans increase and network payloads
shift from analog to digital. "It's something
that you want to keep on the radar screen,"
Chiddix says. CIED
Fred Dawson contributed to this story.
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R ETURN PATH LASERS

The challenge
Fine-tuning of tne
return path
Figure 1: The amplitude and phase matching requirements for distortion
cancellation in excess of 15 dB are difficult to meet over broad frequency
ranges.
Distortion matching requirements.
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By John Stroman,
Product Marketing Engineer, Broadband
Communications Products, Ortel Corp.

I

nthe last two years, triggered by changes in
regulations and technology, the focus of the
communications world has turned to "interactivity," and cable TV networks are at the center of most discussions. MS0 and LEC network designers are now carefully reviewing
what final pieces of hardware are required to
bring their networks to full readiness for interactive multimedia services.
Many have identified the return path link as
an area where advances are required before the
full service network will be areality. In fact,
some industry observers question whether
HFC networks can provide acost-effective
return path capacity sufficient for advanced
interactive services. While these concerns are
premature and unduly pessimistic, they illustrate the importance of the return path link in
the overall network architecture.
While other technological advances are also
required for the full-service network, this arti-
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de will examine the
issues and challenges of the return
path itself, especially as pertains to the
laser. With the
advances of forward
path laser development over the past
seven years, the
technical know-how
to produce areturn
path laser currently
exists. Integrating
the various elements
of the solution into
aproduct that provides the right performance at the
optimum price is
nevertheless achallenging task.

The history of modern CATV lasers
At the heart of this dramatic transformation
of CATV technology is linear fiber optics,
which ushered in the demise of the cumbersome "tree-and-branch" network; and replaced
it with the powerful and flexible fiber to the
feeder, or hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) architecture. The most important attribute of HFC networks is their two-way broadband communications capability, which is enabled by two
significant network improvements—the reduction of ingress into the return band, and the
segmentation of the network into nodes of 500
homes or less.
Both factors derive directly from the introduction of fiber optic links into cable networks,
which eliminated lengthy cascades of amplifiers and created direct links between the headend and the "last mile" of the coaxial plant.

Distributed feedback or Fabry Perot
Starting with the first technology demonstrations in 1987, linear fiber optics has
emerged as the dominant high-bandwidth fiber

optic technology worldwide, eclipsing the production rate of multi-Gbps Sonet lasers. The
first demonstration of linear fiber optics for
CATV networks used Fabry Perot lasers without isolators. They operated over short distances, and the control of second order distortion was difficult. Nevertheless, these demonstrations established that sufficient linearity
could be achieved if the laser met certain basic
requirements, and cleared the path for the
emergence of the linear distributed feedback
(DFB) laser, which provided much higher performance over longer distances.
The lesson of these early days is that FP
lasers have certain performance limitations
that are best overcome with linear DFB lasers.
These limitations will be discussed later in an
examination of the technological alternatives
for return path lasers.

Wavelength: 1310 vs. 1550 nm
The rapid development of the Erbium
Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) pulled into
focus the possibility of using optical transmission in the so-called "third window," i.e., 1550
nm. The arguments in favor of 1550 nm links
were largely hinged on the benefits of optical
amplification, and partly on the lower optical
loss of fiber at 1550 nm.
After some early experiments, it became
apparent that directly modulated 1550 nm
DFB lasers were not suitable for operation in
cable networks because of the effect of residual modulation of the laser wavelength (chirp)
on distortion performance. Today, 1550 nm
links use cw DFB lasers operated with external modulation and EDFA power amplifiers.
These products are used effectively as
supertrunk links that tie headends together.
For linking the headend to the coaxial "last
mile," directly modulated 1310 nm DFB lasers
have become the de facto standard.

Predistortion
A key development in linear DFB laser
technology was the RF predistorter. The
importance of the predistorter goes far beyond
the popular over-simplification, "A predistorter makes bad lasers into good lasers." In
fact, simple analysis shows that "making bad
lasers into good lasers" is apoor design goal
for predistortion. Predistorters work by generating distortion products equal in amplitude
and opposite in phase to the products generated in the laser. To cancel distortion products in
a"bad" laser requires matching the amplitude
and phase of such products within prohibitively close tolerances.
Predistortion works best when correcting
slight nonlinearities in "good" lasers, resulting
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Figure 2: Return path bandwidth vs node size
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in "great" lasers. Predistortion, when used
properly, coupled to excellent laser designs,
results in consistently high performance. It
represents the optimum tradeoff between the
performance capabilities of linear DFB lasers'
RF circuits.
Today's forward path lasers, following
seven years of technological development,
transmit 80 AM channels, plus 200 MHz of
compressed digital signals. with output power

up to 16 mW. As production volumes grow,
costs continue to fall,
portending networks
with smaller node
sizes and less splitting.
Already, some operators are planning on
taking fiber directly to
500-home nodes without splitting, or even to
nodes of 100 homes
with four- or five-way
splitting.
Return path chan1,000
nels today are used for
status monitoring, lowspeed data and analog video return. The
requirements for status monitoring and lowspeed data can be met with digital frequency
shift keyed modulation (FSK). FSK modulation is arelatively inexpensive method to supply the low data rates required for status monitoring, typically afew kilobits/second.
In FSK modulation, two distinct tones are
used to represent Is and Os. Adata stream is
represented as aseries of shifts between the

Don't call US firstuall us last!
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REMOTE
experts!
Remote
controls:

we soc t
ecompetition!

two frequencies. In some systems, return signaling is used to transport video, e.g., from
stadiums or classrooms to headends for distribution. Other systems use the return path for
video conferencing, security video monitoring
and government applications. Some PPV systems use the set-top convertor and the return
path to order services.
But extensive use of the return channel for
communications purposes has not been implemented, except in trials.
The use of the return path for video signals
today represents an interesting adaptation of
forward path technology. Some systems offer
up to four video channels within the 5MHz to
35 MHz subsplit band. Although these links
only carry four video channels, they operate at
considerably higher modulation depth than
downstream channels, and the demands on the
laser in terms of linearity are not trivial. Table
Ipresents typical RF and optical specifications
for iich lasers.

OW

Table 1.

Return path lasers in use today for video.
Bandwidth

5-50 MHz (sub-split) band

Channels

1-4, typically asingle channel

Carrier to Noise

45-55 dB

CSO

>65 dB

CTB

>65 dB

is used

Wavelength

1310 mn

Optical poser

3mW

Connector

FC/APC

Configuration

Plug-in with predistorter

Cost

$4,000-6,000

Interactive network designs
A significantly expanded interactive bandwidth is required in most proposed networks,
raising the question, "How much bandwidth is
available per subscriber?"
Return bandwidth. With quadrature phase
shill keying (QPSK). abandwidth efficiency
of 2b/s/Hz is theoretically possible, although
it is less in practical systems. We shall assume
that 50 Mbps is achievable within the 5MHz
to 40 MHz spectrum used for return path in
most systems today. Higher modulation efficiencies may be possible using 16 QAM.
With today's node sizes of 500 homes, 100
kbps of dedicated upstream bandwidth is available. The graph in Figure 2shows the dedicated return bandwidth as afunction of node size.
A node size of 100 homes provides 500 kbps
of dedicated bandwidth. Such networks could
certainly be used to provide T-1 services, even

brand new
all brands
all models
any quantity
best prices
Call us now to find out
how much you can save!

800-644-6682
NOVAPLEX
8818 Bradley Ave.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
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RETURN PATH LASERS
Figure 3: Deploying fiber deep into the network.
A single return path laser serves 500 homes
using signal stacking.
Retum path fiber
•--Forward path fiber
— Coaxial cable

Optical
transmitter
Network
power
suPP Y

Optical
receiver

Optical
receiver

See
Figure 4

125 homes :
return signal launched
with user set-top equipment

with relatively high service penetration.
If "passive coax" networks are built, and
many favor such networks for operational reasons, the dedicated return bandwidth would be as high as 1.5 Mbps per
home passed.
Signal stacking. How will signals be
transported from the home to the headend? As node sizes drop, the number of
return lasers and the number of return
fibers increases. Frequency division multiplexing, sometimes called stacking, can
be used to reduce the number of optical
components in the return path.
As shown in Figure 3, interactive digital signals from subscribers are
launched using interactive set-top equipment and proceed upstream through the
drop and coax distribution cabling,
which may include splitting. At the optical node, upstream signals from up to
four separate coaxial feeders are upconverted to distinct frequency bands within
the 5MHz to 200 MHz spectrum. By
stacking return signals in this manner, a
single return path laser is able to serve a
larger number of subscribers.

COMPOSOLITE ® GOES THE DISTANCE
SO YOUR SIGNALS CAN TOO

Hundreds of thousands of miles of fiber
optic cable have been laid throughout the
country with COMPOSOLITC polymer
concrete splice boxes placed about every
two miles to house cable.
MCI, AT&T, US Sprint and other
companies have been able to route the
underground fiber optic cable through
mountains, swamps and forests because
of the lightweight, easy-to-install
COMPOSOLITC polymer concrete boxes
which do not require cranes and other
heavy equipment to install.
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COMPOSOLITC includes afull line of
utility products that are engineered for the
electrical and telecommunications
industries.

Call for afree catalog
1-800-346-3062.
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=I
3621 Industrial Park Drive
Lenoir City, Tn 37771
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RF ingress. The problems of signal interference due to ingress in the subsplit band are
well-documented. The subscriber drop environment contains many potential RF signal
sources. Also, the subscriber plant is very
leaky due to the sheer volume of terminations
and because any deteriorated plant is difficult
to identify. A CB radio signal that gains
entrance past adegraded cable shield will ultimately be sent up the return optical path.
Combined with problems created by reflections of RF signals within the plant, the RF
ingress results in excessive noise and interference problems that must be overcome by the
designer of areturn path link for interactivity.
In some cases, the total noise power over the
return band can exceed the power of the return
RF signal itself. Such asituation may require
reducing the modulation depth of the signal to
avoid clipping. All of these factors combined
increase the laser's performance requirements.

Return oath laser technology

There are several choices to be made in the
design of an optimum return path laser.' They
can be conveniently grouped into five areas:
V Performance—high or low
V Laser type—DFB or FP
V Wavelength-1310 or 1550 nm
V Isolator—with or without
V TE cooler—with or without.
Theoretically, this gives 32 different types
of laser designs for the return path, although
some will probably prove to be inappropriate.
Which laser design will be used depends on
how the requirements of the return path can be
met most cost-effectively.
Laser performance. It is instructive to consider performance first. Network operators naturally want the lowest cost equipment possible, but no one can deny that product performance is equally important. What is required
are products that provide the optimum value,
or the right performance at the right price.
In the case of return path products, the revenue generating potential of the network is
closely related to the performance of the return
path link. Higher bandwidth per subscriber
means higher revenue potential. While today's
forward path lasers, costing several thousand
dollars, are almost certainly inappropriate for
the return path in all but afew instances, it
must be determined whether the appropriate
performance level represents lasers at the
$1,500 level or the $150 level.
Laser type. The communications industry
has long associated FP lasers with "cheap, low
performance" and DFB lasers with "expensive,
high performance." Naturally, the complexity
of processing DFB lasers, with internal grat1995
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Figure 4: Return path signal stacking
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ings that control wavelength, makes them
more expensive to produce. But it can also be
costly to produce FP lasers if the performance
requirements are high, resulting in low yield.
The issue to be considered is whether the
requirements of the return channel are more
stringent than can be met with high yield FP
lasers. If so, the optimum choice might be
DFB lasers, because they are better suited to
provide higher levels of performance.
Wavelength. The issues that determine the
optimum transmission wavelength for return
path links are not the same as for forward
path, where 1310 nm lasers are predominant.
Differences in RF specifications, transmission
frequency and channel count, among others,
lead the designer to anew "design equation"
for wavelength choice. Network design issues
such as wavelength division multiplexing

e

path signals

5-40 MHz Return
path signals

(WDM) also impact the choice of wavelength.
Isolator. The optical isolator performs a
critical function in forward path DFB lasers. In
conjunction with low reflection optical connectors and devices in the network, the isolator
virtually eliminates the influence of reflected
light on the DFB laser. This is absolutely necessary to obtain the high CNR and low distortion required in forward path links. In the
return path, RF performance requirements are
lower, which increases the possibility that isolators may not be required. However, RF
ingress problems tend to keep the link dynamic range requirements high, and return path
links with isolator-less lasers may not provide
sufficient capacity to support growth in interactive services.
TE cooler. Every forward path DFB laser
uses athermo-electric cooler based on the

We deliver passive
component designs
on time and on budget.

Gp ON ao!nias Japeau °pin

5-40 MHz Return
path signals

Peltier effect, which cools or heats adevice in
response to the flow of aDC current in one or
two polarities. The threshold current and optical efficiency of semiconductor lasers are temperature dependent. High performance lasers,
whether linear or digital, perform best at a
constant temperature. Recent digital laser
designs that achieve stable operation over a
wide temperature range can operate without
TE coolers. Understanding the relationship
between these so-called "high temperature"
chip designs, linear performance, RF requirements of the return path and environmental
constraints in strand mount receivers is an
important part of the design process.

Summ ar y

Tackling the return path laser represents a
significant technical challenge, because a
suitable laser must operate in the outdoor
environment with appropriate linearity and
noise performance. The advances realized
with forward path lasers over the last seven
years provide atechnology pool from which
to assemble the optimum return path product.
Perceptions that the RF return path is too
expensive to provide highly interactive communications bandwidth do not recognize the
promise of further technological developments. The optimal solution will represent a
blend of network design choices and device
technology that provides the most flexible
solution, for the most attractive price. CUD

References

1. Dr. Hank Blauvelt of Ortel Corp. will
present apaper with more information about
return path lasers at NCTA in Dallas.
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Selecting DFB
Pylmtss transmitters for
a
nroadband services
By Dr. Yaron Simler, Product Manager
Transmission Systems; and Dr Chien-Yu Kuo,
Director Lightwave Systems,
Harmonic Lightwaves Inc.

T
he demand for increased reliability and

bandwidth in broadband multi-purpose networks has created amajor trend toward passive networks, with the active electronic
amplifier cascades being reduced, or in some
cases, entirely eliminated, through massive
deployment of fiber.
Forthcoming distribution architectures continue to rely heavily on DFB transmitters,
especially as the proposed basic serving cell
decreases in size to between 200 and 500
homes passed per transmitter. As the density
of optical receivers increases, and the number
of subscribers per node decreases, the optoelectronic cost portion of the plant increases
significantly. Those architectural trends point
to the importance of thoroughly characterizing
the performance of fiber transmitter links.
The process of selecting DFB transmitters
is primarily based on two important criteria,
cost and performance. In evaluating analog
DFB performance, amultidimensional classification process which requires agood understanding of the technology, as well as of the
physical constraints such as headend space or
ambient operating temperature, could be used.
The technical portion of this selection process
can be significantly enhanced if transmitters
from various vendors can be compared with a
common measuring stick. Historically, however, technical specifications vary in scope and
approach from vendor to vendor, making a
comparison difficult.

Basic requirements
With the expected increase in transmitter
count at the headend, especially as revenue
optimizing narrowcasting requires one transmitter per node, headend space becomes apremium. Therefore, the transmitter must be
compact, flexible and easily reconfigurable.
When translating the AM-VSB multiplexed
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Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers
To obtain the aforementioned stringent system requirements, it's necessary that the
directly modulated laser source is exclusively
of the distributed feedback type. Ordinary
semiconductor lasers, such as Fabry-Perot,
have an optical resonator (cavity) with cleaved
or polished end-facets in order to obtain the
optical feedback necessary for lasing. DFB
lasers rely on periodic corrugation of the optical index within the laser cavity to obtain the
necessary feedback, hence the name, distributed feedback.
Most commonly used DFB lasers for CATV
applications emit coherent light with asingle
optical wavelength between 1290 nm and
1330 nm (although it is also possible to use
wavelengths around 1550 nm, the performance
needs to be carefully engineered). In comparison, the optical output of aFabry-Perot laser is
characterized by multiple wavelengths lasing
simultaneously. Single wavelength operation is
necessary to minimize dispersion effects
inherent to the optical fiber and is also
required to maintain low RIN, which is requi-

signals into an optical subcarrier multiplexed
(SCM) system for lightwave transmission, the
equivalent carrier-to-noise ratio and the distortion performance of the system need to be rigorously maintained. Requirements of the laser
transmitters that achieve these conditions are
the dynamic light vs. current linearity, the optical relative intensity noise (RIN), the frequency chirp that causes the interferometric intensity noise (IIN) and the frequency responses.
The most important system parameters that
are affected by the above-mentioned parameters
are carrier-to-noise
ratio (CNR) and
Figure 1: Laser chirp effect on CNR performance in case of (A) link loss
distortion in terms
is comprised of optical couplers, (B) link loss is comprised of all
fiber, and (C) link loss includes 5dB of optical coupler loss.
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Figure 3: DFB transmitter block diagram. The laser is prodistorted for both second and third
order distortions.
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site to achieving ahigh CNR at the optical
node. These lasers are usually packaged with
an internal optical isolator to maintain the necessary low RIN.
Early DFB lasers were used in very limited
applications because of low optical power and
inadequate distortion performance. In addition
to the difficulties in increasing optical power,
and the inherent problems of laser linearity
and noise which limit link performance and
affect device fabrication yield, several other
phenomena can impair transmission quality.
Most notably, several types of undesirable
interactions between the laser transmitter and
optical reflections in the fiber distribution system can occur, leading to enhanced noise and
distortion (references 1-5).
Analog DFB laser transmitters are directly
modulated, which implies that the AM-VSB
information is directly imposed on the laser
drive current. Frequency chirp or temporal
wavelength variation occurs as aresult. Laser
chirp has various system performance implications, including impacting CNR and distortion
performance. As will be shown, laser chirp
needs to be maximized for optimal performance.
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HFC networks combine the best features
of fiber optics and coaxial cables into a
flexible, economical network that provides asuperior platform for existing services, plus easy migration to interactive
video, data, and voice services.
So it should come as no surprise
that HFC has become the preferred network design for upgrading CATV and telephone networks.
While you grapple with the thorny
issues surrounding future services,
Ortel is developing significant advances in DFB
laser products to ensure reliability, perfor-

See for yourself how far HFC technology has

mance and economy from headend to home

come by calling 800-362-3891 for our free

and back again.

System Designer's Guide to Broadband Fiber
Optics. And make sure you can give the audi-

Our commitment to broadband technology

ences of the future the services they demand.

began in 1987 and is backed by an R&D
investment in fiberoptic technology, RF circuits,
mechanical and digital interface design that
has nearly doubled in the past two years.
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Link performance
For AM-VSB systems, the CNR at the
receiver is calculated as in Equation I.
It's most desirable to achieve ahigh CNR
while maintaining low distortion. To achieve
high CNR, the numerator in Equation 1should
be maximized, and the denominator should be
minimized. In the numerator, it's desirable to
have both the modulation index and optical
power as high as possible. Limitation of the

optical power stems from the differential quantum efficiency of the laser and the optimum
bias current that provides the best linearity.
The modulation index has an upper limit
governed by the clipping distortion, assuming
perfect linearity. This limit sets the allowable
modulation index to approximately four percent
for 80 channel loading. However, for non predistorted lasers, the allowable modulation index
is practically limited by the non-linearity of the

Equation 1: For AM -VSB systems, the CNR at the
receiver is:
CNR = 10Log

r
2B

(mrP) 2

+rPN, o,+ RIN(rP) 2 + IIN)

Where:
Parameter

Description

Typical value

m

Nladulation index per channel

3%-4%

P

Received optical power

0dBm

r

Receiver responsivity

B

Filter bandwidth

Isl i,

Thermal noise

RIN

Relative intensity noise

N,,,

Shot noise

IIN

Interferometric intensity noise
caused by Rayleigh scattering
in the fiber

0.81
4MHz for NTSC
8pA/.,1-156 dB/Hz

laser diode, rather than by clipping distortion
onset, limiting it to less than 3.5 percent.
The thermal noise in the denominator provides the lower limit of the CNR at low
received optical power. The shot noise term is
proportional to the received optical power and
affects the CNR at high received optical power
condition. Note that at high received optical
powers (which are desired), the noise level is
governed by the laser RIN and IIN contributions. The nominal laser RIN is below -155
dB/Hz up to 860 MHz, and significantly lower
at 550 MHz. IIN effects will be discussed
later, in conjunction with laser chirp.
Because the magnitudes of both the numerator and denominator are dependent on the
received optical power, driving the optical
power higher would not necessarily result in a
higher CNR. Careful examination of Equation
1shows that higher CNR can be achieved by
increasing the laser modulation index, hence
increasing carrier level and minimizing IIN
effects. The increase is made possible by the
introduction of pre-distortion circuits which
allow ahigher modulation index, while maintaining an acceptable second- and third-order
distortion performance.
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Laser chirp
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For all your broadband enclosure needs call 708-455-8010
or your authorized distributor.
INTEGRATED ACCESS SOLUTIONSTm

RELIANCE
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Due to naturally occurring fiber non-uniformities, multiple reflections (resulting from
Rayleigh backscattering) of the light occur.
The interaction between chirp and fiber reflections causes IIN, which in turn degrades system CNR, adegradation whose magnitude
depends on the laser chirp and fiber length.
This explains the improvement in CNR performance experienced in cases where the optical
link is comprised in part of optical couplers as
compared with links where the link loss is
comprised of all fiber.
An example of the chirp-induced degradation is shown in Figure 1. Three cases are
depicted. The first (A) plots CNR in acase
where the link loss is entirely comprised of
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Figure 4: Optical power and modulation index histograms for 150 transmitters. Mean optical power is 12 mW (10.8 dBm), and mean
modulation index is four percent per channel.
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passive (i.e., optical coupler) loss. In this case,
chirp effects are minimized. In the second case
(B), the CNR is plotted for link loss which is
comprised of all fiber; hence, chirp effects are
maximized. At alink loss of 13 dB, adifference of about 2dB exists between curves A
and B.
The intermediate case, in which the optical
loss is comprised of 5dB passive and the rest
of fiber loss, is shown in curve C. In all
cases, laser chirp is assumed to be between
300 and 350 MHz/mA. CNR improvement
with the presence of passive loss critically
depends on the system design, and as aconservative rule of thumb, can be taken as 0.1
dB for each dB of coupler loss (i.e., for the
example shown in Figure 1, CNR would
improve by 0.5 dB from curve B to curve C).
In light of the above, it is important for the
system designer to know the worst case operational mode specifications of the laser trans-

Pre-distortion and modulation index
As is shown in Equation 1, RF carrier level
and the CNR at the receiver node are dependent on both the received optical power and on
the transmitted modulation index. Historically,
DFB specifications included only the optical
power of the transmitter and did not include its
optical modulation index. As was shown earlier, to achieve ahigher CNR, one needs to primarily maximize the modulation index.
Owing to the difficulties in achieving adequate pre-distortion, the demand for higher
performing DFB lasers has resulted in higher
power DFB transmitters. Higher power lasers
with good non-linear performance affect
device fabrication yield, and, with all things
being equal, it is preferable to have alaser
with low optical power and high modulation

4.35

index, rather than the reverse. The reasons for
this are multifold.
First, ahigher bias current is required in
order to achieve higher output power. Driving
the laser harder affects its lifetime and reliability and results in higher laser RIN. Second,
having lower optical power helps avoid link
performance limitations imposed by most optical front-ends which can accept no more than
2dBm to 3dBm of optical power, hence limiting the available link loss, especially in links
requiring high CNR. For example, alaser with
output power of 13 mW (11 dBm) can be used
in links of no shorter than 8dB to 9dB, limiting the maximum achievable CNR.
The third reason is illustrated in Figure 2. In
the figure, the CNR at 10 dB (of all fiber) link
loss is plotted vs. modulation index and optical
transmitter power pairs. Comparing the two
extreme points on the curve, a15 mW laser
with three percent modulation index yields a
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CNR of 52 dB, while a10 mW laser with four
percent modulation index yields aCNR which
is better by almost 2dB for the same 10 dB
loss. By increasing the modulation index, one
increases carrier level and induces more chirp,
which in turn reduces IIN simultaneously,
resulting in abetter CNR.
Without pre-distortion, it's very difficult to
achieve ahigh modulation index because of
the inherent non-linearity of DFB lasers. Even
if an ideal diode laser were available with a
straight output power to bias current (L-I)
characteristic, implying alinear relationship
between the laser drive current and optical
output current; and even assuming ideal RF
voltage amplifiers, distortion would still
appear in the laser optical output due to the
nonlinearity of the PN junction (semiconductor interface necessary for the lasing action)
current-voltage relationship, and also due to
leakage currents.
Applying second- and third-order pre-distortion circuitries to DFB lasers results in
lasers with typical distortion numbers of CSO
<-62 dBc and CTB <-67 dBc with 80 NTSC
channel loading. Figure 3depicts ablock diagram of aDFB transmitter with CSO and
CTB predistortion circuits which are also temperature compensated. The RF power detector
is used as part of the user selectable automatic
gain control circuitry.
The mean modulation index measured for
150 DFB transmitters is 4.04 percent per
channel with astandard deviation of 0.19 percent. Over afiber span of 10 dB, the measured
worst channel CNR has amean value of 54.47
dB with astandard deviation (in dB) of 0.39
dB. This deep modulation index corresponds
to acomposite modulation index of m*(N/2)05
=0.259, slightly below clipping distortion.
This is summarized in Figure 4.

Frequency response, operating temp
Frequency response oi the transmitter is
another important parameter to evaluate, as it
affects the end performance of the distribution
link. To allow transmitter cascading and good
signal quality, typical flatness and ripple
should be 0.5 dB over the laser frequency
range (i.e., 750 MHz). Another key parameter
for performance evaluation is the stability of
the CNR, CSO and CTB with respect to ambient temperature. This is especially important
for transmitters which are installed in an OTN
cabinet where ambient temperatures vary considerably. Figure 5depicts typical CSO behavior of uncompensated vs. temperature-compensated transmitters. The CNR of the temperature-compensated transmitter varies by less
than 0.4 dB over the 0to 50 degree C range.
T HE P REMIER
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Figure 5: DFB transmitter CSO without and with temperature
compensation.
-60

To increase system reliability and ensure
minimum downtime, it's important that all of
the critical operating parameters of the transmitters be monitored and available for network
management purposes. These parameters might
include: laser bias, laser power, laser temperature, RF drive power and environmental temperature. For ease-of-use and module interchangeability, most of the monitored parameters should have preset ranges with alarm flags
raised in case of operational errors. Automatic
gain control can also be useful, allowing quick
replacement of modules and minimizing the
effects of headend level fluctuations.
In conclusion, the discussion has centered
around the most important parameters that
affect DFB laser transmitter operation. The
interplay between ahigh level of linearity,
high carrier-to-noise ratio and laser chirp was
shown to favor pre-distorted lasers with lower
optical power and ahigher modulation index.
Acompact design and user-friendly interface,
combined with an easy-to-use network interface and management system, are important,
especially as the number of DFB transmitters
in the headend increases and headend manage-
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im Temperature compensated transmitters
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Temperature (C)
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ment and downtime requirements become
more stringent. Flat frequency response, and
above all, overall performance consistency, are
also necessary requirements. Keeping all of
these parameters in mind when evaluating
DFB laser performance will ensure successful
and consistent broadband services transport.
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Analog
architectures are
alive and well
Balancing analog and
digital options

digital loading. Noise and distortion calculations for this configuration are similar to that
of atraditional 550 MHz analog network.
Table 1considers athree-amplifier cascaded
uring the last two years, most broadband
hybrid fiber/coax system. Typically, one will
network engineers have selected 750 MHz
see a1dB degradation in the carrier-to-noise
hybrid fiber/coax architectures when planning
ratio (CNR) and composite triple beat (CTB)
arebuild or an upgrade. Typically, the 50
performance on channels 77-78 when the digiMHz to 550 MHz bandwidth delivers analog
tal tier is added above the 550 MHz of analog
programming, and the 550 MHz to 750 MHz
signals.
tier is planned for future digitally compressed
Engineers construct these networks with
video. Near-video-on-demand and video-onlaser transmitters optimized for amix of anademand marketing trials are underway, and
log and digital loading, and RF amplifiers
many operators are looking forward to these
using parallel hybrid
Table 1: Noise and distortion contributions optimized for
(PHD) technology. The
550 MHz analog/200 MHz digital transmission
result is asystem providing the following perforofline
Fiber + Distribution = End mance: CNR =49 dB;
CNR
51
56.9
50
(dB)
CTB =-53 dBc; and CSO
-55.9
-53.3
CTB
(dBc)
-65
=
-53 dB.
-58.2
-56.4
(dBc)
CSO
-61
Now consider the case
where
digital transmission
Fiber optic receiver
in the 550 MHz to 750
launch amp
38 dBmV output
MHz range is planned,
but not yet deployed. As
additional revenue-producing analog channels,
such as NVOD and VOD
Tap amp
Express amps
channels, are added above
50 dBmV output
38 dBmV output
channel 78, how might
one expect the system to
Hybrid fiber/coax architecture
perform? Table 2indicates significant performance deterioration at
expanded service and revenue opportunities.
both 94 and 110 analog channel loading from
However, widespread deployment of digital
anetwork designed only for 550 MHz anacompression appears to be some time off, for
log/200 MHz digital operation.
many reasons. In the meantime, competitive
Not surprisingly, the end-of-line distortions
pressures and the need for expanded revenues
are significantly impacted by the introduction
have caused operators of both large and small
of analog carriers above 550 MHz. The quessystems to look for solutions now, while digition now becomes how the broadband network
tal technology is being developed. The answer
may be optimized to allow some analog
may already be at hand, in the time-tested and
"breathing room" in the event this 200 MHz of
proven analog equipment. This article considvaluable channel space is recruited into analog
ers some of the system design alternatives to
service before digital deployment begins.
support system expansion by simply extending
Keeping in mind that the fiber optic link is
current analog services.
the largest contributor to end-of-line noise and
Most 750 MHz architectures have been
the RF amplifier cascade principally condesigned for 550 MHz analog and 200 MHz
By Gregory Hardy, Director of Marketing,
Transmission Systems, Scientific-Atlanta
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tributes to end-of-line distortions, several
modifications are required to the broadband
architecture and electronics in order to achieve
improved distortion performance with higher
analog loading.

650 MHz analog channel loading
For 650 MHz analog operation of ahybrid
fiber/coax network like that discussed in Table
1, the following changes are made:
V Use of alaser transmitter that is optimized
for 94 (or 110) analog channel loading. This
product employs alower depth of modulation
per channel relative to that found in 550 analog/200 digital lasers.
V Deployment of quad power (QP) technology in the express amplifier locations. QP typically yields a5dB to 6dB CTB improvement
on aper-station basis over conventional PHD
products.
V Lower output levels of the tap amplifiers by
IdB from the 550/750 MHz design.
The resulting system performance at 650
MHz without adigital tier is CNR =49 dB,
CTB =-52.5 dBc, and CSO =-56.6 dB; this
performance is very close to the design specifications for the 550 MHz analog/200 MHz
digital network. However, because tap amp
output levels are lower, the actives per mile
count is up slightly.

750 MHz analog channel loading
Achieving ahigh level of noise and distortion performance with 110 analog channels is
amore significant challenge for the network
architect. Again utilizing the hybrid fiber/coax
analysis in Table 1, the following modifications were made:
V Utilization of alaser transmitter that is optimized for 110 analog channel loading. This
transmitter is similar to the one described
above.
V Deployment of quad power technology in
the express amplifier locations.
V Lower tap amplifier output levels by 3dB
from the 550 MHz analog/200 MHz digital
design.
The resulting system performance at 750
MHz without adigital tier is CNR =48 dB,
CTB =-52.5 dBc, CSO =-56.8 dBc. In this
case, a3dB reduction in tap amplifier output
levels yields approximately a25 percent
increase in actives per mile. Table 3summarizes the network architecture and product
modifications required to move to 650 MHz
and 750 MHz analog operation.

Analog for high gain architectures
Up until this point, only the traditional
hybrid fiber/coax architecture has been dis1995
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tions when moving to a Table 3: Noise and distortion contributions for
650 MHz analog chan650 MHz and 750 MHz optimized systems
nel scheme are as fol650 MHz -94 analog channels
lows:
Fiber + Distribution = End-of-line
V Deployment of anaFrequency (MHz)
550
650
750
49
CNR
(dB)
55.9
50
log optimized fiber
CNR
(dB)
50.0
49.0
48.0
-52.5
65
-54.9
CTB
(dBc)
transmitter.
CTB
(dBc)
-53.3
-50.8
-48.1
-56.6
CSO
(dBc)
61
-58.6
V Lowering of feeder
CSO
(dBc)
-56.4
-55.7
-55.0
levels by 1dBmV.
1. Analog optimized fiber transmitter
These changes yield
94- and 110-channel scenarios assume no digital
2. Quad power express amps operating at
the
following
noise
and
transmission
38 dBmV output
distortion results: CNR
3. PHD tap amps operating at 49 dBmV output
=47 dB, CTB =-52
levels
cussed, which generally is used in system
dBc, CSO =-57 dBc. They are
rebuilds or newbuilds. Popular for 750 MHz
about 1dB down from our
750 MHz -110 analog channels
upgrades is a"high gain drop-in" architecture,
analog/digital
design
performance.
Fiber + Distribution = End-of-line
however. In this type of architecture, high
When considering 750 MHz
48
54.9
CNR
49
(dB)
gain, three-stage PHD amplifiers are installed
analog loading in ahigh gain archi-52.5
in place of existing 300 MHz trunk bridger
CTB
(dBc)
-65
-54.9
tecture, there are not as many
stations. These amplifiers provide approxi-56.8
(dBc)
-61
-58.9
CSO
options.
Without any modifications
mately 35 dB of gain in the auto control mode,
to the 550 MHz analog/200 MHz
1. Analog optimized fiber transmitter
making them attractive for trunk upgrades.
digital design, resulting perfor2. Quad power express amps operating at
An upgrade architecture of this type typical38 dBmV output
mance is an unacceptable -46.5 dBc
ly utilizes three or four high gain amplifiers
3. PHD tap amps operating at 47 dBmV output
CTB
at
110
channels.
Given
the
and two line extenders in cascade to obtain the
levels
limitations of amplifier spacing and
desired performance of CNR =48 dB, CTB =
technology, the amplifier cascades
53 dBc, CSO =-57 dBc at 550 MHz anadeployment of digital services afew years out,
must
be shortened to significantly improve
log/200 MHz digital loading. Changes to the
several alternatives exist that will allow the
end-of-line noise and distortions. Amplifier
550 MHz analog/200 MHz digital designed
operator to still capitalize now on new revenue
cascades must be cut in half, which will nearly
network to accommodate 650 MHz or 750
opportunities like NVOD and VOD with an
double
the number of fiber optic receiver locaMHz analog loading is much more difficult in
expansion of analog service channels above
tions. This makes for apotentially expensive
an upgrade. Quad power technology is not
550 MHz.
alternative.
Operators planning rebuilds and newbuilds
available in three-stage RF amplifiers; hence,
Table 2: Impact of analog channel loading on system
optimized for 550 MHz analog/200 MHz digital
transmission
78
94
110
channels channels channels

the network designer must work only with
PHD products. Also, high output levels (45
dBmV) are required for feeder efficiency.
Turning down output levels in the trunk to
improve distortions is not really an option in
upgrades.
Network architecture and product modifica-

Summary
Nloq broadband network operators are now
planning a750 MHz rebuild or upgrade.
Architectures and product technology selections normally assume a550 MHz analog and
200 MHz digital channel lineup. With the

Coming in

have more flexibility in analog alternatives
than those with upgrades. The use of analog
optimized laser transmitters and quad power
amplifiers provides apath to 650 MHz analog,
and potentially, 750 MHz analog. These
options provide the operator some breathing
room until digital can be deployed.
CUD

arch
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We Say We're:
• FASTER
• TOUGHER
EASIER
• CHEAPER
• SMALLER
Than the other
combo meters

The new Tricorder Il and ill are the easiest to operate,
and most capable meters in the industry. They are all
that is needed to perform the tests required for the daily
maintenance of your CATV system

The new Tricorder 11/11I combined signal, leakage and
data logging meters outperform all CATV testers in:
• Training and Operation Spin knob control and
one-stroke key operation, custom channel plans,
ten user-configurable memories
• Durability Rugged aluminum case, shock resistant
ABS plastic front/rear panels, standard padded cordura
carrying bag
• Ease of Use Automated test functions, built-in
logging feature eliminates paper records -even performs
FCC 24 Hour Level Variation Test
• Cost-effectiveness Full function meter includes
signal level, data logging, and leakage in one
inexpensive package
• Small size/low weight Low three pound weight,
small enough to carry in one hand.
Need more proof? We've got it. Just call us.

TRILITHIC
9202 E.

33rd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46236

800/344-2412 /317/895-3600

Circle Reader Service No. 51

USA

FAX: 317/895-3613

POLARIS

Cox's McCarle
wins
Polaris Award

whom stuck by him during the transition period when fiber was first introduced. "Thanks to
those first two systems, Pensacola and Ocala,
for having the trust to allow me to introduce a
•
new technology," said McCarley. "This award
is really yours. Iaccept it on your behalf." He
then thanked his wife and son for enduring all
those times when he couldn't be home.
McCarley's cable career began in 1972,
when he joined American Television and
Communications and served in various technical and engineering roles before moving to
Alabama in 1976. He later
served eight years as director
of engineering for
Birmingham Cable and as
regional engineering director
for the central Florida area.
He then moved on to Cox
Cable's corporate engineering
department as an equipment
evaluation manager and staff
engineer, prior to being
named director of engineering
technology.
McCarley is also an active
member of the SCTE. He currently serves as anational
Board member representing
Region 9, which covers the
states of Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina and the
Caribbean. He also serves on
the Board of the
Chattahoochee Chapter and
previously served terms as
president, chairman, secretary
and treasurer of the chapter.
He is also involved with the
Hugh McCarley (center) of Cox Cable Communications Inc. is the recipient of the 1995 Polaris Award. He is flanked by
previous Polaris winners Jim Ludington (left) of Time Warner Cable and Tom Staniec of NewChannels. (Photo by Phelon
NCTA, the Southern Cable
Ebenhack)
Television Association and
the Cable Television
presented the SCTE with acheck for $2,000 to
By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis
Association
of
Georgia.
fund fiber optic training initiatives.

Earns praise for work
with fiber optics

L

ong-time industry veteran and SCTE member Hugh McCarley of Cox Cable
Communications Inc. was awarded the prestigious 1995 Polaris Award at the SCTE
Conference on Emerging Technologies in
Orlando, Fla, last month. McCarley, director
of corporate engineering for the Atlanta-based
MSO, joins Jim Ludington of Time Warner
Cable and Tom Staniec of NewChannels as
winners of the award, named after one of the
brightest stars and the navigational standard.
The award was created two years ago by
Corning, CED magazine and the SCTE.
McCarley was presented with apiece of
Steuben crystal, called the Rising Star, that
symbolizes his accomplishments with fiber
optic technology. In addition, Corning Inc.
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At Cox, McCarley has been closely
involved with the design, construction and
implementation of the company's fiber
deployment throughout the United States,
including the new Ring-in-Ring architecture
the company plans to deploy that promises to
significantly reduce outage time and ensure
network survivability.
The self-deprecating McCarley was clearly
moved by the recognition, and thanked industry vendors and his friends. -I'm not really
sure what Idid to deserve this award," said
McCarley. "I was shocked when Iwas told I
would receive it—I wasn't even aware Iwas
being considered."
But McCarley saved his highest praise for
his colleagues at Cox and his family, both of

The pitfalls of two-way
Besides McCarley, about 1,300 others were
in Orlando during the conference to hear the
latest about multimedia, telephony and compression over cable TV networks. One big
issue that was repeatedly discussed was the
activation of two-way plant and the pitfalls
that await operators.
It became clear that as digital signals
migrate this year from the headend and over
the outside plant toward houses, worries are
similarly sharpening over the capability of the
wired environment inside consumer homes.
The potential problem: in-home coaxial
cables with less than 67 percent shielding,
impulse noise on those wires, or poorly

CEO :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN FEBRUARY 1995

Congratulations, Hugh McCarley.
Winner of the third annual Polaris Award.

olaris, one of the brightest
stars in the night sky, has long
been anavigational standard and areference point for lightwave transmission.
In cable television, the Polaris Award
honors an engineering manager who has
helped "light the way" towards adeeper
industry understanding of the strategic

shown here. Corning also will donate $2,000 to the SCTE in the

benefits of optical fiber.

honoree's name to fund fiber-optic
technology training.

As established by Corning, the Society
of Cable TV Engineers (SCTE) and CED
Hugh A. McCarley

The winner of the Polaris award
receives the handsome Steuben
"Rising Star" crystal sculpture

magazine, the award recognizes an emerging leader in the cable TV engineering
community. An individual who has
demonstrated aconsistently high standard
of performance and acustomer-driven
approach to fiber deployment.
Hugh McCarley, Director of Corporate
Engineering, Cox Cable Communications,
embodies the principles of the Polaris
Award. We're proud to recognize his
exceptional vision, achievements and
contributions to the cable television
industry.

CORNING
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installed F-connectors could wipe out adigital
television signal, according to panelists speaking about digital compression.
-With digital television, there is no gradual
degradation of the picture—it's either there, or
it's not," said Claude Baggett, director of customer premise equipment for Cable Television
Laboratories, who called the in-home environ-

of the effects of apoor in-home environment, but that circuitry may not be
enough, said Brian Bauer, telecommunications marketing manager for Raychem
SCTE Board
Corp.
Chairman Tom
Bauer said in the presentation that his
Elliot of TCI (left)
research reflects the unwieldy nature of
presents plaques
to Anna and Bill
the drop plant and in-home environment.
Riker in recogniWe looked at the recent service call
tion of their
reports from two (unspecified) major
efforts to rejuvecable MS0s, and in both cases, found
nate the Society
over their 10
that over 50 to 60 percent of the trouble
years of service.
calls relate to the drop," Bauer said.
(Photo by Phelon
"There are potential problems in the
Ebenhack)
home everywhere there is aconnection,"
Bauer said, noting that "the more connectors there are in the drop, and the higher
the modulation rate entering the home,
the more of aproblem there is."
ment, "the most vulnerable part ot
Bauer noted three ways in which operators
our systems."
can combat kinked cables and loose connecMost MSOs are targeting the third quarter
tors: placing optical-to-RF nodes closer to the
of this year as the starting point for digital sighome, then delivering analog narrowcast sernals to begin streaming into the home, pending
vices; converting digital signals to an analog
the availability of digital set-top boxes. Those
format directly outside the home; and using
boxes will include compensation circuits,
semi-permanent or permanent F-connectors
called "adaptive equalizers," to ward off some

oncratulatbns
Hugh McCarley
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE
ENGINEERING

FROM

Cox Cable

Circle Reader Se

Winner of
the 1995 Polaris Award
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Congratulations to

Hugh McCarley
of Cox Communications,
winner of the 1995 Polaris Award
for his contributions to the
advancement of fiber technology
and new product development.
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within the home.
Another approach, Bauer noted, is educating both subscribers and home builders about
the merits of quality materials and installation.
For example, placing atag on in-home coaxial
cables designating them as carriers of digital
content may dissuade subscriber tampering.
During the tutorial sessions before the conference, Intel Corp., which in partnership with
Hybrid Technologies and General Instrument,
is supplying RF modems for cable operators
Comcast Corp. and Viacom/Castro Valley,
detailed the network requirements for its twoway data transmission network.
The key components of the Intel infrastructure: ahome PC equipped with an Intel cable
adapter, the existing cable network and asocalled "point of presence" facility, separate
from the cable headend, which connects online service providers to the network for distribution, said Intel's Thomas Craver.
Intel's downstream plan includes 64 QAM
modulation, distribution within 750 MHz of
bandwidth, and data rates of about 27
Megabits-per-second (Mbps), after error correction techniques are deducted.
For the reverse path, Intel plans to share

bandwidth between subscribers, where each
user receives a100 kHz channel for transmission. Up to 50 subscribers can be active at any
one time within the 5MHz
to 40 MHz
subsplit spectrum, Craver
said. The system uses
QPSK modulation for transmission at
rates of 128
kilobits-persecond/channel.
To combat
the noise present in the
reverse path,
Intel is incorporating channel quality
monitoring and management, Craver said,
which includes measures like assigning the
"best" channel first, re-dedicating the worst

Time Warner's
FSN is the

first system

to use

the high level
return band,

and the first to
send ATM

end-to-end.

•
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To

Hugh A. McCarley,
Director -Corporate Engineering
Cox Cable Communications

Winner of the 1995
Polaris Award!

MIL
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channels to better frequencies and moving
active users to other spectral locations when a
channel degrades.
Craver said the in-home v., king environment
is certainly acause for concern when transmitting and receiving data, but that "even at peak
noise periods, we estimate that 90 percent of
all channels would be available."

Multimedia requirements
Preparing the historically one-way plant to
haul video and other services in both directions was the focus of the multimedia panel
session. In the session, panelists representing
cable and long distance operators and equipment manufacturers discussed bandwidth
needs, interconnects and requisite customer
premise equipment, as well as other subjects
related to interactive computing.
For example, Ken Wright, director of technology for Jones Intercable and aco-panelist
with Time Warner's Mario Vecchi, took a
sharp look at the 5-40 MHz upstream path.
"When you talk about the residential cable network requirements (for multimedia delivery),
you quickly realize the breadth of the issues,"
Wright said, noting that his presentation would
focus on ways to tailor cable networks for
high-speed, two-way communications.
Of course, the conference took place in the
backyard of the most sophisticated broadband
network on the planet, Time Warner's Full
Service Network, which was launched in mid
December to agroup of residents north of
Orlando. A working demo of the navigation
system and video-on-demand was provided by
the MSO.
During atutorial on the subject, Time
Warner engineers detailed how the main portions of the network function, concentrating on
the physical network, software systems and the
logical network, including ATM and MPEG.
The highly-touted network has already
recorded several firsts, according to Jim
Chiddix, senior VP of engineering and technology with Time Warner. For example, it's
the first system to use the high level return
band, the first to send ATM end-to-end, and
the first to send MPEG video over an ATM
link.
Use of the high-level return band between
900 MHz and 1GHz won't be duplicated in
any other Time Warner cable systems anytime
soon, because of the high cost of transmitters
and other components, said Chiddix. However,
the band required "nothing extraordinary" to
effectively transmit signals, he said, noting that
small problems with ingress and microrefiections from the drop and/or in-home wiring can
be easily overcome or circumvented. CIED
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Congratulations ro

Hugh R. McCadet'

Director, Corporate Engineering
Cox Cable Communications
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FIBER OPTIC CABLES
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

TM

General Instrument salutes

HUGH A. McCARLEY
Cox Cable Communications
for his
innovative deployment
of fiber optic technology

eGeneral Instrument

Congratulations,
Hugh!
Your award is
well deserved.
From y
proud colleag
at*
Cox
Communications

FIBER CALLBOOK •
Cable

Cable
CALL 800/235-3362
FAX 317/983-5656

Offering afull line of fiber optic trunk cable using aloose tube design
in both armored and all dielectric configurations. Fiber counts range
from 4to 240 fibers with your choice of matched clad or depressed
clad optical fiber. Custom cable designs are also available to meet
your specific requirements.
Belden-P.O. Box 1980, Richmond, Indiana 47375
(

cb

CommScope
General Instrument

Comm/Scope is the world's largest manufacturer of high quality coaxial cables and major manufacturer of fiber optic cables. Comm/Scope's
complete line of cable products include patented Quantum ReachTm
and Parameter 111 110 trunk and distribution cables and Optical ReachTM
fiber optic cables, as well as hundreds of versions of drop cables for
all applications including headend cables.
1375 Lenoir-Rhyne Blvd., Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28602

CE-D

CED

,
\

Cable Assemblies
molex

CALL 704/324-2200
WATS 800/982-1708
FAX 704/328-3400

/

Contractors

Fiber Optic
Interconnect
Technologies, Inc. TM
(708) 803-3600

CALL 800/A1 -FIBER
FAX 708/803-3608

Molex manufactures afull line of fiber optic products for the passive
fiber optic network including drop cable assemblies, splitters, patchcords -ultra PC (RL-50 dB) and APC (RL -70 dB), connectors and
adapters. Molex products provide exceptional performance, meet
Bellcore Standards and are 100% tested and serialized.
2111 Oxford Road, Des Plaines, IL 60018

CED

r

Cable Services Company Inc

CALL 800/326-9444
FAX 717/322-5373

CABLE SERVICES CO., INC.
Full service fiber optic and coaxial turnkey construction, built to order.
Services include strand walking, manual and CAD design, equipment
supply, fiber and coaxial splicing, aerial and underground construction
and full engineering services.
2113 Marydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701

CED

Contractors

Distributors, Suppliers & Reps
CALL 912/557-4751
WATS 800/673-7322
FAX 912/557-6545

Cable Services Company Inc.

Call 800/326-9444
FAX 717/322-5373

KENNEDY CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
Aerial and underground line construction of CATV, LANs, telecommunications and fiber optic systems. Splicing, upgrades, rebuild, new
extensions of system, balance, sweep and proof system.
Hwy. 280 W., P.O. Box 760, Reidsville, GA 30453

CABLE SERVICES CO., INC.
A full service stocking distributor of all major manufacturers. Full line of
fiber optic and coaxial products servicing the CATV industry.
2113 Marydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701

CED

CED

Distributors, Suppliers & Reps

(
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L,;_Cable Security
Your Link with Fiberoptics
CALL FOR PRICING AND DELIVERY INFORMATION
Cable • Cable Assemblies • Connectors • Couplers • Distribution
Equipment • FDDI • Innerduct • LAN • Modems • Multiplexers
Multimedia Outlets • Splices • Splice Trays • Splice Closures •
Supplies •Test Equipment •Tools •Tool Kits
Southwest
714/871-3344
Southeast
404/409-1700

CED

Northwest
510/635-1970
Northeast
717/652-6565

CALL 205/742-0050
WATS 800/288-1506
FAX 205/742-0058

CABLE SECURITY SYSTEMS
Manufacturers of the Beastrm lines of high security, low maintenance
apartment boxes featuring our superlock locking system; distributors
of padlocks, plastic and metal riser guard and molding products. The
Beast"' is the number one high security apartment box in Cable TV.
Don't sell your system short-invest in the best-the BeastTm.
506 Walker Street, Opelika, AL 36803
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• FIBER CALLBOOK
Networks

Fiber Optic Training
TI-1E
LighT
BRigAdE
KENT,

CALL 206/251-1240
FAX 206/251-1245

A

mmo=

FAX 708/439-8527

WASHINGTON

The Light Brigade provides training for anyone involved in designing,
configuring, installing or maintaining fiber optics systems whether its for
multimode LAN's or long haul singlemode applications. A series of ten
videotapes on fiber optic topics is also available for your in house training requirements. Non product and non vendor specific.
7639 S. 180th, Kent, WA 98032

CED

ANTEC is an international technology integration company specializing
in the design, engineering, manufacturing, materials management and
distribution of products for both fiber and coaxial broadband networks.
2850 W. Golf Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

\

\

CALL 708/778-2901
FAX 708/420-7393
TELECOM SYSTEMS, INC.
ATx Telecom Systems, Inc., offers powerful optical link solutions to the
cable television market. Products include a field-deployable 1550-nm
optical amplifier with the industry's highest small signal gain of 50 dB
and highest saturated output power of +24 dBm. This high power
allows cable architects to realize significant cost savings through high
split ratios between the headend and subscriber.
1600 Shore Road, Naperville, IL 60563

CLCO

WATS 800/233-2267
FAX 814/238-4065

ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR ELECTRONICS, INC.
C-COR offers digital and AM fiber optics, RF amplifiers, status monitoring, modems, passives, and power supplies. Services include systems
design, field engineering, technical training, equipment repair, 48-hour
emergency repair service and 24-hour hotline.
60 Decibel Rd., State College, PA 16801
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CALL 609/538-1800
FAX 609/538-1684

CED

um> GOULD

CALL 410/987-5600
WATS 800/54-GOULD
FAX 410/987-1201

GOULD FIBER OPTICS DIVISION
Gould manufactures passive fiber optic components including:
wavelength independent splitters in the 1300 nm to 1550 nm wavelength range, singlemode and multimode couplers and WDMs
and singlemode trees and stars.
1121 Benfield Blvd., Millersville, MD 21108
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owering
CALL 315/682-9105

CALL 1-800-421-8089

FAX 315/682-9006

FAX 206/671-4936

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc. aleader in the design, manufacture, and
supply of afull line of broadband distribution equipment and systems, offers
an array of fiber optic products that allow for the delivery of two-way interactive
video, voice and data. These include: Philips Diamond Linen^ AM fiber optic
DFB transmitters, return transmitters, receivers and return receivers; Diamond
HubTM optical mainstations; Diamond PointTM compact optical receivers; FM
transmitters, repeaters, modulators, demodulators, and receivers, and
Spectrum 2000TM network amplifiersTm for fiber optic applications.
100 Fairgrounds Dr., Manlius, NY 13104
•
,
\

/

/

Opto-Electronics

PHILIPS

/

Opto-Electronics
CALL 814/238-2461

/

\

EPITAXX
Manufacturer of sources and detectors for 1300 and 1550 nm optical
communications. AM CATV detectors include the EPM700 and
EPM710, low distortion photodiode modules that provide IM2 to -80
dBc. Our ERM721/2 low distortion receiver modules, which operate to
600/900 MHz, incorporate impedance-matching networks.
7 Graphics Drive, West Trenton, NJ 08628
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\
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Opto-Electronics

Opto-Electronics
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CALL 708/439-4444

Alpha Technologies is the world's leading manufacturer
of power systems for coaxial & fiber optic networks.
CableUPS®, Standby & Non-Standby Power Supplies,
UPS Systems, DC Power Products, Dynasty® Batteries,
and Amp CIampTM Surge Suppression Products.

CED

3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226
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Powering

Powering
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NN ER GUARD

CALL 800/551-3790
FAX 706/548-5493

Lectro

LECTRO PRODUCTS, INC.
Lectro's UPS products, line conditioners and complete line of single
ferro and dual redundant power systems designed to protect and
support cable plant and telephony. UPS and ZTT versions provide zero
transfer time to battery back-up during power outages and low
power conditions.
420 Athena Dr., Athens, GA 30601

CALL 205/742-0055
WATS 800/288-1507
FAX 205/742-0058

World leader in supplying Global Network Powering Solutions.
Manufactures a complete line of foreign and domestic power supplies
including UPS's, standbys and non-standbys in totally modular AC
and DC versions. Our "Power by Designrm" concept reduces operating costs. Battery Vaultsrm will extend battery lives. Manufacturing the
strand mountable Power Castrm, the Power ClampTM surge protectors
and distributing Johnson Controls batteries.
506 Walker Street, Opelika, AL 36803
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Test Equipment

Test Equipment

W AVETE K

CALL 908/469-9510
FAX 908/469-0418
TEST EQUIPMENT
INCORPORATED

Domestic 317/788-9351
WATS 800/622-5515

Wavetek Fiber Optic Test Equipment
•The Flash Mini OTDR: Hand-held unit performs full-size functions •SI
7780 Mianframe OTDR: High dynamic range, high resolution, automated
measurements, modular design •Wintrace PC Analysis Software: Trace
archiving. analysis & report generation
Wavetek manufactures acomplete line of CAN test equipment for fiber
optic and coaxial cable use. Wavetek's broad line of products also incudes
test ewquipment for the Wireless Communications, Telecommunications,
ATE, Metrology and LAN markets.

200 WOOD AVENUE, MIDDLESEX, NJ 08846
MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SIGNAL GENERATORS
DISTORTION ANALYZERS
CUSTOM DESIGNED TEST EQUIPMENT
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CONGRATULATIONS T
HUGH McCARLEY
1995 POLARIS AWARD WINNER
SCIE REGION 9DIRECTOR
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT

The Society of Cable Television Engineers
"Training, Certification, Standards"
PHONE: (610) 363-6888; FAX: (610) 363-5898

TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

Interactivit
comes
on line

The real message
from Orlando

time.
Time Warner officials made it clear that
they, too, are not bound by any previously
set timetables in the fast-moving digital
communications arena. "We want VCR
functionality across all these applications,"
Levin said in an interview. "If anybody can
do that at lower cost, we'll be there."
"We're pragmatic business people, and
if we see an opportunity, we will act on it,"
added Jim Chiddix, senior vice president of
engineering and technology at Time Warner
Cable. As an example of how things could
be done differently, Chiddix said, "We may
not need so much power in the home terminal. You can do many of the things we're
doing here with more of the computer
power placed further back in the system."

Opening last tracks

Time

Cost-efficient allocation of computer
power without sacrificing the bottom-line
functionality spelled out by Levin has
become ahot button among many suppliers, including two of Time Warner's
Orlando partners, AT&T and Silicon
Graphics. The two teamed up last year to
form Interactive Digital Solutions, acompany that is working with avariety of customers to fashion the two firms' hardware
and software capabilities into customized
end-to-end solutions.
Levin lauded Cablevision System
Warner's Carousel. developed by Silicon Graphics. allows users to navigate the Full Service Network.
Corp.'s move to apply IDS capabilities in a
commercial rollout of on-demand TV to 20,000 Long
he unveiling of Time Warner's hill Service Network
By Fred Dawson
Island households by year's end (see January CED, p.
in Orlando comes at amoment when what was to have
62). "I think it's wonderful that (Cablevision CEO)
been avision of how TV might look some day, is sudChuck Dolan is doing what he is doing," Levin said.
denly apicture of what it might look like tomorrow.
Where Time Warner is using ahome terminal with
Video on demand with VCR-like functionality, netcomputer
power exceeding that of a1990 vintage
work-delivered interactive games, catalog shopping and
mainframe, Cablevision will be deploying an AT&T
other staples of the Orlando FSN are capabilities now
digital box with relatively low-power Intel X86 chips
targeted by agrowing list of vendors and their custo deliver the same types of services that comprise the
tomers for commercial introduction within ayear,
initial venue offered in the Orlando trial—movies on
thanks to aspreading conviction that the issue isn't
demand, home shopping and games. "We did not want
whether the public will want such services, but rather,
to emulate Time Warner, which is using avery expenwho will get to the market first. "Sooner isn't only betsive system," said Zizi Zhao, who holds the unusual
ter," said Time Warner Chairman and CEO Gerald
title of chief scientist at Cablevision. "Our goal is to do
Levin in remarks at the Orlando demonstration in early
the same things, but much, much cheaper."
December, "it's often everything."
The fast track received an even greater impetus at
But, as Time Warner officials acknowledge, it's viryear's
end when the FCC approved Ameritech's video
tually certain that the first entrants in the interactive
dialtone applications, representing plans to connect 1.3
sweepstakes will make different choices with respect to
million households to hybrid fiber/coaxial networks in
the details of technology implementation than Time
134 communities in and around Detroit, Indianapolis,
Warner made in patching together the Orlando digital
Ohio, Columbus, Cleveland, Chicago and Milwaukee,
platform. In the opinions of many cable and telephone
with service beginning in some markets before year's
companies, cost points will be sufficiently low to
end. It was the first largescale commercial VDT filing
launch services sooner rather than later, so long as netto win approval and, as such, promises to have ahuge
work operators scale initial offerings to support key
impact on suppliers in comparison with the trickle of
capabilities while building in an evolvable platform
business which, so far, has been largely dedicated to
that permits ever more functionality to be added over
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putting trials in place.
Gregory Brown, Ameritech vice president
of video and interactive services, refused to
discuss details of service content and packaging, but he made clear that certain digital TV
services would be part of the mix at launch.
"We're banking on doing what the competition
can't do," Brown said. "We believe consumers
will see superior value in the reliability and
quality of our services combined with the

packaging of network services and diverse ondemand services."
The key to getting VOD and other firstphase digital services underway early at low
costs is to ensure the computer power in the
network is sufficient to make the network
independent of the set-top box, said Martin
Nisenholtz, director of content strategy at
Ameritech. "I think what often keeps people in
aquandary is confusing the set-top box with
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the network," he said. "We're taking an open
interface approach that gives the consumer
choices as things evolve to access services in a
variety of ways."
The most computer-centric system yet to
undergo market testing is the ICTV interactive
analog and digital television platform installed
by Cox Cable for its Omaha trial, which is just
getting underway. The system's high-quality
graphic navigator, as well as the switching
software that accesses particular services from
aserver or other sources, is based in aheadend
computer, allowing customers to order interactive services as if the computer power were
vested in their set-top terminals.
IBM recently tipped its hand as to which
way it wants to go in developing end-to-end
solutions by taking aminority stake with Cox
and others in ICTV. "(The approach of ICTV)
is innovative," said Robert Steen, director of
multimedia networking at IBM. "It has areally
unique solution to the problems, which we
believe gives us the first step in along journey
that we'll be taking in interactive television."
While the Cox trial is built around analog
channel feeds, Leo Hoarty, ICTV president
and CTO, made clear the basic system is
meant to work for digital as well as analog services, including provision of full VCR functionality, which has yet to be demonstrated but
is in the works. "Digital would add costs,
because you have to decompress the signal,"
Hoarty said. "But our system is well-suited to
adding server-based digital services at very
low costs."
Another firm moving to the fast track to
allow early implementation of on-demand TV
is IBM's arch rival, Digital Equipment Corp.
Digital recently introduced its second-generation server, making clear its aim is to use open
interfaces to free the network from dependency on any given type of set-top, along the lines
outlined by Ameritech's Nisenholtz.
Digital is making the application programming interface to its server available to all settop manufacturers and is providing these vendors with engineering assistance to ensure
"total compatibility," said Sultan Zia, general
manager of Digital's video interactive information services. He said the company now has
agreements for ensuring compatibility between
its new server and set-tops with II manufacturers, including General Instrument,
Scientific-Atlanta, Zenith, Apple Computer,
Compression Labs, Goldstar, Mitsubishi,
Online Media, Philips, Samsung and Steller
One Corp.
Digital's new server is "industrial strength"
as compared to its first generation server, now
in use in US West and Nynex trials, Zia said.
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"While much of the world is working in trials," he
added, "many of our customers want to go directly to
the commercial deployment phase."
Other firms, he noted, "want alow-cost, small-scale
server solution for trials that they can easily scale up to
hundreds of thousands of users in full deployments.
And they also want their server architecture to work
with whatever database and authoring environments
they choose."
Zia said the server stores content on Digital linear
tape cartridges in arobotic library that can be upgraded
to serve more simultaneous users. The server transfers
programs at high speed from tape to disk and to RAM
(random access memory) servers as needed, which
keeps the incremental costs of storing adigitized movie
below $4, he noted.

The Orlando impact

Time Warner designed the FSN
remote control to be ergonomically correct.

90

While much work beyond Orlando is being done to
push digital TV onto the fast track, the groundwork at
Time Warner is as important as anything to ensuring
the technology and services are in place to support the
new medium. Ironically, if getting to the point of offering agraphically impressive, instantaneous on-demand
venue has been an endurance test for the FSN team,
their efforts and those of other early developers have
seeded so much activity that the latecomers to interactivity will find much of the implementation process a
no-brainer by comparison.
For example, officials at the Orlando demonstration
stressed the importance of instantaneous response to
the viewer's experience of the system. "We discovered
the interface had to be transparent, as unintrusive a
medium as adoorknob," said Edward McCracken,
chairman and CEO of Silicon Graphics. "That means
instantaneous response, which requires, from the standpoint of what people perceive as instantaneous, an
elapsed time of no more than 140 milliseconds between
the moment of command at the remote to reception of
the picture on the TV screen."
It turned out that akey component in the ultimate
solution to high-speed response proved to be an offthe-shelf piece of gear that required some relatively
simple customization to make it serviceable. At the
time, the only company supplying the device, known as
an ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) access concentrator, was Hitachi, but others now have similar products, thanks to burgeoning demand for ATM capabilities in the LAN market.
Hitachi's AMS 5001 multiplexes the packetized
return signals, delivered from fiber nodes to the headend, into DS-3 (45 megabits-per-second) channels for
transfer to the AT&T-supplied ATM switch. These
upstream, cell-based signals, which are aggregated at
the DS-1 rate (1.5 Mbps) on RF frequencies at the fiber
node, are highly bursty data communications which are
fundamental to interactive functions of the FSN such as
the ordering of services, pausing or rewinding movies,
or registering orders for catalog goods.
ATM, of course, remains aquestion mark, with some

network companies moving to use the cell-relay system
to move digital video and other information between
servers and households, and many more operators looking to what they think will be lower-cost data transport
options, such as the soon-to-be-adopted MPEG-specific
transport that uses 188-byte cells as opposed to the 53byte framework of ATM. But the point here is that the
adaptability of ever more powerful computer networking components to the needs of residential networks
ensures that whichever approaches to specific requirements are taken, computer-centric solutions will make
what Time Warner is doing in Orlando asimpler task
for the next guy.
In this light, the Orlando trial affords ahands-on
opportunity to experience the look and feel of the basic
early-phase digital services that could be offered on a
wide scale, even before the trial itself ends in mid to
late 1996. People—mostly press—attending the trial rollout in December appeared to find the services and how
they were presented compelling, especially with regard
to the system navigator and the VCR capabilities of the
movie service.
The picture of what's in the offing over digital networks included services not currently on the FSN. At a
demonstration center set up with selected vendors, Time
Warner offered alook at several additional services which
would seem to be eminently doable over alower-cost,
computer-centric alternative to the Orlando approach.
One of these, which Time Warner Cable Chairman
and CEO Joe Collins singled out as especially promising, is News on Demand developed for Time Warner's
News Exchange. Paul Sagan, managing editor for the
project, said the key to introducing the service over the
FSN was completion of asoftware system allowing
real-time updates of media stored in the SGI hard disk
drive system located at the Network Operations Center.
Sagan said partners in the venture, including CNN,
ABC News, NBC News, local TV affiliates of ABC and
NBC, The Tribune Company's Orlando Sentinel and
Time Inc. magazines, are ready to begin feeding the
operations center with timely information that can be
accessed by customers whenever they choose. "This is a
fully integrated system that's ready to go," Sagan said.
Another capability in the offing over the FSN that
would be equally applicable in amore computer-centric
environment is voice-command navigation, now under
development for TV applications by Cambridge, Mass.based BBN Hark Systems Corp., adeveloper of voice
recognition technology. "Voice recognition is avery
interesting possibility," Collins said.
In aspace reserved for future FSN applications,
BBN demonstrated its system, which changed channels, served up menus of various categories and performed other tasks in response to voice instructions.
The system responded readily to voices without requiring that an initial "print" of the user voice be made and
without requiring that commands be spoken in precisely the same phrases.
Voice-controlled TV access is on track to become an
integrated feature of the remote control and navigation
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"SkateKid" guides customers
through the FSN video game
arena.
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systems in tandem with widescale commercial rollout
of digital TV services, said Graeme Smith, marketing
manager at BBN. "The core technology we're offering
commercially will serve the needs we see for interactive TV browsing and navigation control without any
further development," Smith said. "It's really amatter
of adapting the system to the specific application,
which we're under contract to do with Time Warner."
"Speech recognition is anatural choice as an interface
because it provides customers with an intuitive, nonthreatening means of interacting with amultimedia environment," Chiddix said. "This will allow us to explore a
whole new kind of navigation system for the FSN."
BBN is committed to implementing avoice recognition component to the remote navigation system for
trial in ahandful of Orlando homes by mid-year, Smith
said. By year's end, he added, the goal is to offer the
voice-recognition capability on awide scale within the
4,000-household test base.
Michael LeJoie, general manager of Time Warner
Interactive, said the voice recognition technology could
go along way toward alleviating concerns about consumer adaptability to digital TV. "The Carousel (the navigation system developed for Time Warner by Silicon
Reader Service d
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Graphics) and the remote that goes with it are very good
attempts at making the system easy to navigate," Le,Joie
said, "but you're still forced to push alot of buttons and
to go through layers of commands to get what you want.
Voice activation could cut through all that."
Smith said the key tasks remaining to prepare the
system for rollout in Orlando concern integration of the
microphone and some amount of voice processing
capability into the remote unit, and modifications in the
navigator software to maximize the benefits of the
shortcuts that are implicit in voice activation.
"We expect to integrate the microphone into the
remote and to do some frontend processing of the voice
signal in asimple chip installed in that unit," Smith
said. "That will reduce the amount of information that
goes into the infrared channel to the set-top."
Smith said he did not expect costs to be abarrier to
acceptance, no matter how the computer power is configured. "Where cost is concerned, our point is that you
have to look at the value the interface adds to the system
in terms of increasing the number of people who sign
up," Smith said. "But we can't allow speech recognition
to add significant costs to the set-top units. Our intention
is to provide value at aprice people can afford."
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RETURN PATH

The issue: Proof tests
For more than two years now, cable operators have had
to test the performance of their systems twice ayear,
once during the winter, and again during the summer.

FAX
While many systems have simply integrated this function into normal operations, for others it remains a
giant headache. How do you feel about the tests?

The questions:
1. If you haven't already, soon you will complete
another round of proof of performance tests. Do you
think the test results mirror the overall performance of
the entire system?

8. Do you think it's necessary to perform the tests
twice ayear, or would one annual set of tests be
enough?

One's enough
Yes

No

Don't know

2. How do the results from this latest round of tests
compare to results gathered one year ago?

Worse

Better

Don't know

3. What's your biggest gripe about doing the tests?

LI

LI

No

No

LI

Don't know

LI

No

LI

Don't know

1.3
No

LI

Don't know

Your comments:

No

No

Your name and title

System name:

Your MSO:

Location:

Don't know

6. In your opinion, is the current method of testing too
disruptive to viewers, even if those disruptions occur
late at night?

Yes

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
We will tally the results
and print them in afuture
issue. Your suggestions for
future questions are always
welcome.
We also want some written comments from you on
this subject. Names won't be
published if you request
your name to be withheld,
but please fill out the name
and job information to
ensure that only one
response per person is tabulated.

Don't know

5. Have you made any changes to your routine maintenance procedures since the advent of the tests acouple
of years ago?

Yes

303-393-6654

11. Has your system been tested over the past year by
an independent consultant or engineer hired by the
local franchise authority?

Yes
Yes

Don't know

10. If so, has the local franchise administrator ever
requested more information about the tests or consulted
with you regarding the results?

Yes

4. Do you think you are given the proper resources
(both manpower and equipment) to perform the tests
efficiently?

Two's fine

9. Does your local franchise administrator require you
to submit test results to him/her?

Yes

Same

•

Your job function:

Don't know

7. Has your system over the past year purchased some
of the new test equipment that automates many of the
tests and reduces the number of service interruptions?

Yes

No

Don't know
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After years of treating
their systems like islands,
cable operators are beginning to expand their horizons. Large majorities of
those who responded to the
survey say they've added
fiber to their systems to
reduce headends and are
now pondering methods to
cross local franchise boundaries (or in some cases, are
actually doing it).
Unfortunately, interconnecting with aneighbor
doesn't always go smoothly,
according to some respondents, who noted problems
with ego, competitive MSOs
and other obstacles. In fact,
compared to asimilar survey
performed last year, the
number of respondents who
said their neighbor would
welcome such an interconnect dropped dramatically,
from 83 percent to 55 percent.
Nevertheless, wide
majorities expect such interconnects to grow in importance because they can be
vehicles by which systems
can create revenue via local
ad sales or data delivery,
while at the same time offering economies of scale.
Notably, operators would
welcome aset of standards
to make interconnection a
simple matter of plugging
into asystem, but there is no
clear cut direction. MSOs
appear to be split when it
comes to questions about
Sonet vs. linear PCM systems.

The issue: Interconnect
If cable operators are serious about entering the telephony or datacom market, they're going to have to be
able to send and retrieve signals across traditional cable
system franchise boundaries. This is amajor break with

The questions:

Sonet

24%

1. Has your system consolidated headends by adding
fiber to your system?
Yes

76%

No

24%

86%

No

10%

Don't know

3%

3. Has your system considered interconnecting or completed an interconnect project with an adjacent cable
system owned by other MSOs to fully "cover" the
metro area you serve?
Yes

No

Don't know

62%

34%

3%

No

10%

69%

Yes

55%

No

Don't know

7%

38%

6. Do you believe an interconnect could bring you
more revenue through data delivery to businesses,
advertising or other services?
Yes

No

79%

0

Don't know

21%

7. How important will interconnects be in the future?
Very

No

Don't know

7%

24%

10. Do you think anew set of standards should be created to allow for neighboring cable systems to interconnect seamlessly?
Yes

72%

No

Don't know

3%

24%

11. Do you think the cable TV industry should do
more, less or about the same amount of work to determine the feasibility of interconnecting?
More

Less

About same

O

10%

Don't know

21%

5. Do you think your neighboring MSO would welcome the opportunity to interconnect with your system?

72%

Somewhat

Not at all

24%

3%

8. Today, would you be inclined to deploy Sonet equipment or go with aless costly analog or proprietary
uncompressed digital fiber system?

94

Yes

4. Do you think such an interconnect could save your
system money over the long term?
Ye

Don't know

48%

9. Do you think cable operators can overcome individual preferences (i.e. signal security) and interconnect
their systems effectively?

90%

6
9%

Proprietary

24%

Don't know

o

2. Has your system considered constructing one
regional "superheadend" to serve the community?
Yes

tradition. Some say it can't be done easily. This survey
was designed to find out what operators think about
interconnecting.

Your comments:
"Telephony is the most compelling reason for interconnects. The cable operator needs to mirror (at least) the
regional calling area of the incumbent telco."
—Nick Hamilton-Piercy, Rogers Cablesystems
"Western Pennsylvania cable operators are working on
this. It's sometimes difficult to get commitment from
all levels."
—Barb Lukens, Time Warner, Monroeville, Pa.
"In arural market, interconnecting is our future. With
consolidation, we are afforded some economies of scale
to provide products our customers may otherwise never
see."
—Scott Walter, Midwest Cablevision,
Redwood Falls, Minn.
"Unfortunately, there is too much competition between
operators. We need to combine forces and resources to
remain competitive."
Name withheld by request
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Fax: 214-907-2297

EXFO EUROPE
Centre d'Affaires-Les Metz
100, rue Albert Calmette
78353 Jouy-en-Josas
Tel.: 33 134.63.00.20
Fax: 33 134.65.90.93

MAIN OFFICE
465 Godin Ave.
Vanier (Quebec), Canada
G1M 3G7
Tel.: 418-683-0211
Fax: 418-683-2170
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PRODUCT/SERVICES UPDATE

Dog-Gone Simple
cre

Are your subscribers itching for auniversal remote that is simple to use?
The new LerQii7i family of products from ABC Cable Products
is the answer.
The

PrO/R—o
i,

features:

.- Full (ATV Functionality
Control of converter, TV, and DMX/DCR

A cident Blacks Out
Newarlc Int. Airport
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Should've Used ABudco
Snap-on Marker

cil

Circle Reacier Sery

See what can happen when lines aren't clearly marked?
The solution? Asnap-on vinyl marker from Budco. It can
take all night to fix asevered line. But it only
takes asecond to snap on the most durable,
economical marking system you can buy.

Budco

CABLE
PRODUCTS WC

6950 S. Tucson Way, Suite C
Englewood, Colorado 80112
(303)792-2552 1-800-777-2259

Order toll-free: 800-331-2246 /FAX: 918-252-1997
PO Box 3065 /Tulsa, OK 74101

Ready for PPV?

VERM>IJF

Need to make
up lost Revenue:
Cable Link has the SOLUTION...
THE LOW COST

MICROTROL loo PLUS

$2

Addressable Controller

49 900

Plus U.P.S.

GAN M oiE
SIDE REACH AND
BEI -1ER LlNE ACCESS
WITH THE
NEW

TEL-29NE

Features/Options:

•ARU for Unattended Pay-Per-View
•Cable Billing Interface
•Addressable Controller
•Continuing System Support
•Most Economical System Available •Custom Response Messages
•Custom Reports Menu
•Four-Line Input to ARU
CALL CHUCK MELLRING, PRODUCT MANAGER
FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION AND INFORMATION

Cable Link Inc.

Serving the cable industry throughout
NORTH AMERICA
MEXICO
SOUTH AMERICA

PH (614) 221-3131
FAX (614) 222-0581

Boom-tipmounted bucket
puts your operator
two feet closer
to that
hard-toreae
splice.

It's TIME to check out VERSALIFT!

o

TIME

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218
FAX (817) 776-7531

VERSALIFT

DESIGN & DRAFTING

1995

LODE
CADD
Lode Data's Integrated CATV Design and Drafting
software for AutoCAD release 11 and 12

THE NEXT
GENERATION

Universal Communication Node (UCN)
ENCLOSURES
•Climate Controlled
• Choice of 1-2 or 3 Rack Bays
•Aluminum Construction, per Bellcore 487

• Integrated Design and Drafting
• No more red-and-greens
• The standardization of AutoCAD
• Automatic map cut-2 sec./map

ircle Reader Service No. 104

• Free BBS service
• Free 90 day evaluation package

Lode Data Corporation

Call Andy at 800-950-7146 for Complete Details

7120 East Hampden Ave
Denver. CO 80224-3000
Tel 303-759-0100
Fax 303-757-5604

LODE DATA
CORPORATION

QUALITY FIBER
OPTIC ASSEMBLIES

1
;Effs

910 Progress Rd., P.O. Box
509
Chambersburg, PA 17201

Fiber Optics Special Applications

SINGLEMODE/MULTIMODE
•PC ARC >65 dB
•FDDI

•BICONIC
•FO

•ESCON
•SMA

•Sc
•ST

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Custom designed fiber optic
cables for CATV, Telecomm
and Datacomm applications.

ARIA

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Corporate:

East Coast:

5309 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538

420 Boston Turnpike
Shrewsbury, MA 01545

Ph: 510-226-6222

Ph: 508-845-6025

Fax: 510-226-6242

Fax: 508-845-6028

Education, Business, Voice/Data, CATV, and Fiber Optics, 6
terms not often thought of at the same time,-UNTIL NOW.
Selecting the most cost-effective products for these unique
fiber applications is essential for their success. If you are in
the various stages of implementation, it's not to late to call
for the most cost-effective products for these unique applications. GUARANTEED!

Call for your free copy of our
white paper on these applications.

Cable Technologies International
2500 Office Center, Suite 300
Willow Grove, PA 19090-1224

(215) 657-3300 •FAX (215) 657-9578

rn
0

Model

4

FIBER OPTIC

628

ENCODER SENSOR

SYSTEMS

I

Design •Installation •Testing •Full Turn-Key Services

APPLICATIONS:
Telephone •Cable TV •802 Networks •Process
Control •Security •IVHS •Educational Networks

Monroe's NEW Model 628 Encoder Sensor will
automatically switch to an alternate program
feed whenever scrambling stops.
The 628
works with the major encoders in the industry
and is small and easy to use.
At $325 the
628 is cheap insurance against the irate
customer calls you receive when the wrong
program unscrambles.

SERVICES INCLUDE:
SYSTEM ENGINEERING & DESIGN
OUTSIDE PLANT CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AERIAL & UNDERGROUND
CABLE INSTALLATION
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION •PREMISES WIRING
SPLICING •TERMINATION •TESTING
ACTIVATION •TRAINING
EMERGENCY SERVICE

Communications

Stop worrying about your scrambled programs
and install our Model 628 Encoder Sensors
today.
Call us today!
MADE
iN
DIA

NE)

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

PASSIVE DEVICES

LYNDONVILLE NEW YORK 14098

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

WS Over 50
Years of Experience
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RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of
cable equipment. We are becoming the fastest growing
supplier of cable components in the world. The new
RMS American catalog contains an extensive line of
over 400 products which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems. Call for your
FREE catalog today!

RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312

P.O. Box 571

Planes 1057

Danielson, CT 06239-0571

(1405) Buenos Aires

Tel: 203-774-4102
Fax: 203-774-4783

Republica Argentina
Tel: 582-2915
Fax: 582-1372

If you're not the biggest,
you'd better be the best!
Fact is, there can only be ONE best, and the
design triumph of the SB 1000 Standby Power
Supply proves it. A power supply that boasts
less than I% failure rate and a smart circuit
that has revolutionized battery charging.

Model SB1000 Standby Power Supply.
Priced at only $495.00 and guaranteed
for as long as you own it.
MAY BE USED FOR EITHER RETROFIT
OR FOR NEW INSTALLATION USING OUR
ADVANCED DESIGN ENCLOSURES.

CALL JUD WILLIAMS AT 800-279-6330

Peitéreetfuetetee

CABLE TV PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 947, ROSWELL, GA 30077

Literature &Source Guide—Winter '95
Qintar 1994 Catalog

Lectro's Zero Transfer Time Power Supplies

Qintar, Inc. is amanufacturer of quality
products for the CATV, Satellite and
Phone industries. Some of the products
included in the 1994 catalog include: 1
GHz equipment, connectors, taps,
amplifiers, subscriber accessories and 2
GHz satellite accessories. From standard products to custom requirements,
Qintar, Inc. provides the highest quality
available at the lowest prices. Qintar,
Inc. 700 Jefferson Ave., Ashland, OR
97520-3703 USA Phone: (503) 4885500 Fax: (503) 488-5567.

Lectro's no break, no data loss
ZTT/UPS power supplies are designed
to meet all your network requirements.
Our reliable 24, 36, & 48 VDC units
are available in 6, 9, 12, & 15 amp
models. All units provide ahighly regulated 60 Hz over awide load range in
AC and DC modes and are status monitoring capable. For information on our
full line of products, please contact:
Lectro Products
P.O. Box 567, Athens, GA 30603
1-800-551-3790 Phone
1-706-548-5493 Fax.
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RMS ... Over 50 Years of Experience

DRAKE VM2552 Stereo Video Modulator

RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of cable equipment. We
have been serving the cable industry
for over thirty years and are quickly
becoming the fastest growing supplier
of cable components in the world. The
new RMS American catalog contains
an extensive line of over 400 products
which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems.
Call for catalog.
RMS Electronics Inc. (ROO) 223-81112

Bring stereo audio into your cable system at an affordable cost. The Drake
VM2552 modulator incorporates BTSC
stereo encoding, providing asignificant
cost savings when compared to purchasing separate components.
Professional noise reduction circuitry
reproduces the BTSC signal with good
stereo separation and audio fidelity. The
frequency-agile VM2552 features frequency coverage up to 550 MHz with a
powerful output of +60 dB mV. Contact
Mr. Phillip Hawkins, R.L. Drake
Company, (513) 847-4523.
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VM2552
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Rycom's Tucon Optical Link Family

Unattended/Automated Playback For Local Origination

Need to protect your electrical systems
from lightning, ground surges or fault
current? The Tucon Optical Link family. distributed exclusively by us provides electrical isolation for 2or 4wire
copper line, either into, through or out
of an area where afault situation creates adangerous earth potential relative
to the telephone network. The Optical
Link eliminates RF field pickup in copper lines near high power transmitters,
protects computers as well as PABX
systems in lightning prone areas.
Rycom Instruments (800) 851-7347

For over adecade, TECH Electronics
has set the standard for producing highly reliable and cost effective controllers
for unattended/automated. The PVC
Family of Controllers offers full function control for up to sixteen VCRs
with three channel output. With the
only Windows-based scheduling software program in the industry, creating
and composing playback schedules has
never been easier. TECH Electronics
can save your LO operation time and
money, call (404) 446-1416 or FAX
(404) 448-5724.
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Products ...flexible, reliable and affordable

New Catalog from TRILITHIC

Triple Crown manufactures the Titan
Series trunk/bridger amplifiers, AM
fiber transmitters and receivers, Minex
Series indoor/outdoor distribution
amplifiers, LA Series dual hybrid line
extenders and subscriber drop amplifiers. All amplifiers are available in a
wide range of gains and bandwidths, in
all international powering formats.
Hotel, hospital pay-per-view systems,
with interactive services. For more
information call (905) 629-1111.

From signal level meters to leakage
detectors, from frequency counters to
calibration equipment, the new
Instruments Catalog from TRILITHIC
has all of the products you need to test
and maintain your CATV/broadband
distribution system. Updated in
September, the catalog now includes
such popular new instruments as the
TRICORDER II and III and the
SUPER PLUS leak/ingress locator, and
the current price list. Trilithic Inc.,
9202 E. 33rd St., Indianapolis, IN
46236 Phone (800) 344-2412

'11;11'11 (f;t 11'hil
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TRILITHIC
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FREE Catalog on Pre-assembled Cable-In-Conduit

Subscriber Management, Billing and Pay-Per-View System

For over thirty years the Integral
Corporation has been the leader in preassembled cable-in-conduit (HDPE).
Integral produces awide variety of conduit products which are described in
our literature catalog; such as coax
cable-in-conduit, fiber optic cable-inconduit, rope or pull tape-in-duct, service drop-in-duct, or aerial messengeron-duct, "Lubaduk" pulling lubricant.
For catalog or information, call
Integral Corporation at (800) 5272168.

CableWorksTm from CUO, Inc. is an
easy-to-use subscriber management,
billing and pay-per-view system that is
ideal for small to medium operations. A
flexible, global product, Cable Works
features national language support for
quick foreign language conversion. In
addition to enhanced reporting and
standard applications integration,
Cable Works expands readily to accommodate more stations or more subscribers. For afree demonstration disk,
circle this reader service number or call
(800) 541-8825.
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The Clicker Family

Fiber Optics—Special Applications

The Clicker Family, aunique, simple to
use 2, 3and 4function family of universal remotes that includes the most extensive library of cable codes on the market
today. Are you suffering from: Sagging
revenue streams? Confused subscribers?
Too many different remotes? Complex
remote operation? Too many buttons?
Then your solution is...The Clicker
Family. A family of universal remotes
for your video and cable needs.
Available for immediate delivery only
from Cable Technologies Intl, Inc.,
(215) 657-3300, Fax (215) 657-9578

Education, Business, Voice/Data.
CATV, and Fiber Optics, 6terms not
often thought of at the same
time,—UNTIL NOW. Selecting the most
cost-effective products for these unique
fiber applications is essential for their
success. If you are in the various stages
of implementation, it's not too late to
call for the most cost-effective products
for these unique applications. GUARANTEED! Call for your free copy of
our white paper on these applications.
Cable Technologies International,
(215) 657-3300, FAX (215) 657-9578.
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FREE Catalog—Radio Frequency Connectors

Cable Construction Manual for CAN Broadband Systems

Amphenol Corp.'s RF Microwave
Division, aleading manufacturer for the
worldwide RF connector market, introduces anew range of radio frequency
connectors to be used in CATV and
interactive broadband communications
systems. It includes connectors and
components for both feeder and drop
coaxial cable. Featuring new user
friendly and cost effective technology
to meet the increased performance
requirements of the telecommunications
industry. For more information call
Amphenol Corp. (203) 743-9272.

CommScope is

100

Introducing a seneso CATV harem*
and Fconnectors built vath enough rebalany
and quality to beer the Aruphenol name.

Arophenol

now making available a
revised and updated edition of its widely distributed and used Cable
Construction Manual for CATV and
Broadband Systems. The new manual
includes sections on storage, testing
and construction procedures for coaxial
trunk and distribution cables in aerial
and subsurface applications, fiber optic
cables as well as safety procedures.
For more information, call
CommScope/GI (800) 982-1708.
Circle Reader Service No. 134
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FlexNetTM ...Ideal for Hybrid Fiber/Coax Networks

High-Performance! LinkNetTM AM Fiber Optic System

As worldwide voice, video, and data
communications networks evolve, the
need for flexible, reliable, cost-effective
solutions grows. C-COR's FlexNetTm
series of amplifiers is available in both
750 MHz and 550 MHz versions and
has a1GHz platform for upgradability
when networks expand. The FlexNetTM
Series is backed by an extended warranty and C-COR's full line of technical
customer services. Call C-COR, the
Network Company, at 1-800-233-2267.

LinkNet ,m, C-COR's new generation of
AM fiber optic transmission equipment, features the high-performance
Orte10 laser. Benefits include 750
MHz (80 channels +digital) capability
on single or dual fibers, aredundant
optical back-up, upgradable 1GHz
platform, and anetwork management
option. LinkNetTm is ideally suited for
avariety of fiber-rich architectures.
Call C-COR, the Network Company,
at 1-800-233-2267.

1,11111r

FlexNet
Amplifier Series
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Onel ® is aregistered trademark of Oriel Corporation.
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You Need This for Life: SCTE Health and Safety Manual

SCTE Emerging Technologies 1995 Proceedings Manual

This publication is designed to help
cable systems ensure safe conditions
for their personnel. This manual provides this vital safety information
through its four books: General Safety
Information, General Practices, Field
and Plant Safety, Vehicle Safety and
Emergency Medical Care. Shipped in a
special custom binder. Member Price:
$190. For ordering information, please
contact SCTE at (800) 542-5040.

This publication collects each of the
technical papers presented at SCTE's
groundbreaking 1995 Conference on
Emerging Technologies. Areas of focus
include digital compression, alternate
transmission techniques, telephony,
broadband multimedia and future technologies. Member Price: $25. For
ordering information, please contact
SCTE at (800) 542-5040.

HEALTH AND
SAFETY
MANUAL
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FREE: New Wavetek 1995 CATV Selection Guide

Panasonic Full Line Product Guide

This NEW 20 page color guide presents afull line of sophisticated test
equipment designed to fit the evolving
needs of the cable television industry.
Products include the Stealth Sweep &
new Reverse Sweep Option, the Stealth
SAM, the new FLASH Mini OTDR,
signal level & analysis meters, frequency agile leakage detection, and bench
sweep gear. Call 800-622-5515

This Product Guide is for Panasonic's
Audio/Video product line that includes;
Cameras, VTR's and Monitors.
Explanations are given on advantages,
and facts for features and specifications
of D-3, M II and S-VHS products.
Includes all new products such as
Supercam and the AG-DS850, S-VHS,
HI-F1, Editing, Recorder-Player with
Digital Slow.
Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Systems Company
Phone (201) 392-4709
Fax (201) 392-6821
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Commercial Insertion Test Equipment

ESR1260 IRO Earth Station Receiver

Fox Electronics has introduced three
new portable, low cost commercial
insertion test instruments to reduce lost
revenues, minimize troubleshooting
time. enable the technician to quickly
find faulty equipment, and eliminate
the need to swap components. In addition, these instruments can be used in
the studio to edit and verify control
rones on commercial insertion tapes.
For more information, call (404) 6645542 or fax (404) 368-8928.

The Drake ESR1260 IRD is ahigh
quality commercial integrated receiver
descrambler with synthesized frequency
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tuning of IF and subcarrier audio frequency. The VideoCipher® RS module
can be accessed directly through the
front panel, providing added convenience for the operator. Major operating
functions are also selected via the front
panel and programming is simplified
with liquid crystal displays of operating
parameters. The ESRI260 IRD's compact design optimizes valuable rack
space. R.L. Drake Co. (513) 847-4523.

THE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
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ESR1260 IRD
EARTH STATION RECEIVER
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Free Catalog for Underground Utility Products

Versalill boom-tip-mounted bucket

COMPOSOLITE® polymer concrete
underground utility products by
QUAZITE® are lightweight (for
reduced installation costs), strong, and
provide resistance to sunlight exposure,
chemicals and freeze/thaw cycles. No
grounding required. Install it and forget
it. A wide range of splice/pull boxes
with light and heavy duty designs are
available. Call 1-800-346-3062 for free
catalog.

Put your operator two feet closer to that
hard-to-reach splice. And it provides
line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators. Positive
hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid,
stable work platform, leading to
increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction. The VERSALIFT TEL29NE

Call 817-776-0900
Circle Reader Service No. 143
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Northern Telecom's Telephony 101

HP Calan Cable TV Test Equipment

Telephony is an attractive new revenue
opportunity for cable operators. But
with new opportunities come challenges, including the challenge of
understanding an industry long dominated by afew companies. Northern
Telecom, asupplier to the industry for
nearly 100 years, has prepared
Telephony 101 as aprimer for new
entrants on the business and technology
of Telephony. For your FREE copy call
1-800-667-8437.

Find out more about the complete line
of HP CaLan cable TV test solutions
with the new HP CaLan cable TV
brochure. It has information on
products for every cable TV test
application; from installation to
network monitoring. Let us make it
easier for you to keep your system up
and running. Call for afree copy.
1-800-452-4844 ext. HPTV.
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supply cAni Catalogs

Sprint North

To learn more, order the FREE
"Corning Fiber Advantage" brochure.
Cable TV operators, here's your chance
to get the facts about Corning optical
fiber. Discover why your choice of fiber
is critical and how fiber geometry—the
physical dimensions of the glass—can
result in low-loss splices, the first time,
virtually every time. Corning wrote the
book on optical fiber. Now it's available
by calling 1-800-525-2524 ext. 543. Ask
for the "Corning Fiber Advantage"
brochure.

Sprint/North Supply, is aleading nationwide provider of integrated solutions for
voice, video communications and cable
product needs through its 10 strategically-located distribution centers. We offer
more than 30,000 products from over
1,200 manufacturers. Let us show you a
sample! Call for afree copy of the catalog of your choice: Outside Plant, Fiber
Optic Products, Tools and Test
Equipment, Maintenance and Supply, or
Security and Alarm. Sprint/North
Supply, 800-639-CAT V, Fax 800-7550556

ADC Frameworx Fiber Frame Architecture

CheetahTM Does Status Monitoring

This complete package contains information on ADC's integrated approach
to total fiber distribution frame cable
management. Frameworx is aplatform
on which service providers can build a
total fiber distribution frame management system that provides automated
record keeping, remote test capabilities,
patch cord traceability, optical amplification and advanced circuit schematics
such as signal monitoring, switching,
attenuation and wavelength division
multiplexing. ADC
Telecommunications (800) 366-3891.

Cheetah' mis the only system available
that integrates status monitoring and
automated compliance testing into one
software platform. The Cheetah
SystemTM provides status monitoring of
headends, fiber nodes, power supplies,
amplifiers and end-of-lines. Enjoy
vendor independence through the
Cheetah's open architecture. CheetahTm
offers flexibility, reliability and an easyto-use network monitoring solution. Call
Superior Electronics at
(813) 756-6000.
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The Fiber You Choose Makes aDifference!
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r
Cable TV Test Equipment
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Vela Research for Video Servers, Encoders and Decoders

Anti-Icing System "Turns Up the Heat"
GeoKlein Industries' SteadyState antiicing system prevents the accumulation
of ice and snow on satellite dish reflectors. SteadyState uses aheating element
that is acontinuous core of semiconductive polymer which regulates its own
heat output as the ambient temperature
changes. The heater strip is supplied on
reels ready to be cut in length and is
easy to install, using pressure sensitive
adhesives supplied with the SteadyState
kit. For more information, circle the
Reader Service Number, or call
GeoKlein Industries 303-440-7770.
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Vela Research Inc. designs and manufactures video servers, encoders and
decoders. Their Perspective 2000 video
server stores digitized video (movies,
video clips, commercials, etc.) in acompressed digital format (MPEG-1, MPEGI+ and MPEG-2) and can deliver multiple NTSC or PAL video outputs. Vela's
MPEG Encoder can compress and multiplex audio and video signals into MPEG
compliant data streams. Vela's MPEG
decoder boards are designed for awide
range of video applications. Contact Vela
Re search at (813)572-1230.

'.

Solutions
Beyond
Tomorrow i
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The Cable Tool Innovators

NCTI Spanish/English CATV Illustrated Dictionary

Ripley Company's Cablematic Division
offers acomplete catalog in cable preparation tools. The catalog displays tools
for jacket and sheath stripping, simultaneous coring and stripping, hex and
round full-cycle crimping, plus many
specialty tools including fiberoptic tools
and cable expanding kits. Using proper
tools promotes system reliability and
assures safe, fast, accurate cable preparation. Call now 1-800-528-8665 for
your free catalog. Ripley Company,
Cablematic Division, Phone (203) 6352200, Fax (203) 635-3631

The National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI) offers anew Spanish/English
illustrated dictionary of cable television
and broadband technology terms. The
first section presents English terms
with Spanish translation and Spanish
definition. The second sectiion offers
Spanish terms with English translation
and English definition. Cost $29.95
plus S/H; quantity discounts. Please
contact: NCTI, 801 West Mineral
Ave., Littleton, CO 80120-4501, (303)
797-9393, Fax (303) 797-9394.

Cable Preparation Toole

lea Card And Tteecoen*•

DICCIONARIO

ILUSTRADO
DE TELEVISIÓN POR CABLE
:None
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Audio Level Problems? Call Learning!

Wavetracker Digital RF Tracking/Mapping System

Learning Industries now offers an
affordable Audio AGC. The new AGC-I
Automatic Audio Gain Control corrects
your levels for only $349 astereo channel. Stop drastic channel-to-channel
level changes; reduce customer complaints; save technician time. It takes the
right equipment to offer quality audio.
Learning offers afull line of high quality
products—BTSC stereo, FM stereo
processors, FM transmitters and
receivers, and AGC. Call (714) 7274144 or (800) 4-LEAMING.

Cable Leakage Technologies, manufacturer of Wavetracker digital RF tracking/mapping system which uses stateof-the-art GPS (Global Positioning
System), is your resource for monitoring programs which provide better,
faster decisions. Call 1-800-783-8878
today or circle the reader service number below for more information on the
Wavetracker, the Wavetek CLM 1000
signal leakage meter, Searcher Plus by
Trilithic, and other Cable Leakage
Technologies products.
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Cable TV, MN &LAN Products Catalog on aDisk
Viewsonics Inc. new full color catalog
in digital format has over 150 products
listed, including their complete line of
amplifiers, splitters, taps, multitaps,
isolators, ground blocks, LockinatorTM
Locking System, boxes, connectors and
many more. Specifications for actives
and passives are also included.
Experience the 21st century today. Call
and/or fax for your Viewsonics Virtual
Catalog now. Viewsonics Inc., (800)
645-7600, (407) 998-9594, Fax (407)
998-3712.
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PROTECT YOUR
SOUND INVESTMENT
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Effective Fiber Solutions From Photon
Photon ()tiers acomplete range of fiber
optic systems for digital and analog
operation at both 1310 nm and 1550
nm. For information on Photon's products, accessories, design and installation
services call us at (604) 420-8733.
Photon Systems Corp.,
7725 Lougheed Highway,
Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5A 4V8
Fax (604) 420-9606

Circle Reader Service No. 158

Circle Reader Service No, 157
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TRAPS

200,000 Various Traps
Circle Reader Service No. 57

(New and Used)

WE SELL, REPAIR Ed
PURCHASE HEADEND
Ed LINE EQUIPMENT
1605 E. Iola,
Broken Arrow, OK 74012
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N THE N EWS

UK SCIE names Harmonic Lightwaves as technical innovator
SANTA CLARA, Calif.—The United Kingdom's Society of Cable
Television Engineers has presented Harmonic Lightwaves Inc. with the
1994 Technical Innovation of the Year Award. A plaque commemorating the honor was given to Anthony Ley, president and CEO of
Harmonic Lightwaves, at the SCTE's annual dinner on December 9,
held at the House of Lords in London. Lord Weatherill, previously
Speaker of the House of Commons and now amember of the UK cable
industry, presented the award. Dr. Roger Blakeway, president of the UK
SCTE, cited the contributions made by Harmonic Lightwaves' broadband transmission equipment to the enhancement of optical networks.
StarSight Telecast inks deal with Philips, takes receiver to market
FREMONT, Calif.—StarSight Telecast Inc. has signed amarketing
and distribution agreement with Philips Consumer Electronics Co. to
distribute its StarSight receiver under the Magnavox brand name.
The new agreement will bring the company's receiver, which provides apatented, interactive on-screen television program guide, directly to consumers.
"For consumers not yet ready to purchase aStarSight-equipped TV
or VCR, the new receiver will provide an immediate solution to the
demand," according to John Burns III, executive vice president of sales
and marketing, StarSight Product Group.
The company's subscription service will be offered at acost of less
than $4 per month on an annual basis.
In arelated announcement, KBLCOM will activate StarSight in its
system using Zenith "Multi-Media" set-top boxes. The MSO plans to
offer the service to about 23,000 subs who have the set-tops with the
StarSight capability in San Antonio, Texas and Orange County.
StarSight first introduced its CB1500 receiver to the cable community at the December '94 Western Show in Anaheim. The receiver is compatible with any existing cable box, VCR or TV that can be controlled
via an infrared remote control. The StarSight signal is currently being
delivered to 96 percent of U.S. TV households via the PBS vertical
blanking interval. Operators may purchase the receiver directly from
the company.
GI licenses DigiCipher II to SGS-Thomson Microelectronics
HATBORO, Pa.—General Instrument Corp. has signed an agreement
with SGS-Thomson Microelectronics Inc. to license GI's DigiCipher II
video compression technology. The agreement enables SGS-Thomson
to develop "dual-mode" video decoder chips capable of processing both
DigiCipher II and MPEG-2 video signals. The dual-mode video chips
will expand on the company's family of MPEG-2 decompression products used in digital terminals for the digital television market.
ADC to form joint venture in China
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—ADC Telecommunications Inc. has signed a
20-year joint venture agreement with Shanghai Posts &
Telecommunications Ltd. to form Shanghai ADC Telecommunications
Equipment Co. Ltd. The equally-owned and funded joint venture company will be licensed to manufacture and market fiber optic video
transmission equipment from ADC's U.S.-based subsidiary, American
Lightwave Systems Inc. The joint venture company is being capitalized
at $4.8 million.
Cable TV operators, the Ministry of Broadcast, private network
users, local PTTs and multinational service providers will be among the
customers of the joint venture company.
The company will manufacture and market the ALS DV6000 digital
video transmission system and the Homeworx video system.
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Alcatel, NUKO sign MOU for MPEG-2 video services
RICHARDSON, Texas—Alcatel Network Systems and NUKO
Information Systems Inc. have signed amemorandum of understanding
to deliver aseries of new MPEG-2 video services over the telephone
network infrastructure.
Under the terms of the MOU, carriers selecting Alcatel's Switched
Digital Video Network (SDVN) services platform will have access to
both NUKO's MPEG-2 digital video encoder and decoder technology,
and Alcatel's 1000 AX ATM video multiplex and router technology for
the management of video and multimedia transmission, storage, multiqueuing and multi-access distribution.
In the first quarter of 1995, the two companies will launch acommercial service market trial of distance learning and television trunking
using ATM switching, store-and-forward and MPEG-2 technology. The
two are also designing the MPEG-2-based services solution to integrate
with fiber optic Sonet (synchronous optical network), ATM and highcapacity copper and coax facilities. Alcatel and NUKO will jointly
develop aseries of carrier services that will allow for the digital transmission of video at quality levels determined by the carriers' customers.
Amoco Laser announces new moniker
NAPERY ILLL. III.—Amoco Laser Company has announced that it
will change its name to ATx Telecom Systems Inc.
"Our new name is more consistent with our current vision and strategic direction as afiber optics solutions provider for the worldwide market." according to Carleton Brown, ATx Telecom president and CEO.
"ATx officially recognizes our investment in advanced, enabling technologies, more accurately describes our own recent, double-digitgrowth in telecommunications systems and marks our evolution from
the laser business."
In addition, Brown has created an advisory board of directors comprised of leaders from diverse market segments to help ATx integrate its
technologies into the proliferating services required by consumers. The
board includes specialists Walter Ciciora, PhD, CATV; Albert Grimes,
wireless; Richard Snelling and Robert Benton, telephony; and Robert
La Blanc, telecommunications industry analyst.
A newly-appointed team of senior executives including Randy
Stefanovic, vice president sales and marketing worldwide; Larry Price,
U.S. operations director; and Zee Shams, national strategic executive,
will provide strategic direction for ATx's CATV, telephony, wireless and
utility markets and will expand the sales force worldwide, according to
the company.
As asubsidiary of ATx Telecom, Amoco Laser Company will continue to manufacture microlasers in visible and infrared wavelengths for
industrial research and development markets. Amoco Laser Optics
Company, another ATx subsidiary, will continue as is. ATx Telecom
Systems Inc. is aventure company evolving from the reorganization of
Amoco Technology Company's Photonics Business Sector. CED
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DEC announces server/set-top compatibility alliance
MAYNARD, Mass.—With the formation of anew alliance program,
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) has taken amajor step toward ensuring
compatibility between its media server and the set-top boxes of anumber of suppliers.
Set-top suppliers Digital is working with include Apple Computer,
Compression Labs, General Instrument, Goldstar, Mitsubishi, Online
Media, Philips, Samsung, Scientific-Atlanta, Stellar One Corp. and
Zenith. Digital Equipment is making its media server Application
Programming Interface (API) available to set-top manufacturers and
will supply engineering expertise to vendors to ensure compatibility.

BLONDER
TONGUE

800-331-5997
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Hugh McCauley, Director of Corporate Engineering,
Cox Cable Communications

Hugh,
your exemplary deployment of
fiber optics has truly made you
one of our industry's
"Rising Stars."
Congratulations from all of us at CED magazine
on winning the 1995 Polaris Award.

CED
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INTERACTIVE TELEVISION
Attend the premier event for the ever-changing interactive television industry.
Convergence '951mInteractive Television is the only conference devoted
exclusively to this rapidly developing industry. This conference is highly
focused, offering you information you need in order to make intelligent,
informed decisions about where the business is going and how to get
there. Be prepared for an intensive two-day conference packed with
information specific to interactive TV without the extraneous, timewasting programs, companies, and people on the fringes of the
business. Make your resolution now to begin the New Year with an
expanded information base. Register for the Convergence '9.5"
Interactive Television Conference...it's the one to attend.
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SESSION TOPICS:

Stuart Johnson

•Programming — The Next Generation
•Trials and Tribulations
•Whose Network Will Interact?
•Interacting Internationally
•Interactive Gurus: Navigation,
Guides and Smart Agenting

Chairman ez CEO,
Bell Atlantic
Video Services

Terry Hershey
President, Time
Warner Interactive

•Buying Underwear in Your Underwear
•Online Interactive
•Servers and Switches
•Set-Tops and Software
•Interactive Amusement:
Games and Gaming
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Bruce Goodman, President and COO, Direct America Corporation
Greg Hoberg, Broadband Solutions Manager, Hewlett-Packard
Patrick Hughes, President, Fantasy Sports Properties
David Levitan, Vice President and General Manager of Subscriber
Marketing, Scientific-Atlanta
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The Interactive
Television
Association
and
Multichannel
Commperspectives

ItichinelNews

Gary Arlen, President, Arlen Communications
Bruce Davis, President, TV Guide on Screen
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Benjamin Linder, Vice President Technical Marketing, Oracle
¡inn Lizzio, President, Storage Concepts Inc.

Arthur Orduna, Multimedia Production Manager,
Microware Systems Corp.

Susan Sandler, President, Sandler New Media
Kathryn Schifferle, President and CEO,
Multi-Image Network
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Circe Reader Service No. 59

Saul Shapiro, Director Technology Policy,
Office of Plans and Policy, FCC
Nancy Stover, Senior Vice President and
General Manager, Your Choice IV
NOTE: SESSION TOPICS AND SPEAKERS
SUBJECTID CHANCI wrn IOUT NOTICE.
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Return this coupon
today for more
details on the 1st
Convergence '95".1
Contirence!

I'lease complete all information below and mail to CommPerspec-tives, Ann: Sarah, 600 S. Cherry St.
#400, Denver,CO 80222 . Ph one 800-888-4824 •303-393-7449 (
ext. 298) •F
ax 303-329-3453
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N EW PRODUCTS

Optical spectrum
analyzers
ROCK VILLE,
Md.—Ando Corp. has
introduced the AQ6315A/-6315B optical
spectrum analyzers
with aselectable sinAQ-6315,4/-6315B
optical spectrum
gle-pass or dual-pass
analyzers
monochromator. The
units feature a70 dB dynamic range or more,
+/-1 nm from peak (stray light level), cover a
range from 350 nm to 1750 nm and allow
measurements from +20 dBm down to -90
dBm.
Polarization dependency has been slashed
to +/-0.05dB. The units offer aresolution of
0.05 nm. An optical output is provided on the
AQ-6315B for use as an optical band pass filter.
Both units offer three-dimensional displays,
multiple automatic measurements, markermarker sweep, averaging, power meter function, three individual trace memories (with
cross trace capabilities) and 200 step programs
for on board automation of repeat measurements.
The units feature a9.4-inch high resolution
color LCD screen, internal memory for 32
traces and 20 programs, a3.5 inch floppy disk
drive, built-in high speed printer, dual GPIB
ports and aVGA compatible video output.
Circle Reader Service number 66

EDFA butterfly module

SIDNEY, B.C.—Seastar Optics Inc. is
announcing its new fiber grating stabilized,
980 nm, 14-pin butterfly module (up to 90
mW output) for EDFAs.
The module uses adouble hermetic seal to
achieve exceptional reliability, and afiber
Bragg grating to improve short-term power
stability by "100 times over conventional
devices, according to Seastar.
Production quantities are available at com-

980 nm 14-pin butterfly module

108

Talk set
petitive prices.
Circle Reader Service number 67

HFC video distribution

MINNEAPOLIS. Minn.—ADC
Telecommunications Inc. has introduced a
new line of high performance video signal distribution products designed to support the
deployment of hybrid fiber/coax networks.
The new products include the SC2008 and
SC1016 video splitter/combiner panels, the
VJ2001 video jacks and panels, and the
Analog Video Interface System.
The SC2008 and SC1016 video
splitter/combiner panels provide passive splitting and combining of video signals and are
equipped with eight or 16 inputs, respectively.
These panels split and combine video signals
from arange of 50 MHz up to 1GHz of bandwidth and feature apanel configuration rather
than individual components. Both are 75-ohm
products and offer high isolation and return
loss and low insertion loss electrical performance.
The VJ2001 video jacks and panels are

individual components that provide the capability to monitor or patch video signals and
provide acentral point to insert avideo test
pattern into the video network. VJ2001 products also enable inservice cutovers for equipment upgrades. VJ2001 switching coaxial
jacks perform within a1MHz to 1GHz spectrum and meet the current needs of CATV's
broadband radio frequency. VJ2001 return loss
is greater than 15 dB, with insertion loss at a
maximum of 1.3 dB.
Designed to access and monitor individual
4to 6MHz baseband video signals and 40 to
50 MHz intermediate frequency signals,
Analog Video Interface System panels provide
acentral point for testing, and circuit access
for intermediate frequency or video signals
from DC up to 50 MHz of bandwidth.
Circle Reader Service number 68

Satellite receiver

VENTURA, Calif.—Holland Electronics Corp.
has introduced anew stand-alone satellite
receiver, model HR-100, which is suited for
applications where either an older Videocipher
is used, no decoding is required, or aseparate
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excess of 54 dB, with 0dBm optical power at
the receiver.
The units are able to achieve alow cost per
milliwatt of modulated power as compared to
adirect modulated DFB laser, according to the
company.
Circle Reader Service number 70

Model FTS 3 fiber optic talk
set

Singlemode video/audio

LACONIA, N.H.—Noyes Fiber Systems
has introduced the Model FTS 3fiber
optic talk set, avoice communications set
and stabilized light source in one package.
Primarily used over spare fibers, the FTS
3's features enable quick connections and
simple operation.
Its features include single fiber full
duplex (no "push-to-talk" necessary), 40
dB range on singlemode fiber, conference
call function, 2kHz tone for fiber identification and stabilized output for loss testing.
The FTS 3is housed in arugged package with weather-resistant membrane
switches and is battery-operated. It also
has aone-year warranty.
Circle Reader Service number 65

decoder is used. The HR-100 is afrequency
synthesized receiver providing stability and
accuracy and can be used for C or Ku band
with channel settings every 1MHz. In addition, the unit has an IF bandwidth reduction
control to allow for CNR improvement, TI
control, or even half transponder applications.
The unit is available from stock and carries a
two-year warranty.
Circle Reader Service number 69

CATV modulator

BLOOMFIELD, Conn.—United Technologies
Photonics has announced the availability of its
new high performance linearized modulators
for use in CATV transmitters. Developed for
use at both 1.3 and 1.5 microns at power levels
up to 200 mW, these units provide 65 dB suppression of CTB and CSO products at up to 80
NTSC channels, while providing 200 MHz
additional bandwidth for digital overlay. A
split band configuration using two linearized
modulators provides 70 dB CSO and 70 dB
CTB at up to 80 channels combined. The systems also maintain carrier-to-noise ratios in

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.—Radiant
Communications Corp. has announced the
availability of asystem that sends high quality
video and audio signals long distances over
one singlemode fiber. The DVL4A/SM has a
maximum optical attenuation of 18 dB and is
capable of transmitting signals up to 50 km.
The system uses FM transmission and meets
RS250 medium haul specifications with 60 dB
SNR (minimum). Typical applications would
be for distance learning, video teleconferencing and remote feeds back to CATV headend
systems.
Circle Reader Service number 71

Audio/data multiplexer

WORCESTER, Mass.—Telecast Fiber Systems
has introduced the Adder 882, abi-directional
system that simultaneously transmits eight

Fiber transmission

AMITYVILLE, N.Y.—Math Associates has
announced the availability of anew fiber optic
transmission system
designed to transmit
digital-video signals at
data rates up to 300
Mbps.
The FX/FR-1700
series is compatible
with most common
FX/FR-1700 series
140 and 270 Mbps
fiber optic transmisdigital formats such as
sion system
NTSC, PAL and
SMPTE T:14.224 and will also operate with
compressed digital video formats as low as 10
Mbps. The system exhibits atypical rise and
fall time of 1.0 nanosecond and ajitter rate of
less than 0.3 nanoseconds. Input/output impedances are 75 ohms with areturn loss of 15 dB.
Operation is at an optical wavelength of 1300
nm, and the system will transmit low error-rate
signals over distances of up to 3km using 62.5
micron multimode fiber optic cable.
The FX/FR-1700 utilizes pulse modulation
and wideband low noise circuitry to ensure
excellent transmission of high quality digitalvideo signals in both studio and field applications, according to the company. The units are
small and easily mounted to cameras and other
peripheral equipment. Integral indicator LEDs
are provided on both the transmitter and
receiver to continuously indicate the presence
of digital-video signals, as well as the proper
operation of the units.
Circle Reader Service number 73

The Adder 882

broadcast quality audio channels, plus eight
high-speed RS422 data/control channels both
ways over asingle optical fiber. Markets
include CATV production and telecommunications. Applications include interconnecting
remote studios and high density intercom
trunking.
The Adder 882 is apair of small, 2RU 19inch rack-mounted enclosures fitted with 16,
three-pin XLR audio connectors and eight
duplex DB-9 data connectors on each unit.
Digital modulation and multiplexing combine
all signals onto either one or two fibers for
two-way transmission, via standard ST-type
optical connectors. An internal UPS keeps
power available. Switchable pre-amps permit
individual channels to accept microphone or
line inputs. Signal quality is improved because
of the use of digital techniques and fiber optic
cables. The Adder 882 has arange of 10 km
without repeaters or amplifiers.
Circle Reader Service number 72

Return path alignment

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Trilithic Inc. has introduced the 9557/9558 Return Alignment
System, which enables the CATV system operator to balance CATV system return paths
quickly and simply, and without placing sweep
generators at system extremities, according to
the company. Instead, the operator connects a
portable, battery-operated upstream signal
source, the 9558, to the return path test point
at each amplifier. Signals from the 9558 are
interpreted by the headend transponder (9557),
which reports return path balance to the operator via anarrowband downstream signal. The
operator can balance the upstream path by
simply observing the transponder's output on
an ordinary signal level meter while performing adjustments.
The system is available in two frequency
ranges: 5MHz to 30 MHz, and 5MHz to 40
MHz.
Circle Reader Service number 74
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6-8 Fiber Optics 1-2-3

"Installation—Maintenance-Design." Produced by The
Training Division at The Light
Brigade Inc. Tailored for those
who wish to have an understanding of fiber optics, from engineering through implementation. Also
included in the course are eight
hours of hands-on training with
testing, splicing and connectorization workstations. Location:
Sacramento, Calif. Call Valerie
Johnsen (206) 251-1240.

6-9 Fiber Optic Installation &
Splicing, Maintenance &
Restoration for CATV
Applications. A four-day course,
presented by Siecor Corp.
Recognized by the SCTE as a
source of preparation for the fiber
optics portion of the BCT/E category III examination. Successful
completion of the course earns
four recertification units for those
members already holding BCT/E
certification. Location: Hickory,
N.C. Call (800) 743-2671, extension 5539, or 5560.
79

Intermedia '95,
International Conference &
Exposition on Multimedia and
CD-ROM. Location: Moscone
Convention Center, San
Francisco, Calif. Call Reed
Exhibition Companies Customer
Service at (203) 840-5634 for
more information on exhibiting or

Trade Shows
February
22-24 Texas Cable Show.
Location: San Antonio, Texas.
Call the Texas Cable TV
Association at (512) 474-2082
for more information.

26-3/3 OFC '95: Optical

Fiber Research, Development
and Deployment Solutions.
Sponsored by the Optical
Society of America,
IEEE/Lasers and ElectroOptics Society, and the IEEE
Communications Society.
OFC will offer arange of
information on fundamental
research, systems applications
and commercialization issues.
There will be presentations of
437 technical papers, as well
as more than 200 exhibiting
companies. Location: San
Diego Convention Center, San
Diego, Calif. Call Marilyn
Kornfeld (202) 416-1953.
March
20-23 Supercomm '95.
Location: Anaheim, Calif. Call
the U.S. Telephone
Association at (202) 3267300.
attending the convention.

8-10

Fiber Optics 1-2-3
"Installation—Maintenance—
Design." Produced by The
Training Division at The Light

BROADBAND

Brigade Inc. Tailored for those
who wish to have an understanding of fiber optics, from engineering through implementation. Also
included in the course are eight
hours of hands-on training with
testing, splicing and connectorization workstations. Location:
Reno, Nev. Call Valerie Johnsen
(206) 251-1240.

12-15 CompTel '95. Location:
Nashville, Tenn. Call CompTel at
(202) 296-6650.

20-22 Fiber Optics 1-2-3
"Installation—Maintenance—
Design." Produced by The
Training Division at The Light
Brigade Inc. Tailored for those
who wish to have an understanding of fiber optics, from engineering through implementation. Also
included in the course are eight
hours of hands-on training with
testing, splicing and connectorization workstations. Location:
Honolulu, Hawaii. Call Valerie
Johnsen (206) 251-1240.

14 Overview of Fiber Optic
Systems. A one-day course, presented by EESCO
Communication Systems.
Location: LAN Training Center,
Oak Brook, Ill. Call EESCO at
(800) 366-3638.

21

14-16 Broadband-CATV
Laboratory. Produced by C-COR
Electronics Inc. Location: State
College, Pa. Call the C-COR
Technical Customer Services
Department (814) 231-4422.

21-23

15-17 Convergence I:
Interactive Television.
Sponsored by Multichannel
CommPerspectives. Location:
Philadelphia, Pa. Call Sarah
Harvey (303) 393-7449.
15-17 Installing Fiber Optic
Systems. A three-day course, presented by EESCO
Communication Systems.
Location: LAN Training Center,
Oak Brook, Ill. Call EESCO at
(800) 366-3638.

SEMINAR

Fundamentals of the
Hybrid Fiber/Coax Network.
Produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Inc. Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call
Bridget Lanham (800) 722-2009,
or (404) 903-5516 for more information or to make reservations.

Broadband-LAN
Laboratory. Produced by CCOR Electronics Inc. Location:
State College, Pa. Call the CCOR Technical Customer
Services Department at (814)
231-4422.

22-23 Hybrid Fiber/Coax
Field Test & Measurement.
Produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Inc. Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call
Bridget Lanham (800) 722-2009,
or (404) 903-5516 for more information or to make reservations.
22-23

Interactive Broadband
Delivery System Overview.
Produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Inc. Location: San Francisco,
Calif. Call Bridget Lanham (800)
722-2009, or (404) 903-5516 for
more information or to make
reservations.

BROADBAND
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
Circle Reader Service No. 60

MARCH 7-9 /FREMONT, CALIFORNIA
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C-COR offers a3-day introductory level course on broadband
communications as applied to hybrid fiber/coaxial cable television
systems. This course is intended to acquaint those
with adata communications or telephony background to
frequency division multiplexed broadband networks.
For more information call 800-233-2267 ext. 4422.

CCO II 60 Decibel Road State /College. PA 16801
ELECTRONICS I
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MARCH
15 SCTE Telecommunications
Vendor's Show & Workshop.
Location: Omaha, Neb. Call Duff
Campbell of Riser-Bond
Instruments at (402) 466-0933.
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1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N BNC RCA, F-81
Gilbert AHS
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Belden
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Times

Off Shore

RG-11
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CALL

800-233-8713
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TOOLS
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RG-214
We will make any cable assembly . Quick delivery on all colors and lengths

TRADE
OF

Fax. (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

"Video
OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS & SUPPLY
SEMICONDUCTORS + WIRE

FUSES • CONNECTORS • HAND TOOLS
TRANSFORMERS • SURGE PROTECTORS
UNINTERRUPTIBLE

POWER
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800-247-5883

A Division of CE!
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Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.
1950 N.W. 44TH Street Porn sano Beach, Florida 33064
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G ELECTRONICS INC.
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CONVERTERS
HEADENDS
DROP M ATERIAL
LINE EQUIPMENT

New IUsed
All Equipment ICompetitive Prices
Phone: 305.978* 8845 Fax: 305.978.8831

DAVID GREEN

Call or Fax us today with your request!

CORPORATION

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY
COMMUNICATIONS
&ENERGY CORP

FILTERS &ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MMUS /LPTV
Manufacturer speciali:ing in fast delivery of Filters for
CATV and other video systems. MMDS & LPTV
Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast
filters and Terrestrial Interference filters for TVRO systems.
7395 Faft Park Drive

Tel 315-452-0709

East Syracuse, NY 13057

Fax 315-452-0732
CS/CAN 800-882-1587

Contact:

Steve Shafer or Vince ('apples

api

Local Weather
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-Temp:85

F Humidity 35%
-Wind from SW 42 5MPH
Baro Pressure 29.3 HG.
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Update remotely via any computer!
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on Video Poster'«
VCR Control
Basic system: $529.90 inc RAMX & C64
VHS instructional video, cable & manuals

12:24:30 THURSDAY 3:21:94

'Hi-Res fonts, Video Page & Character Generator 'Store more than 600 pages Logos &
pictures on RAMX cartridge '16 colors, variable fonts, Crawl, Flash, Special effects "Two
(240 Itr.) crawls per page 'Accurate real time clock & date •Restores & displays pages,
time & date even If power fails!' Low cost C64 computer (NTSC aCh. 3/4 RF out) '100 'rime
& date control commands •Infra-red controls up to 8 VCR's • Program Video Postern.,
using IBM or MAC via modem 'Control external relays •Video Postern* Instructions on
VHS tape •Ask about MAC & IBM Video Poster'« page desi •n program "MACP" $179.95
Model 'Price
RA MX 6349.95
C64
$179.95
Modem $ 89.95
BCLK $ 69.95
PK8
$179.95
‘VX I $189.95
WSDNI $279.95
RAIN $249.95
1541
$189.95
TSPI
$379.95
DVM2 $379.95
1/PSI $279.95

NEW

•Descri .tion of "Video Poster"

TM

0 •tions:

Call for Demo tape

Video Poster ,, i; 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, cables & manual
Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warranty all products)
1200 baud Hayes modem for remote page transfer
Options
_
Battery clock (with RAM; restores time & date if power fails
Controls 8 relays + DVM2; "WX1 & WSDNI "+ IR inputs
Temp.+11umidity; WX IB $249.95 inc. barometric pees
.
..:
Anamometor Wind speed and direction; (Req. PK8)
i
E___
Rain gauge daily, yearly total sin .01" increments
Disk drive; unlimited back up for RAMX
—.— Text-to-speech computer voice message each screen.
Page controlled Digital audio;10 messages, 2min.
Uninterruptible power with 5hour batteries

T

AppleTM Macintosh

MAC Video PosterTM

photographs & Graphics

Multiple Graphics & Hi res photos display on all pages
,ICreate flash, crawl text with photo graphics display pages
-,IRemote

control and page insertion via Macintosh
'/Works with all new AN Macs or NTSC display adapters
N
i
Features all MAC fonts and 256 NTSC color resolution
Model "MACP" Video PosterTM for Macintosh $495.00
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GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design
508 Industrial Drive
PH (404) 591-1670
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• Woodstock, GA 30188
• FX (404) 591-1484
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
•Headend Services

Cable
Automated Mapping
and Facilities Management
Software
P ."

I
I

GLASSTRA(

-COMPLETE HEADEND RELOCATION SERVI E
- RERACK AND REWIRI
-OPTIMI7F
- PROOI

Fiber Optics
Management
and GIS
Software

•FCC Proof Performance
- RF PRooFs
-VIDEO TRIANUAL PROOFS

1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140
I
PSWICH, SD

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting

-STRAND MAPPING
-As BUILT MAPPING
-SYSTEM DESIGN
-MAP MANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATI

WORKING SOLUTIONS FOR FACILITES MANAGEMENT
-4E• 88 Sloan Street, Roswell, GA 30075 (404) 998-9527

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

ENGINEERING/DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION

ID

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

•Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS -

CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

800-852-6276
P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone [219] 892-5537 •FAX (219) 892-5624

quality service performed on a timely basis

Commercial Spun Aluminum Antennas
DH accuracy & hgh efficiency
Mappirle, and nngincering Saint loi

SIZES
3meter
3.3 meter
3.7 meter
3.9 meter

10'
11'
12'

"Mapping the 21st Century's
Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water

13'
4.2 meter 14'
4.5 meter 14'8"
5 meter 16'

CALL FOR PRICING
(800) 627-9443

Services include:
Consulting • Data Conversion
GIBRALTER:
Dual Axis motorized Az/el
mount, standard with
RC2000, PC compatible
dual axis controller.

CADDSTAR Im (Applications softwareforAutoCad "
m and Micro.Station" )

CADDSTAIr

DH Satellite

GIS Software

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

For more information contact:
405 N. Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112
Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile :(813) 287-3674

17_ available
Call Tim Reeder
issue of
toCEO!
reserve
800-866-0206
space in the next 1

112

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design

C ED:

COMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING &

DESIGN

FEBRUARY

1995

EQUIPMENT MARKETPLACE/SERVICES
Industry

JONESURPL US
WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CA TV EQUIPMENT
LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

„ it
e4

Service
Since
1966

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

JUMPER CABLES
p.o. Box 97o7.11ELENI NIT 59604

•FMale
•RG -56
•PL

•AG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our

CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES

quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

HEADEND EQUIPMENT

tSA (6191757-3008 FAX(619)757-4048

SOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED

G. I . VideoCipher

dB-tronics
able

ICIt'Vt., 1011LIIIIIII !WI It

Jerrold SJ Trunk 400- $299
Magnavox 5LE330

Check Us Out For

SA 8525 w/Remote

Parts & Services

,f Genuine S-A Parts In Stock
Up/Down & Module Repair

,f 450 & 550 MHz Equalizers

OR

FAX

- $ 25

Standard 24 PC
N
S

- $199

Jerrold JLE-400

- $ 85

Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk- $435
Jerrold CIV Mod

o

- $550

Hamlin CRX

- $ 12
- $ 40

- $1.99

Tocom 5503-A

Assorted Taps

- $1.50

C-Cor 450 LE

NEW

- $175

AlUILSÁ
bsee-JEWCE

TEL: 610-279-8000
800-WT ARENA
MSC. FAX: 610-279-5805

WeedI7- WE -s-,Ftzf _refire-ALL" f 9.5'2

ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED -FAX LIST

Telephone: 803-574-0155
USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 803-574-0383

E1 atild
ALERT SYSTEMS

dB-Iranios, Inc.
145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg, SC 29301
USA

WE BUY &SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

By

EMI»

Idea/onies
aup to 90 channels

CONNECTORS,TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, IVIISC.

.14 day delivery

TM BROKERS

•compatible with all headends

5402

-AFFORDABLE-

TEL:

95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019

HIGHWAY

FAX:

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

208-683-2374

Video Units Also Available
COAST CATV SUPPLY

From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY

IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters
Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list

WE SELL
AND WE

REPAIR

614-221-3131

Fax 614-222-0581

THE

- $199

Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk

MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY-CALL FOR COMPLETE INVENTORY LIST

US FIRST

NEED SOME 1MND IN
YOUR SALES?
ADVERTISE IN
CEO CLASSIFIED!

- $225

SA 330 Trunk

Pioneer BC-2002/2

SILILVIICIUS.

Inband Converter Repair
CALL

- $ 85

SA Slimline 450 Trnk- $435

Scientific
Atlanta
✓

- $299

Jerrold SJ Trunk 301- $199

CelitCr

11.11•

II - $299

Mag. 5-330 Trunk

PREMIER

MAGAZINE

OF

BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
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We Buy -Wanted: ALL BRANDS
YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT
Fax your used/excess list
(USA) 909-272-2360 Fax: 909-272-3032
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C LASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
PLANT MANAGER/CHIEF TECHNICIAN

Independent 11,000 subscriber cable system in Golden Meadow, Louisiana, (60 miles
southwest of New Orleans) seeks experienced Plant Manager for permanent position.
Successful candidate needs 3+ years experience in Plant Management with strong
technical, construction and supervisory experience. System rebuild (fiber/coax) to
begin immediately.

CATV BROADCA ST
PERSONNEL SERVICES
ALL LEVELS OF POSITIONS FILLED NATIONWIDE
•
Technicians •
En gineers •
Managers •
Sales
Send resume with salary requirement to address below.
Employer Inquiries Invited.

Communication Resources

Send resume' and salary requirements to Cable TV, P.O. Box 788, Golden Meadow,
LA 70357. Fax# (504) 475-6390. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

SUIT Member

peter

F

roeh 1/ch & Co.
executive search

PO.Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

The Communication Personnel Specialists
P.
O.
Box 141397 •Cincinnati, OH 45250
606-491-5410 /FAX 606-491-4340

C

TECHNICAL POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Two Installer Technicians -Located in
the Southeast area of North Carolina near
South Carolina border.
One Lead Technician -Needed for
beautiful areas in North Carolina near
The Outerbanks.
One Chief Technician -Around Burlington
area in North Carolina.
The above positions require five (5) years
field experience. Ten (10) years experience
is preferred, five (5) years is the minimum
experience required for these positions.
Applicants(s) must be experienced and
qualified.
Salary commensurate with experience and
qualifications. Please forward your resume to:

CED BOX #530
EOE

I
®

CM Telecommunications, Inc. is hiring
experienced people for the following positions:

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design fiber 8, coax broadband routes.

TECHNICIANS
Installation, Cut-over, Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890
Mail resume to: P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95,

Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

GCTIrand Wometco

are seeking to fill the

following positions for the upgrade and rebuild of
our Atlanta area systems.
- BroadBand Telecommunications Engineers
- Headend Engineers & Technicians
- Field Inspectors
- Inventory Control
- System Technicians
Please mail or fax your resume to:
Wometco Cable TV

(no telephone calls)

Attn: Department 250
4275 ShacIdeford Road
Suite 130

TIME WARNER CABLE - Columbus Division has an
opening for an experienced Headend Engineer in our division
Engineering Department. The candidate must have strong video,
audio, fiber optic experience with aminimum of 3years working
in aHeadend.
We offer an excellent compensation and benefits package and a
team environment.

Norcross, GA 30093
Fax: (404) 717-7091
GCTV and Wometco are equal opportunity employers.

Please send resume to:

When you put
your recruitment ad in
the right haystack ...

W ARNER CABLE
1266 DUBLIN RD.
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

finding the
needle is easy.

Warner Cable is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

Use the

CED CLASSIFIED
SECTION

MORE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
ON PAGE 115!

114

CEO :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

It Makes Sense.

FEBRUARY 1995

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

How to Address a
BOX #Reply...
CEO Classifieds Box#
1Chilton Way

NETWORK TECHNICIAN

(2nd Floor)

Radnor, PA 19089

U S WEST is a recognized leader in the telecommunications industry. Our
innovative company has a challenging opportunity for a customer-oriented
CATV headend technician to install/maintain video headend equipment at our
broadband network in Omaha, NE. You would service our network using such
equipment as demodulators, BTSC audio encoders, RF combiners/splitters,
optical transmitters/receivers, QPSK and QAM systems, Tektronix VM700 and
Hewlett Packard 8591 spectrum analyzers.
Requirements include 3-5 years' experience in CATV headend transmission/
signaling and maintenance, and experience in analog/digital transmission. You
must have athorough understanding of CATV headend technical operations and
maintenance for coax and fiber as well as knowledge of digital transmission
technology in the areas of sonet, unison and MPEG. Basic electronics skills and
understanding of data/LAN communications are necessary. Qualifications also
include computer proficiency in DOS, Windows and 0S2 platforms. System and
advanced technician's NCTI certification and FCC radio/telephone licensure are
preferred. A CATV headend technology test will be administered.
For prompt, confidential consideration, forward resume by February 15, 1995 to:
U SWEST Communications, Attn: L. Mills Huber, 1314 DOTM, 5th Floor,
Omaha, NE 68102.

If you have any questions please
call 800-866-0206

CableFile
RESEARCH
Cable Database for
Marketing and
Research
CableFile System
Database
• The most complete, up-to-date
file of US cable operations avaiable anywhere.

USWEST is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer offering ahighly
competitive salary and benefits package. Employment offers are conditioned upon the
applicant undergoing and passing apreemployment drug test.

•Each listing contains key
personnel and plant information.
.Updated on a daily basis as
changes occur. Complete
quarterly updates done as well.

Need some Help?
Let CED
Classified's

AREER
M ARKETPLACE

Database available.
•Receive quarterly, semi-annual, or
annual updates with CableFile
Update Program.

CableFile MSO
Database
•Provides pertinent information
about corporate operations.
•Each listing contains names of 10
key personnel- DECISION MAKERS.
.Includes company-wide subscriber

recruit it for you!
With a circulation to over 18,000

'Entire Database or Customized

counts, pay subs, pay units and
homes passed.
Both databases are available in
electronic and label formats.Custom
research services also available!

For more information,
call (303) 393-7449
600 S. Cherry St., #400
Denver, CO 80222

cable television professionals,
reaching the right candidate
is as easy as...

CED.

THE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
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Noone individual dominated the early history of CATV

more effectively than Milton Jerrold Shapp. Agraduate
of Case Engineering School in his hometown of
Cleveland, Shapp became amanufacturer's
representative after World War Il for
Meissner, asupplier of RF electronic components such as resistors, capacitors, IF
transformers, RF chokes, switches and more.

Milton
Jerrold
Shop
1912-1994

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

116

The genesis of Jerrold

The miracle of picture radio, authorized
by the FCC in July 1941 amid great expectations and fanfare, was stopped dead in its
tracks on December 7, 1941, before it
could even get started. By the end of the
War, applications for new TV station permits literally inundated the FCC, forcing it
in September 1948 to reimpose the wartime freeze it had so recently lifted. TV
broadcasting was stalled from 1948 to
1952, with only 100 operating TV stations.
On asales trip to Baltimore in 1948-'49,
Milt Shapp met ayoung Naval Academy
instructor named Don Kirk, who had built a
simple preamplifier to improve reception of
the Baltimore TV station at his home in
Annapolis. Shapp offered to peddle whatever booster boxes Don could build in his
basement shop. Thus was born the company
known for many years by the name Jerrold.
Kirk's little booster box was good not
only for fringe reception, but also for multiple dwelling apartments. Soon Jerrold was using
coaxial cable and single channel amplifiers to wire single family residences for Bob Tarlton in Lansford, Pa.
At the same time, Martin Malarkey in Pottsville, Pa.
was installing RCA Antennaplex amplifiers, designed
originally to distribute RF television signals throughout
the NBC Radio City studio complex.
There were other startups in Astoria, Ore.; Mahanoy
City, Pa.; Batesville, Ark.; and probably others as well.
But Milt Shapp was atiger at promotion and marketing, and Jerrold almost immediately dominated the
infant industry.
In 1951, Martin Malarkey called ameeting of operators at the Nikko Allen Hotel in Pottsville for the first
of 43 annual conventions, and the National Community
Television Association (NCTA) was born ("community"
was later changed to "cable"). Shapp loaned the association, as executive director and general counsel, a
young former FCC attorney named E. Stratford Smith,
from the law firm retained by the Jerrold company.
Shapp correctly recognized that it was not enough to
simply sell amplifiers, taps and other equipment.
Failures caused by improper design and inexperienced
installation could reflect catastrophically on the equipment supplier. So he established the infamous service
contract, against advice of counsel, as an inviolable
prerequisite to hardware purchases. The contract called

for payment to Jerrold of $5 out of every installation
fee, typically about $125-$150, plus 25 cents of every
monthly service fee, usually about $3.75 amonth. In
return, Jerrold would design the system and provide
installation guidance, plus other vaguely defined services. Needless to say, Jerrold got into anti-trust and
restraint of trade problems, and the service contract
was eventually dropped.
Technicians called upon to install TV antennas generally found that aone millivolt signal on the 75-ohm
coaxial down lead was needed for acceptable reception.
Jerrold put this in decibel terms as "0 dBj." As competing suppliers C-COR, Entron, Holt, Ameco and others
came on the scene, memorializing Jerrold with the
"dBj" expression became anathema, and "dBj" was
replaced by the generic term "dBmV" in use today.

An about-face
Although NCTA members were becoming restive
about Jerrold's seeming dominance over association policy, they rendered grudging respect for Shapp's enormous energy and outstanding promotional skills.
Sometime around 1959, the association adopted astrategy seeking official recognition of CATV as abona fide
television service. Abill was introduced and lobbied
effectively in Congress that would provide FCC licenses
for cable TV. It was expected that licensing could raise
the status of the industry, and give the FCC the authority
to referee some nasty conflicts with TV broadcasting.
However, literally just days before Senate Bill S2653 was to come to avote, Milt Shapp sent urgent
telegrams to NCTA members. A special meeting was
convened in Washington to reverse the strategy and
oppose passage of the very bill which the industry had
been lobbying so hard to pass. Most members accepted
Shapp's sudden shift to aposition that the industry did
not really need or want to be regulated in any way. So
members swarmed dutifully through the halls of
Congress, trying to switch the support promised by
friendly Senators for S-2653 to opposition of the bill.
The word "double-cross" was used angrily by Senator
Pastore of Rhode Island, who had carried the ball for
the industry bill. Senator Fulbright, who owned the system in Fayetteville, Ark. and was very helpful in the
original strategy, told his friends he would never front
for them again. The cable TV industry lost alot of credibility in the Congress, and S-2653 died on atie vote.
Would the industry have been better off with FCC
licenses than with municipal franchises? It's hard to say.
Shapp sold the company in 1966 in order to pursue
his political ambitions, leading to two terms as governor of Pennsylvania, and arun for the presidential
nomination in 1976. General Instrument, the successor
to Milton Shapp's Jerrold Electronics Co., was responsible for initiating the digital television revolution now
sweeping the world.
Milton Jerrold Shapp died Thanksgiving Day,
November 24, 1994, after along siege with
Alzheimers.
CED
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Cheetah"
Status Monitoring Solutions:
The only system to give you
Frequency Agile RF Modems
A status monitoring system is only as reliable as the return path. Since most status
monitoring systems are placed low in the spectrum -allotting higher slots on the
return path for interactive services -problems of ingress are common. That's why
the Cheetah SystemTM includes frequency agile RF modems in all field devices. If
ingress is present, the HEC-3 communications controller can be commanded to
change the return frequency from the CMM-3 monitoring modules within a 3 MHz
range. And if the channel is in use and an alarm occurs, the alarming device is
automatically polled on the next channel -Polling Never Stops!

For a reliable

status monitoring system, be sure to require the Agile Solution.

Call (813) 756-6000 for information!
SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.
6432 Parkland Drive •Sarasota, Florida 34243 •(813) 756-6000 •Fax (813) 758-3800'
Circle Reader Service No. 61

There's a New Addition to Our Family.

They're here! Regal wide body taps from ANTEC —developers of
the first 1GHz tap and line passive products for the cable industry.
Regal 1GHz two-way and four-way wide body taps meet the needs
of your growing network by affording you flexibility in system design

Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)

and construction. These wide body taps allow you to upgrade any

is a "blueprint" for building abroadband network

existing plant to 1GHz without extension connectors.

spectrum. The Regal family of products by ANTEC

that accommodates interactive services in a IGHz
supports this vision.

Regal wide body taps offer:
• 1GHz bandwidth to accommodate emerging technologies
such as Near Video On Demand, HDTV, and Digital Audio.
• Premium components for superior RF performance and
dependability —the trademark of Regal products.
• Most extensive selection of main line distribution passives
in the cable industry —including narrow and wide body taps
as well as traditional and surge protected line passives.
Contact your local ANTEC representative and meet the new additions
to our Regal product family.

REGAL

g

by ANTEC

Call 1-800 TO ANTEC.
Circle Reader Service No. 62
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